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Introduction and Summary 
Let 5 be a set, Λ a σ-algebra in S, and μ a measure on Λ. 
For any ρ e (0, oo), one can define 
the collection of all real Λ-measurable functions f on S for which 
l p . -Ü s | / I p i i / J ] 1 / P <~ /."(μ): 
with identification of functions that are equal μ-almost everywhere. 
In 1940, Kakutani and Bohnenblust gave a characterization of the spaces LP (μ) 
with ρ e [1, oo). In their characterization they not only took into account the linear 
and metric structure of Lp-spaces, but also their natural ordering structure: 
f<g <=> f (s) < g (s) for μ-almost alls e S . 
Roughly stated, they found that the property that sets aside Lp-spaces from other 
spaces with similar linear, metric and ordering structure, is p-additivity: 
11 ƒ + 0 I lp = 11 ƒ I lp + 110 I lp whenever f and g are disjoint. 
The latter is a translation of the fact that real functions ƒ, g with disjoint support 
(i.e. \f(s)\ > 0 => |^(5)| = 0 for all s) have the property that 
\f + g\p(s) = \f\p(s) + \g\P(s) (p e (0, oo) , s G S). 
p-additiviteit beperkt zich echter niet alleen tot ρ e [Ι,οο). Het is dus à priori 
geen hopeloze zaak om te proberen de Kakutani-Bohnenblust karakterisering te 
generaliseren zó dat ook Lp-ruimtes met ρ e (0,1) eronder vallen. 
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt zo'n generaMsatie bewezen; daarnaast worden twee andere 
karakteriseringen van Lp-ruimtes (p e (0, oo)) gepresenteerd. Alle drie deze karak­
teriseringen richten zich op de lineaire, ordenings- en metrische structuur. 
Almost simultaneously with their characterization of Lp in terms of p-additivity 
with ρ e [1, oo), Kakutani and Bohnenblust obtained a characterization concerning 
C(S): the collection of all real continuous functions f on S for which II ƒ 11» : = s u p { | / ( i ) | : j € S } < oo, 
where 5 is a compact Hausdorff space. To be precise, they showed that linear 
subspaces of C(S) that are closed with respect to || IL and closed with respect to 
taking pointwise maxima and minima (so called M-spaces), can be characterized 
by oo-additivity: 
II ƒ + g IL = max{ Il ƒ IL, Il 0 IL} iff and g are disjoint. 
Thus, Lp-spaces with ρ G [Ι,οο) and M-spaces can be jointly characterized by 
p-additivity (p e [Ι,οο]). One can even dispose of specifying the parameter p: 
ν 
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Bohnenblust showed that, in the context of vector spaces with similar ordering 
and metric structure, every norm || || with the following homogeneity property 
fi,gi disjoint, 
fz,gì disjoint, n ., ,. .. 
Il/ji = Il/2||, ll/i+^ill = 11/2+^2|| (*) 
libili = \\02\\, . 
is necessarily p-additive for some ρ e [1, oo]. 
Based on the above Kakutani-Bohnenblust results, others obtained joint character­
izations of IP-spaces with ρ e [1, oo) and (subclasses of) M-spaces, of which we 
will consider: 
1. Ando's characterization in terms of positive contractive projections, and 
2. one of Tzafriri's characterizations in terms of convergence behavior of infinite 
disjoint sequences. 
Ando's characterization does not allow a generalization that includes Lp-spaces 
with ρ e (0,1), the argument for which is provided by a characterization of con­
tractive projections in Lp, also due to Ando. The end of chapter 1 presents an 
alternative proof of Ando's characterization of contractive projections in Lp for 
the case that ρ e (0,1). It is more elementary and yields a slightly more general 
result. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to generalizing one of Tzafriri's characterizations of Lp-
spaces and M-spaces. Like the characterizations mentioned earlier, Tzafriri's char­
acterization uses the linear and order structure, but in contrast with them, the 
topological structure is exploited instead of the metric structure. In Tzafriri's 
characterization, the p-additivity is replaced by (or better termed, hidden in) the 
condition that all disjoint normalized infinite sequences are equivalent: 
Ifui,U2,... disjoint, Vi,V2,... disjoint, and HuJI = ΙΙν,ΙΙ for all i, 
then for every sequence ofscalars λ\, Äj,... 
Χ, λ,u, converges *=* Χ, λ,ν, converges , 
which is a sort of infinite dimensional analogue of (*). 
Since Lp-spaces do not fall under the regime of normed spaces for ρ e (0,1), 
a generalization of Tzafriri's characterization that is to include Lp-spaces with 
ρ e (0,1), must be put in a more general setting: that of quasi-normed spaces. 
This leads to a joint characterization of Ip-spaces and, what we will call, quasi-M-
spaces. M-spaces are trivially quasi-M-spaces, but the converse question remains 
open. Chapter 2 ends with a discussion of some sufficient conditions on a quasi-
M-space to be an M-space. 
Guide to the reader 
A PhD-thesis always ends up somewhere between a textbook and a bunch of arti­
cles. In my case, the result looks more like the former, not in the last place, because 
I had two audiences in mind: 
• experts in Riesz space theory, and 
• (other) interested readers who are not afraid of functional analysis. 
Also, my intention to make the thesis reasonably self-contained and accessible to 
the latter audience, blew up the preliminaries from 20 pages to 40 pages before I 
knew it. I can only ask the reader's indulgence and give my advice about what is 
worth reading. 
To experts: 
The main results are presented in the sections 1.1, 1.3, and 2.4. The first two of 
those concern Riesz isometric characterizations of Lp-spaces, and the last deals 
with Riesz homeomorphic characterizations. Side-lines of the main theme can be 
found in 
- 1.2: characterizations of dense Riesz subspace of Lp; 
- 1.4: an alternative proof of Ando's characterizations of contractive projections 
in i " , ρ €(0,1); 
- 1.5: characterizations of band projections among the contractive projections in 
L", ρ e (0,1); 
- 2.5: the question whether quasi-M-spaces are M-spaces. 
The beginning sections of chapter 2 (2.1-2.3) as well as the preliminaries can be 
considered as a "reference manual" which can be consulted whenever one feels the 
need. The index has been prepared with this goal in mind. As a rule, the parts of 
text that are typeset in a small typeface are meant as elucidations or elaborations 
for non-experts, and can be omitted. Results of preliminaries that play a crucial 
rôle in chapter 1 or chapter 2, are referenced when used. Most sections end with 
remarks which are primarily meant for you. 
To other interested readers: 
I presuppose that you have some knowledge of topology and functional analysis. 
To give an idea: concepts and theorems that will be used without definition or 
proof, are: 
- from topology: Hausdorff space, Urysohn's lemma, compactness; 
- from measure theory: σ-finite measure, the construction of the integral and of 
L1, almost everywhere, Levi's monotone convergence theorem; 
vu 
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- from topological vector space theory: normed space, Banach space, topological 
vector space, the uniform boundedness principle and its derivatives: the open 
mapping theorem and the closed graph theorem. 
If desired, lacunas in this respect can be filled in by consulting [Kö] or [Ed] for 
instance. 
From the above starting point, the preliminaries seriously try to get the interested 
reader up to speed concerning the relevant theory of Lp-spaces, Riesz spaces, 
quasi-normed (Riesz) spaces, and, to a lesser extent, locally solid Riesz spaces. 
After that, most sections of chapter 1 and 2 (without their ending remarks), are 
hopefully accessible. Since I expect that the sections 1.1 and 2.4 are more interest-
ing to you than the rest, I have marked the parts of the preliminaries that are nof 
needed for understanding 1.1 and 2.4 with a #. In particular, the sections 0.3.6, 
0.3.7, 0.3.9, 0.3.12, 0.3.13, 0.6.1, and 0.6.2, may be omitted. The sections 2.1-2.3 
build up some theory that is needed to state and prove the results in 2.4. As a 
rule, the parts of text that are typeset in a smaller type face are meant as stepping 
stones which elaborate some details of the line of argument. 
Finally, this place is perhaps as good as any other to mention that we will assume 
the Axiom of Choice and will work with Archimedean Riesz spaces only. 
Notation 
Ν is the set of positive integers; 
No is the set of non-negative integers; 
Κ is the set of real numbers; 
Q is the set of rational numbers; 
c is the vector space of convergent sequences. 
Let S be a set. 
If for some s e 5 a statement P(s) is defined, then 
[ Ρ ] := {s e S : P(s) is true } 
is the set of all 5 e 5 for which Ρ (s) is (defined and) true. 
Eg. iff : 5 - IR, t h e n [ / > 0] = {s e S : f (s) > 0}. 
Some vector spaces (normed spaces) of functions on 5: 
£"(5) the vector space of all functions ƒ : S -~ Κ for which 
| | / | | » : = s u p { | / ( j ) | : 5 e S } < o o ; 
Co(5) : the vector space of all functions ƒ : 5 — Κ for which 
the sets [|/| > ε], ε e (0, <»), are finite; 
Coo(S) : the vector space of all functions ƒ : 5 - Κ with finite 
support, i.e. for which the set [!ƒ I > 0] is fmite, 
and some functions: 
κ is the identity function S — S, s -* s; 
1A is the indicator function of A c 5, 1A(S) = 1 on A and 1A(S) = 0 elsewhere. 
If S is a topological space: 
U° is the interior of a subset U of 5; 
TJ is the closure of a subset U of S; 
Borel(S) is the σ-algebra of Borei sets of 5; 
ßS is the Stone-Cech compactification of 5; 
BC(5) is the vector space of bounded continuous functions on 5. 
If S is a compact Hausdorff space: 
C(S) is the collection of continuous functions on 5; 
C°°(S) is the collection of extended real-valued functions on S (see p. 7); 
IX 
χ 
Notation 
Miscellaneous: 
ΣΛ Χι = x disjoint : Χι Χη are (mutually) disjoint and have χ as sum 
(p. 14); 
the principal ideal of E generated by e (p. 11); 
the Dedekind completion of E (p. 22); 
the complex-valued functions on 5 whose p t h powers 
are integrable ; 
will generally denote a quasi-norm (see p. 29); 
will denote a norm in general; 
the extended real number system: IR υ {±oo}; 
the linear span of {e1,e2,...} i.e. 
{ΣΓΑ(ϊ)β«ω: η G Ν, α(1) < . . . < α ( η ) , λ ( ί ) ε Κ } ; 
the real part of a function ƒ ; 
the imaginary part of a function ƒ ; 
"is defined (by equality) as" ; 
"is defined (by equivalence) as"; 
x~y : K~ix(n) < y(n) < Kx(n) for all η (see 2.18 on p. 77); 
κ 
1 Λ ρ, 1 ν ρ : mm{l,p}, max{l,p} in IR; 
u„ t (u) : (u«) is upwards directed (to u) (see p. 5); 
u„ i (u) : (Ua) is downwards directed (to u) (see p. 5). 
Ele] 
Ε
δ 
rP 
•
L
€ 
M 
IMI 
[ -00 , 00 ] 
[ [ β ΐ . β 2 , . . . ] ] 
Re(/) 
Im(/) 
We often write things like "0 < ƒ„ t < ƒ in £". In such cases, the phrase "in E" 
refers to the fact that the ordering of E is meant and that all elements mentioned 
are in E. 
Finally, if (Xn)n is a sequence, then we denote the sequence of partial sums (the 
series) by 
ΣηΧη i-C ΣηΧη = (Σ\Χη)
Ν=1· 
If the series Ση χη converges, then we denote its limit by ΣΤ Xn- For example, 
Σ
η
χ
η
^ α means that Σ Γ χ η = « · 
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2 Preliminaries 
In chapter 1 and 2, generalizations of characterizations of Ip-spaces will be stud­
ied. Apart from the linear structure, two other structures of interest will be used 
there to characterize Ip-spaces: 
1. the metric structure, which is that of a quasi-normed space, and 
2. the order structure, which is that of a iliesz space. 
In the next four sections we will discuss the relevant theory concerning 
• the order structure of a Riesz space, 
• the metric structure of a quasi-normed space, 
• the natural interaction between the two structures above as implemented by a 
quasi-normed Riesz space, 
• and a extension thereof that is comprised in the concept of a locally solid Riesz 
space. 
We begin, however, with defining Lp -spaces and collecting some of their properties. 
0.1 I p -spaces 
Let (Ξ,Ά,μ) be a measure space, and let ρ e (0, oo). Denote by £ρ(5,Λ,μ), or 
£ρ(μ) or £p for short, the collection of all Λ-measurable functions ƒ : 5 - IR with 
ll/llP := [Js I ƒ \ράμ]ι1ρ < ». Since for functions f,g : 5 - R 
\f + g\p 
|max{/,^}|P <2pmax{\f\p,\g\n^2p(\f\p + \g\p) pointwise on5 , 
Imin{/,^}|P . 
we have that 
1. the pointwise sum of two functions in £p is in £p, as well as 
2. their pointwise maximum and minimum. 
Identifying functions in £ρ(μ) that are equal μ-almost everywhere we obtain Ι ρ (μ): 
the collection of all equivalence classes 
[ƒ ]μ := {h e £" : h(s) = f (s) for μ-almost all s e S] , ƒ e £ρ(μ) . 
By 1. (and standard measure theoretic arguments) the following operations, func­
tion, and relation, respectively, are well-defined: 
if], + Ιΰ]μ 
rif), 
WlfUp 
Ifh s [g]. 
= {he £p : h(s) = ƒ (5) + g(s) for μ-almost ail s e S}, 
= {h e £p : h(s) = rf(s) for μ-almost ail s e S], 
= [is\h\p]l'p (h elf],), 
<=> ƒ (5) < g (s) for μ-almost ail s G 5, 
In the special case that the measure space (8,Ά,μ) consists of the set of natu­
ral numbers Ν equipped with the σ-algebra of all subsets of Ν and the counting 
measure, we write £p for Ι ρ (μ). Observe that [χ]μ coincides with {x} in that case. 
From now on we will, as usual, suppress the distinction between the equivalence 
class [ƒ ] and a(ny) representative of it. 
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We collect some properties of Lp·. 
• By 1., (Lp, +, ·) is a real vector space. 
• By 2., ( I p , <) is a lattice: a partially ordered set such that every doubleton {f,g} 
has a least upper bound ƒ ν g and greatest lower bound ƒ Λ g (in this case given 
by (ƒ ν g)(s) = max{f(s),g(s)} and (ƒ Λ g)(S) = inin{/(5),0(s)} for μ-almost 
all s e 5). 
• (IP, +, -, <) is a partially ordered vector space i.e. a real vector space endowed 
with an ordering that is compatible with the linear structure in the following 
sense: for all elements f,g, h 
ƒ <g => ƒ + h<g + h, 
r e [0,oo), O s / =» 0 < r / . 
• The functional || ||p is Riesz, meaning that for elements f,g e I p 
l/l < lei =* ||/HP<NIP. 
• p-additivity of || \\p·. 
/ Λ ^ = 0 ί η Ι Ρ ( μ ) =* \\f + g\\l = | | / | | ' + \\g\Z if, 9 e L» (μ) ); 
< ƒ Λ g = 0 in Ι ρ (μ) implies that min{/(s)p,0(5)p} = 0 for μ-almost all s e 5 (in 
particular,/,^ > 0 μ-almost everywhere), and thus [f(s)+g(s)]p(s) = fp(s) +gp(s) 
for almost all 5 € S. > 
II |L-inequalities 
0 < u,v 6 ΐ ρ ( μ ) f,geLpW 
0 < ρ < 1 u \f + 0\ \ Γ \\P II I I f l/ l lp + llellp 
1 < ρ < oo u | | p + \v\\pp < \\u + v\\pp \\f + e\ + m 
Proof 
(I): The inequalities in the upper left corner and lower right corner 
Let 0 < u, ν e ί.ρ(μ). Leaving aside the trivial case that either u = 0 or υ = 0, we 
consider | |u + v\\p for ρ e (0,1] and ρ e [1, oo) respectively. 
Case 0 < ρ < 1 
The function t « t p , [0, oo) -. [0, oo) is concave, i.e. 
If we apply the above concavity property (for each s e S) with 
(&) 
u 
α := ,ß:= Hull,, + llvllp , t:= 
u(s) , __ v(s) 
» ^ * II II 
u 
we see that 
u + ν 
hl llttllp HvllpJ 
^ Γ Γ r u(s) TP
 c r V(5) If 
*«-«.Α+/ι·Α 
(%) 
M 
= 1 
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which establishes that ||tt + v| |p > | |u | |p + ||v||p for 0 < u, ν e Ιρ(μ). 
Case 1 < ρ < oo 
The function t - t p , [0, oo) — [0, <») is now convex, i.e. the inequality in (&) 
reverses, which implies in its turn that the inequality in (%) reverses. Thus, 
llu + vllp < Hull, + | |ν H, for all 0 < u, ν e Ι " (μ) . 
As a consequence, we have for all f,g e Ιρ(μ): 
\\f + 0\\p = \\\f + g\\\pz II l/ l+ 1^ 1 llP s II l/l l ip+ 11 l^llip = ll/llp + ll^llp-
(II): The inequalities in the lower left corner and upper right corner 
We consider || u + ν ||£ for ρ e (0,1] and ρ e [1, oo) respectively. 
Case 0 < ρ < 1 
Since f > t (t e [0,1]) for ρ e (0,1), we have that ( ^ ) P + ( ^ J P > 1 for 
r,5 e (0, oo]. In other words, 
(r + s)p < r" + sp (r,se[0,oo)). (rti) 
Applying (rti) pointwise to 0 < u, ν in Lp, yields || u + ν \\p < \\u\\p + || ν \\p. By 
a similar argument as in (I), the latter inequality extends to f,g e Lp. 
Case 1 < ρ < oo 
For this kind of p, tp < t (t e [0,1]), and so the inequality in (rti) reverses, which 
implies that \\u + v\\p> \\u \\p + \\v\\pp. α 
• From the || ||ρ -inequalities above it is clear that || ||p is a norm for ρ e [1, oo). 
However, for ρ e (0,1], || ||p is no norm: if μ is the Lebesgue measure on 
([R,Borel([R)), then 
l|l[o,2]||p = 2 1 / p έ 2 = ||l[o,i]||p + ||l[i,2]||p . (II lip not subadditive for ρ e (0,1)) 
However, we do have a weakened form of subadditivity: 
| | / + g\\p < 2^-^p( \\f\\p + \\g\\p ) (p G (0,1], f,g e Ιρ(μ) ) . 
(quasi-subadditivity) 
For a proof of this, use that \\f + g\\pp < | | / | | p + II^Hp and the following 
Lemma 0.1 
(
r
p +
 s
p)i/p < 2(1-P)/P(r + s) (r,s e [0, oo), ρ e (0,1] ). 
<The proof of lemma 0.1 relies again on the concavity of t — tp (t e [0, oo)): applying 
the concavity property 
(at' + ßt)p > at'p + ßtp 
to α = β = J and t' = ~ , t = -^ gives the desired result. > 
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0.2 Lattices 
Since the lattice structure of Lp will be relevant to us, we introduce some standard 
terminology and ditto results. 
Definition 0.2 
Lef L be a set, let < be a partial ordering m L, and Iet f, g e L. 
ι. We use the convention of writing f < g if f < g and f * g. 
il. If (L, < ) is a lattice, we denote the least upper bound and lower bound of{f,g} 
byfvg andf/\g, respectively. The operations ν, Λ are referred to as the lattice 
operations. 
ui. LQ c L is called a sublattice iff,g e Lo unphes that f ν g, f Λ g e L0 
iv. A subset U c L is called upwards directed (downwards directed) if for all u, ν 
in U there exists a w e U such that u < w and ν < w (w < u and w < v, 
respectively). With U t α (U 1 a) we denote that U is upwards directed and 
sup U = α (respectively: U is downwards directed and inf U = a). 
We say that a net (Ua)
a
 m L is upwards directed (increasing), notation u
a
 T, if 
M„, < u
a2 m L, whenever «i •< «2- //, in addition, sup„ u« = u for some u e L, 
we say that (u
a
)a is upwards directed to u, and we denote this with u
a
 î u. 
The meaning of "(ua)a is downwards directed (to u)", notation ua 1 (ua 1 u), 
is analogously denned. 
v. A subset U c L is called order bounded from above (from below) if there exists 
a ν e L such that for allueU:u<v(u>v respectively). Instead of "order 
bounded from above" the term majorized is also used. When U is both order 
bounded from above and from below, we shortly say that U is order bounded. 
vi. L is called (a)-Dedekind complete, whenever every (countable) non-empty, or­
der bounded set m L has a supremum and an mfimum m L. 
Examples 0.3 
- ƒ < g in Ιρ(μ) means that for almost all s e S: f (s) < g(s), and that the set 
{s e S : ƒ (s) < g(s)} is non-negligible. 
-Ι
ρ(μ) is σ-Dedekind complete: 
if {/nJn is order bounded, then (L p-sup
n
/„Ms) = sup„ fnis) for μ-almost all 
5 e S, and (Lp-m.înfn)(s) = infn fnis) for μ-almost all s e S. In particular, if 
ƒ„ 1 0 m Lp, then inf
n
 f
n
(s) = 0 for μ-almost all s e S. 
-£°°(S) is Dedekind complete. 
- {x e •ß" (S) : χ is constant outside a countable set} is σ-Dedekind complete, but 
not Dedekind complete if S is uncountable. 
- {x e £p : χ assumes values m a finite set} is not σ-Dedekind complete, and nei­
ther is C[0,1]. 
In fact, Lp is Dedekind complete as we will see in 0.14. As a preparation we show: 
Lemma 0.4 (super-Levi property of Lp-spaces) 
Lef ρ e (0, oo), and let F c [g e Lp : g > 0} fae an upwards directed set such that 
M:=sup{|Lf | | p : / e F } < ~ . 
Then supF exists m Lp, and there exists a countable subset {/„Jn of F such that 
s u p
n
/
n
 = supF. 
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<By Levi's monotone convergence theorem every increasing sequence (gn)n in F has a 
supremum g*, and ||goo||p s M. Let FK be the collection of those suprema. Observe 
that F«. 3 F, that the upper bounds of F™ and F coincide, and that a countable subset 
of Fco corresponds to one of F. We prove that there exists a subset {/nln of F» such 
that SUPnfn = supFco(= supF). 
Indeed, select 0 < ƒ„ t with | | / n | | p > M - n - 1 . Then f„ = supn ƒ„ € F™ and ||/„||p = M. 
We show that ƒ„ = maxF„ = supF„. To this end, let ƒ e F». Then ƒ ν ƒ„ e F« (hence 
11/ v /»lip ^ M), and using a || ||p-inequality 
11/ ν ƒ„ - / . H ^ " < | | / ν / „ H ^ " - I I / . I I ^ P < Mivp - l l /^ l l^ = 0 , 
we see that ƒ» = ƒ ν ƒ„ > ƒ. > 
0.3 Riesz spaces 
In this section we discuss the symbiosis of the lattice structure and the linear 
structure in an Lp -space in terms of its Riesz space structure. 
Definition 0.5 
A Riesz space is a real linear space E that is partially ordered such that (£,+, · ,<) 
is a partially ordered vector space and (£, <) is a lattice. 
Let E be a Riesz space. Then f e E is called positive iff>0, and the collection of 
all positive elements in E, denoted byE+, is called the positive cone. 
For f e E, the positive part, negative part, and absolute value off are defined by 
Γ := ƒ ν 0, ƒ " := (-ƒ) ν 0 and | ƒ I := ƒ ν ( - ƒ ) . 
The operations +, ν, Λ : Ε χ E — E; +,~ : E — E and the scalar multiplication 
• : IR χ E — E are referred to as the Riesz space operations. 
From section 0.1 above, it follows that Ip-spaces are Riesz spaces. 
0.3.1 Generic examples of Riesz spaces 
The Riesz space C(5) 
Let S be a compact Hausdorff space. By C(5) we denote the real vector space of 
all continuous functions on S. Equipped with the pointwise ordering, i.e. ƒ < g in 
C(S) if and only if ƒ (5) < 0(5) for all 5 e 5, C(5) becomes a Riesz space, and for 
s eS 
(fvg)(s)=max{f(s),g(s)i, (fAg)(s) =min{f(s),g(s)}, 
(f+)(s)=max{f(s),Oi, (f-)(s) = max{-f(s),0}, \f\(s) = \f(s)\. 
Simple examples of Riesz spaces are obtained by taking S finite: R" with the co-
ordinatewise ordering. In particular, IR itself is the simplest example of a Riesz 
space. 
A special class of functionals on C(S) is formed by the point evaluations: 
Definition 0.6 
For s e 5, the functional δ5 : C(S) - Κ mapping ƒ e C(5) ίο ifs va7ue at s, ƒ (s), is 
called the point evaluation at s. 
The following characterization of point evaluations will be of importance to us. 
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Lemma 0.7 
Letœ:C(S)+ - [Ο,οο) be 
1. positively homogeneous: cü(rf) = rœ(f) (f e C(S)+, r e [0, ooH 
2. A-preserving: œ(f Ag) = w(f) Λ ω(^) (f,g e C(5)+), 
3. ν-preserving: ω{/ν g) = ω ( / ) ν œ(g) (f,g e C(S)+), and 
4. l-preservmg: ω(1) = 1. 
Tben fbere is a unique s e S such that ω = 6S on C(S) + . In particular, ω can be 
uniquely extended to a linear functional onC(S). 
< (Ι)· ω is increasing. In particular, iff < 1, then œ(f) < 1. 
Indeed, if/ < g, then w(f) = œ(f /\g) = u)(f) A œ(g) < w(g). 
(II) There is ana e 5 such that ƒ (a) = 0 impiies iv(f) = 0 (f e C(S)+j 
Suppose the contrary. Then for all 5 e S there exists anfse C(S)+ such that ƒ5(5) = 0, 
but œifs) > 0, say iv(fs) > 1. By a compactness argument, there exist si, ,s„ e S 
w i t h S c u ^ / , , < 1] Let ƒ : = ƒ , , Λ . . . Λ Λ „ Then ω(/) = toi/,, ) Λ . . Λ ω(/5π) > 1, 
while ƒ < 1, so that α>(/) < 1. Contradiction. 
(Ill): For all f e C(S) + - œ(f) = f (α). 
Let ƒ ε C(S)+. The case ƒ (α) = 0 follows from (Π), so we assume that ƒ (a) > 0. First 
let r ε (/(a), 00) and set 
e
 · - r - / ( o ) • 
Then e ε C(S) + , e(a) = 0 (so tü(e) = 0), and ƒ < II ƒ II» e ν r l (distinguish the cases 
s ε [ƒ > r ] and 5 ε [ƒ < r]). Thus, ω(/) < || ƒ IU cü(e) ν ru>(l) = 0 ν r The latter 
holds for all r Ε (/(α), oo), so a)(/) < ƒ (a). 
Secondly, let r ε (0, ƒ (a)) and set 
e
 r/(a)i-./T 
Then e ε C(5) + , e(a) = 0, and r l < ƒ ν re (e > 1 on [ƒ < r]) co preserves the latter 
inequalities, and it follows that a>(/) > /(a).> 
The Riesz space C'iS) 
Let [-00, 00] be the extended real number system. 
Definition 0.8 
Lef 5 be a topological space. An extended real-valued function on S is a continuous 
function from S to [-00,00] sucb fhaf fbe open sef [ƒ * ±00] js dense. 
The collection of all extended real-valued functions on S is denoted by C™ (S). 
Cm(S) is a lattice, and for f,g e Οχ(5) and r e M. we have 
(ƒ Λ ^ ) ( 5 ) =inin{/(s),0(5)}, ] 
(fvg)(s)=max{f(s),g(s)},\ ^eò>-
A scalar multiplication and a partially defined addition in C°°(5) are given by 
(rf)(s)=rf(s) (seS.reM.), 
f + g = h if f(s) + g(s) = h(s) for aRs e [f Φ ±OO] η [g * ±<χ>] . 
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C^iS) is closed under scalar multiplication, but the situation for the operation 
+ is more complicated. Some sublattices of Cœ(S) (such as C(S)) are closed with 
respect to (scalar multiplication and) addition (these are referred to as Riesz spaces 
of extended real-valued functions), and some sublattices are not. 
In general, C°°(S) itself is not closed under the above addition ([LuZa, p. 295]); this 
situation improves if 5 is sufficiently disconnected. 
Definition 0.9 
Let S be a compact Hausdorff space. A subset of S is called clopen if it is closed 
as well as open. Recall that a countable union of closed subsets of S is called an 
Fa-set. 
If the closure of every open Fa-set is clopen, then we say that S is basically dis-
connected. In particular, if S is basically disconnected, then for every continuous 
f : S — [-σο, oo] the closure of [f > 0] is clopen. 
If in fact the closure of every open set in S is clopen, we say that S is extremally 
disconnected. 
We can now formulate a sufficient condition on 5 for C°°(S) to be a Riesz space: 
Lemma 0.10 (cf. [LuZa, Thm. 47.1, p. 322]) 
Let S be a basically disconnected compact Hausdorff space. 
Suppose that O is an open Fa-set in S, and that f : O — R is_continuous. 
Then ƒ can be extended to a extended real-valued function ƒ on the closure O, and 
this extension is unique. 
In particular we see that 
i. C°°(S) is closed under the operation of vector addition, and hence C™(5) be­
comes a fliesz space; 
ii. for every con tinuous φ : IR - IR and every ƒ e C°° (5 ) there is a unique function 
g e C°°(S) withg(s) = φ(/(5)) for alls e [f Φ ±OO]. 
Actually, the disconnectedness of 5 not only influences the domain of the addition 
in C0 0(5), but also the Dedekind completeness of the latter: 
Lemma 0.11 
Lef S be a compact Hausdorff space. Then 
i. if S is basically disconnected, then C°°(5) is a σ-Dedekind complete Riesz 
space; 
ii. if S is extremally disconnected, then C°° (S) is a Dedekind complete Riesz space. 
Finally, unbounded increasing sequences in C°°(S) have a property that we will be 
able to use later. 
#Lemma 0.12 (Fremlin) 
Let S be a basically disconnected compact Hausdorff space. 
Suppose that 0 < u
n
 \ in C°°(S). Then either s u p
n
u
n
 exists in C°°(S) or there 
exists a w* e Cm(S), 0 < w*, such that for all r e (0, oo) and all 0 < w < w*: 
sup„ ru
n
 Λ w = w. 
If S is extremally disconnected the conclusion holds for upwards directed nets as 
well. 
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Lemma 0.12 can be smoothly proved using the concept of semi-continuity of func­
tions S — [-oc, oo ]. For completeness, we will provide such a proof, and since it is 
almost no extra effort, we will prove 0.11 and 0.10 along the way. 
A function ƒ : S — [-οο,οο] is called upper (lower) semi-continuous if the sets 
[ƒ < r], r e [-00,00], (the sets [ƒ > r ] , r e [-00,00], respectively) are open. A 
function is continuous if and only if it is both upper and lower semi-continuous. A 
supremum of a collection of lower semi-continuous functions is itself lower semi-
continuous. A sum of upper (lower) semi-continuous functions is again upper 
(lower) semi-continuous. 
Given ƒ : S - [-00,00], we define ƒ ' , ƒ ' : S — [-00,00] by 
/ ' ( a ) : = m f v e T
a
s u p
v
/ , 
ƒ ' ( a ) : = s u p V e T a i n f v / , (a e 5) , 
where τ
α
 is a neighborhood base of a e S. One verifies elementarily that these 
definitions do not depend on the neighborhood basis chosen, that ƒ ' is the smallest 
upper semi-continuous function that lies above ƒ, and ƒ ' is the greatest lower 
semi-continuous function that lies below ƒ (cf. [dJvR, 12H p. 87]). 
Also, if ƒ is lower semi-continuous, then ƒ ' = ƒ on a dense set, because for all 
η e Ν, [ ƒ ' > ƒ + η - 1 ] has empty interior (use Urysohn's lemma and the minimality 
o f/ ' ) . 
Finally, observe that 
if ' > r ] = u t
e N [ / > r + k-i] (re [-co, 00], ƒ : S - [-00,00]) , 
so that ƒ ' is continuous whenever all the sets [ƒ > t], t € [-00, 00], are open. 
Now, both 0.10 and 0.11 are an application of the latter observation: 
For 0.10 extend ƒ to Ό by setting ƒ = -00 on Ο \ O. Then ƒ := ƒ ' is continuous, 
because [f > r] has clopen closure for all r e [-00,00]. 
For proving 0.11, let J" be a collection of continuous functions 5 - [-00, 00], and 
let ƒ be the pointwise supremum of J. In case f = {ƒ„}„ is countable we have 
that [ƒ > t] = u
n
e N [ / n > t] = un,meM[/n ^ t + m - 1 ] is an open Fo-, so has an open 
closure if 5 is basically disconnected. 
In case f is not countable, [ƒ > t] = Ug
e
j[g > t] is open and has an open closure 
(for all r e [-00,00]) provided S is extremally disconnected. 
In both cases, ƒ ' is the supremum of J" in the lattice of all continuous functions 
S — [-00,00]. Similarly, if h is the pointwise infimum of J", then h* is the infimum 
of J". Were now J bounded from above (below) by an element of C'iS), then so 
were ƒ ' (h l), which establishes 0.11. 
Proof of 0.12 
Let u := ul, where u^is) := sup
n
 Un(s) (s e S), be the supremum of {u
n
}
n
 in the 
pointwise ordered collection of continuous functions 5 — [-00,00]. 
Case [u = 00]° = 0 . Then C 0 0 ^ ) 3 u is the supremum of {u
n
}
n
 in CIS). 
Case ί 7 : = [ ΐ ί = ο ο ] ο * 0 . Observe that U is clopen, being the complement of the 
closure of the open Fo-set [u < 00] = u
n e N [ u < n ] . 
Let 0 < if e CiS) with [w > 0] c U and let r e (0,00). We will show that 
sup
n
 ru„ Λ w = w. In particular, we could take lu for if*. 
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Since w is already an upper bound of {ru
n
 Λ w}
n
, we only need to show it is 
the smallest. To this end, let ζ e C"(5) such that ζ > r u
n
 Λ W for all η e Ν. 
Then z(s) > ru^is) Λ W(S) for all 5 e S. Further, since u = u» on a dense set, 
z>ruAw = wona dense set of S, so ζ > w in C^iS). D 
We now introduce the theory of Riesz spaces that will play a rôle in the sequel. We 
advise the reader to think of elements of a Riesz space as (extended) real-valued 
functions (on some fixed topological space, see 0.29 and 0.30 further on), because 
this gives in general a good intuitive idea of the concepts and the kind of results 
one can obtain. 
For the rest of this section (i.e. up to 0.4 on page 27), E and F will denote Riesz 
spaces. 
0.3.2 Elementary inequalities 
We start with some inequalities that will be used without reference. 
Lemma 0.13 ([dJvR, 1.4, p. 8], [LuZa, p. 55-66]) 
In the following f,g,h denote elements of E, G denotes a subset of E, and r de-
notes a rea7 number. Further, we set rG := {rg : g e G], and f + G = G + f will 
stand for the set {ƒ + g : g e G}. 
1. ifr e [0, oo); r(f vg) = rf\irg and r(f A g) = rf A rg; in fact, r sup G = 
sup(rG) andr in f G = inf(rG) if the supremum (infimum) of G exists; 
2. if r e (-οο,Ο]: r(f A g) = (rf) ν (rg) and r(f ν g) = (rf) A (rg); in fact, 
r s u p G = inf(rG) and r in fG = sup(rG) if the supremum (infimum) of G 
exists; 
3. - ƒ " < ƒ < f+; 
4. \f + g\<\f\ + \g\,(f + g)+<f++g+, 
in particular, (u-v)+<u+ = uif0<u,veE; 
5. ƒ = ƒ + - ƒ ", and ƒ + Λ ƒ " = 0; in fact, iff = u - ν where 0 < u, ν e E with 
u A ν = 0, fhen u = f+ and ν = f~; 
6.\fvh-gvh\ + \fAh-gAh\ = \f-g\ (Birkhoff's identity); 
7. | ƒ ν h - g ν h\ < I ƒ - g\ and | ƒ Λ h - g A h\ < | ƒ - g\ (Birkhoff's inequalities); 
8.f + g = fyg + fAg; 
9Af + g) + \f-g\ = 2(fvg)andf + g-\f-g\= 2(f A g); 
10. sup ( ƒ + G ) = ƒ + sup G and inf ( ƒ + G ) = ƒ + sup G if either side exists (infinite 
distributivity); 
11. f A sup G = sup{/ Λ g : g e G] if the supremum of G exists; the same holds 
with the supremum and infimum interchanged; 
12. if \h\ < | / | + \g\, then there exist hf,hg e E such that h = hf + hg and 
\hf\ < \f\ while \hg\ < \g\. (Riesz decomposition property). 
In fact: any (m)equality involving finitely many elements f,g,h,... and Riesz space 
operations (+, ·, Λ, V, + , " ) that holds if f,g,h,... are elements of IR, holds in any 
Riesz space (cf. 0.32). 
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Indeed, such (m)equalities can be proven elementarily (starting from the defini­
tions) or by representing the elements mvolved as real-valued functions (see 0.29 
and 0.30 later on). 
An important thing to note at this stage is that every element in a Riesz space 
is the difference of two positive ones, which often helps to reduce a statement 
concerning a Riesz space to statement involving its positive cone only. E.g.: 
Lemma 0.14 
E is (a-)Dedekind complete if and only if every non-empty majorized, (countable) 
upwards directed subset m E+ bas a supremum. 
In particular, m view of lemma 0.4, Lp is Dedekmd complete. 
Indeed, if G is a non-empty subset of E (say go ε G), then G has the same upper 
bounds as Gv := {g\ ν ... ν g
n
 : η e Ν, ^  e G}; further, h is an upper bound of 
Gv if and only if h - go = (h - g0)+ is an upper bound of {(g - g^V : g e Gv}. 
0.3.3 Riesz subspaces, Ideals and Bands 
Given a Riesz space, we consider three types of subspaces that are Riesz spaces in 
their own right when endowed with the restrictions of the Riesz space operations. 
Definition 0.15 (Riesz subspaces) 
A Imear subspace Eo of E is called a Riesz subspace of E if f,g e Eo implies 
fvgeEo. 
Let £o be a Riesz subspace of E. In view of the elementary inequalities discussed 
above, ƒ Λ g, f+, | ƒ | etc. are m £o whenever ƒ and g are. 
Example 0.16 
- C[0,1] is a Riesz subspace of Lp[0,1]. 
- If we endow the polynomials on [0,1] of degree less than or equal to one with 
the pointwise ordering, then they form a Riesz space that is not a Riesz subspace 
of C[0,1]. 
The next two types of Riesz subspaces are closed m a stronger sense with respect 
to the ordenng. 
Definition 0.17 (Ideals) 
A subsets of E is called solid iff e E, g e S, and \f\ < \g\ implies that f e S. 
A solid Imear subspace of E is called an (order) ideal off. 
The intersection of a collection of ideals m E is agam an ideal, and so is E itself. 
Therefore, given A c E, there exist a smallest ideal that contains A. This ideal, 
denoted byE[A], is called the ideal generated by A. 
In particular, given e e E, the ideal generated by {e}, is called the principal ideal 
generated by e. It is denoted by E[
e
]. 
Examples 0.18 
- An ideal is mdeed a Riesz subspace. 
-E[A] = {fGE-.S^ aneA, Κ e Ν such that \f \ <Α:·Σ?|α, |}. 
- In particular, E[
e
] = {ƒ e E : 3n e Ν suchthat \f\ < n\e\}. 
-C(5)isanidealofC~(5). 
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-For fixed xo e [0,1], {ƒ e C(S) : f(xo) = 0} is an ideal of C[0,1]. 
- {ƒ e C[0,1] : /(O) = ƒ ( ! ) } is not an ideal of C[0,1], but it is a || IU-closed 
Riesz subspace of C[0,1]. 
Definition 0.19 
An element e G E is called an (order) unit or strong unit of E, if for every f e E 
there exists an η e Η such that \f\ < n\e\. 
1 is a unit of C(S). Tautologically, every principal ideal of E has a unit. 
Definition 0.20 (Bands) 
An ideal of Β of E is called a band if sup D e Β for every subset D c Β for which 
supD existe in E. 
The intersection of a collection of bands is again a band and so is E itself. There­
fore, given a subset A ofE, it makes sense to speak about the smallest band con-
tammgA. This band is called the band generated by A, notation E<A>. 
Given e e E, the band generated by {e} is called the principal band generated bye, 
and it is denoted by E<e>. 
Example 0.21 
- u £ £<
e > if and only if Μ Λ n\e\ t u. (E^e> refers here to the positive cone of the 
Riesz space E<e>). 
-The ideal {ƒ e C[0,1] : / (0) = 0} of CtO, 1] is no band, because 1 = sup
n
lAn>i, 
where x(t) = t (t e [0,1]). 
Example 0.22 (Bands in ί/(μ)) 
Let (5,Λ,μ) be a σ-finite measure space, and let ρ e (0, oo). For an A e Λ, 
BA'= {ƒ : ƒ = 0 μ-almost everywhere on S \ A} is a band. Conversely, Β c Ι ρ ( μ ) is 
a band if and only if there is an A e Λ with Β = BA (proof is like that in [dJvR, 41, 
p. 30]). 
Example 0.23 (Bands in C(S)) 
Let S be a compact Hausdorff space. For every non-empty open U c S, the collec­
tion Bu := { ƒ : [ ƒ * 0] c U} is a band. Conversely, if Β is a band of C(S), then 
there exists a non-empty open subset U such that Β = By (e.g. U = UV^B*[V > 0]), 
but this U is not unique, since By = By as soon as U = V. We can force uniqueness 
by requiring U to be regular open i.e. 17° = U. Thus, there is a one-to-one corre­
spondence between bands of C(S) and regular open subsets of 5 ([dJvR, Thm. 12.9, 
p. 83]). 
Definition 0.24 
An element e ofE+ is called a weak unit of E iff e E, \ f \ Λ e = 0 imphes f = 0. 
1 is a weak unit of I p [ 0 , 1 ] . An element in £ = C™(5) or Ε = Ι ρ ( μ ) is a weak unit 
if and only if the band it generates coincides with E. 
We end this section on Riesz subspaces with a caveat: if EQ is a Riesz subspace of 
E and F c £oi then £o-supF = £-supf if F is finite, but this need not be so if F is 
infinite: e.g. the supremum of {ηκ Λ 1 : η e Ν} m C[0,1] is 1, but m IRt011 it is 
1 - 1 [ 0 | . 
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0.3.4 Spectral representations of a Riesz space 
We return to our remark that "elements of a Riesz space" can be thought of as 
(extended) real-valued functions on a fixed topological space. 
First, the way we identify a Riesz space with a space of functions is via a so-called 
Riesz isomorphism (following the terminology of [AlBu, p. 8] an isomorphism does 
not have to be surjective). 
Definition 0.25 
A linear map φ from E into another Riesz space is called a Riesz homomorphism if 
Φ(/Λ3) = φ(/)Λφ(£). If it is in addition injective (but not necessarily surjective), 
it is called a Riesz isomorphism. 
In view of the elementary inequalities discussed before, a Riesz homomorphism 
preserves all Riesz space operations, and its image is a Riesz (sub)space. 
Definition 0.26 
We say that E has a spectral representation if there exist a topological space S and 
a Riesz isomorphism from E onto a Riesz space of extended real-valued functions 
on S (p. 8). 
All Riesz spaces that allow a spectral representation have the following property 
in common: 
Definition 0.27 
E is said to be Archimedean if for all u, ν e E+: 0 < u < n~l ν (η e Ν) implies that 
u = 0. 
Examples 0.28 
The Riesz space consisting of K2 equipped with the lexicographical ordering, i.e. 
(x,y) < (x',y') if χ < x' or else χ = χ' and y < y', is not Archimedean, because 
(0,0) < (0,1) < n" 1 (1,0) for all η e Ν. 
We will deal with Archimedean Riesz spaces only, and we will frequently rely on 
one of the two following representation theorems (see [dJvR, 13.11, p. 96] and 
[dJvR, Thm. 15.5, p. 123] respectively). 
Theorem 0.29 (Yoshida's representation theorem) 
Let E be Archimedean and suppose that E has a unit e. Then 
| | / | |
e
:=inf{re (0,oo):\f\ < re} 
defines a norm on E. Further, there exist a compact Hausdorff space Ω and a Riesz 
isomorphism ~ from E into C(Q) such that 
ê=l, ll/ll» = | | / | | e ( / e f ) , and £ is || IL-densein C(Q). 
In particular, if E is complete with respect to || ||ei then Ê = (Γ(Ω). 
The space C(Q) is called a Yoshida representation space ofE. 
Theorem 0.30 (Maeda-Ogasawara-Vulikh's representation theorem) 
lef E be Archimedean. 
Then there exist an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space S and a 
Riesz isomorphism Φ from E into C'iS). 
Furthermore, identifying E with the Riesz subspace Φ(Ε) ofC°0(5), we have for all 
u e C™(5)+: u = sup{v e E+ : 0 < ν < u}. 
The norm denseness in 0.29 has an interesting consequence. 
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Lemma 0.31 
Let S be a compact Hausdorff space and let E be a || IL -dense Riesz subspace of 
C(S) containing l
s
. 
i. //So, Si c Ω are disjoint and closed, then there exists an f e E that is 1 on Si 
and 0 on So (a so-called Urysohn-function for S0 and SO-
ii. In particular, E contains all indicators of clopen subsets of S. 
<Indeed, Urysohn's lemma implies that there is a g ε C(S) such that g is -1 on So and 2 
on Si. Approximate g by f\ e E such that || g - fi IL < 1, and set ƒ := /]+ Λ 1 e E+. > 
Another consequence of Yoshida's theorem is 
Lemma 0.32 (Yudin) 
1er E be a Riesz space having vector space dimension η < oo. Then E is Riesz 
isomorphic to K" (with the coordinatewise ordering). 
< Indeed, let (ei en) be a vector space basis off. Then e := \ei\ + . . .+ \e
n
\ is a strong 
unit of E, and being a finite dimensional vector space, E is complete with respect to the 
norm || IL so Ê = C(S). Since dim(C(S)) = n, we have that S has η elements.> 
0.3.5 Disjointness 
Many properties of collections of functions have a "translation" in terms of Riesz 
space structure. We begin with a concept that expresses that functions have dis­
joint support. 
Definition 0.33 
l e t D be a subset ofE. 
We say that ƒ and g are disjoint, notation ƒ ± g, if \f\ A \g\ = 0. We say that ƒ is 
disjoint from D, notation ƒ ι D, iff is disjoint from all elements ofD. Similarly, 
Β e E is disjoint from D, notation Β J. D, whenever every element of Β is disjoint 
with every element ofD. 
D itself is called disjoint if the elements ofD are pairwise disjoint. 
The disjoint complement ofD, denoted byD^ orD1*, is the set {g e E : g ± D}. 
If Χι,. ..,Χη are disjoint elements with sum x, then we will often write 
Σ" Xi = x disjoint. 
As intuitively expected, we have properties like: 
1. lff,ge C~(S), then ƒ and g are disjoint if and only if [ƒ Ψ 0] η [g * 0] = 0 . 
If f,g e ί.ρ(μ), then ƒ and g are disjoint if and only if [ƒ Φ 0] η [g * 0] is a 
negligible set. 
2. ƒ ± g, \h\ < | ƒ | implies h _L g (so D ± is an ideal); 
3. Let Β c E. If sup Β exists, then ƒ ± ß => ƒ ± supß (by infinite distributivity). 
Consequently, if supß exists, then ß ± D => supß ± D (so D± is a band). 
4. D n D ± = {0}. 
5. If Ui,...,un are disjoint positive elements, then Ui ν ... ν u n = ui + . . . + u„. 
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If η = dim(£) < oo, then there exists a disjoint sequence of η non-zero vectors 
in E (use 0.32). Similarly, if E is infinite dimensional, then there exists an infinite 
disjoint sequence of non-zero vectors in E, as we will see in 0.42. 
We mention a lemma that will be of use later. 
#Lemma 0.34 (Half-disjointness) 
Lef E be Archimedean. Let u, e e E+, and let 0 =: «o < «i < ... t oo in [0, oo). 
Then there exists a sequence (Un)n=i ^ ^ e Riesz subspace generated by u and e 
such that 
i. 0 < u
n
 < α
η + 1 · e and 0 < un < u for all n; 
ii. {tt„} nas the same upper bounds as [u A ke : fc e Ν} in E; 
iii. u
n
 Λ u
m
 = 0 if | n - m | > 2 (we therefore say that (u
n
)
n
 is half-disjoint); 
iv. oi
n + 1 • [e Λ (kun)] <u + («n+i - «n-i) · e for all n, k G Ν. 
Proof 
Set forn = 1,2,... 
(u- α„-ι • e) + ( u - a
n + 1 - e ) -u
n '•= -, Γ77 Γ Λ U Λ — -( a
n
 - a „ - i ) / ( a
n
 + a„-i) («n+i - «„)/(a„ + i + «„) 
and check the claims via a Yoshida representation that contains e and u. ο 
#0.3.6 Band projections and components 
Definition 0.35 
Lef £ fee a Riesz space. A projection band is a band Β such that Β + Β1 = E. 
Let Β be a projection band. The linear map Ρ that maps feEtoPf^B such that 
f - Pf ± Β, is called the band projection onto B, notation Pg or shortly PB- IfB is 
generated by one element ofE, then Β is called a principal projection band, and the 
corresponding projection is denoted by Ρξ or P
e
 for short. 
We say that E has the (principal) projection property if every (principal) band is a 
projection band. 
Amore explicit description of band projections can be given [LuZa, 24.5,24.7 (p.133-
135]): 
Lemma 0.36 
Lef e e E, and let Β be a band ofE. 
i. Taken e £ + . 
LfUe := sup{u Λ n\e\ :n e N} exists, then u
e
 e £«.> and u - u
e
 _L £«,>. 
If UB := supjf e Β : 0 < ν < u} exists, then uB e Β and u - u B j . Β. 
ii. E<e> is a principal projection band if and only if sup n{u Λ n |e | } exisfs for all 
u e £ + , and in that case P
e
(u) = sup„it Λ n | e | . 
The band projection onto Β exists if sup{v e Β : 0 < ν < u} exists for all 
u e £ + , and in that case PB(U) = sup{v e Β : 0 < ν < u}. 
iii. Therefore: if E is (a-)Dedekind complete, then E has the (principal) projection 
property. 
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Examples 0.37 
1. Let 5 be a compact Hausdorff space. Then the projection bands in C(S) corre­
spond to clopen subsets (via the identification 0.23). As a result, in general not 
every band is a projection band. 
The band projection onto Β = {h e C(S) : [h Φ 0] c U], where U is clopen, is 
given by P B ( / ) = fluì/ e C(S)). 
In particular, the principal band generated by b e C(S)+ is a (principal) projec-
tion band if and only if [b > 0] is clopen. As a result, C{S) has the principal 
projection property if and only if the sets [u > 0], u e C(S) + , are all clopen 
(i.e. 5 is basically disconnected). 
2. In ί.ρ(μ), every band is a projection band, because Lp is Dedekind complete. 
3. Every finite dimensional ideal (in an Archimedean Riesz space) is a projection 
band. 
< Indeed, if e e E+, and E
e
 = R • e is a one-dimensional ideal, then for every u e E+, 
R
u
 := {r e (0, oo) : re < u) is bounded in IR+ (by the Archimedean property), so 
that Pe(u) = sup{v E Eg : 0 < ν < u] = (supÄu) • e exists. 
Further, a n-dimensional ideal ƒ of £ is Riesz isomorphic to K", so that ƒ is a sum 
of disjoint one-dimensional ideals £ei Een. Correspondingly, ƒ is a projection 
band with P; = Pei + ... + Pen.> 
From the description of band projections we elementarily obtain: 
Lemma 0.38 
Lef Ρ bea band projection onto the band Β of E. Then: 
i. 0<P(u)<uifueE+(Pisan order bounded map); 
ii. P(u) = 0 if and only if u χ Β; as a special apphcation: P(u-v)> ( (w - v)~ ) = 0; 
Hi. Ρ is a Riesz homomorphism (because u Λ V = 0 => P(u Λ V) = 0); 
iv. P(supA) = sup
aEAP(a) (useinfinite distributivity 0.13). 
For principal band projections we can add the following property: 
P
v
(u) < P
w
(u) ifO < ν < w , andO < u in E . 
We now turn to the concept of components. 
Définition 0.39 
An element g e E is called a component of f e E if f - g and g are disjoint. 
The collection of all components off in E is denoted by Cfi /) or C(f) for short. 
If 9\,92 e C E ( / ) , then we refer to the fact that g \ + gz = f by saying thatgi is the 
complement of g2 (and vice versa). 
Examples 0.40 
- If ƒ e ΕΡ(5,Λ,μ), then C(f) = {fIA -.A e Λ). 
- If ƒ e C(S) is a weak unit (i.e. ƒ has no zeroes), then 
C(f) = {flu : U clopen} . 
In particular, if E is an Archimedean Riesz space, and ƒ e E, then by taking a 
Yoshida representation of £[/] we can identify £?£(ƒ ) with {lu : U clopen in £}. 
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- The non-trivial components of t « | t | in C [ - l , 1] are t ~ t+ and t — t . 
We mention some properties of components that will be of use later. 
Lemma 0.41 
Lete e E+. 
ι. CE (e) is a lattice, 
ii. The supremum ormfunum of any collection of components of e is a component 
itself (use the inhmte distnbutivity). In fact, if C is a collection of components 
ofe, then supC = e - inffe - u : u e C}. 
in. Ifiv > ν > 0 m C(e), then u> - ν is a component ofe, disjoint with ν (e.g. use 
a Yoshida representation). In particular: if ν G C(e), then so is the so-called 
complement of v: e - v. 
We can use projections in the following: 
Lemma 0.42 
Lef E be an infinite dimensional Archimedean Riesz space. Then there exists an 
infinite disjomt sequence of non-zero elements m E. 
<For e G E+ we denote the Yoshida representation space of E[
e
) by Ω
€
 We distinguish 
two cases-
Case there exists an e e £+ such that Qe is infinite In that case, Urysohn's lemma 
helps us to find a infuute disjoint sequence of Urysohn-functions (en)„ in C(ne), and 
by 0 31 we can arrange that (en)n in E^ 
Case Ωί is finite for all e e E+. Then every principal ideal is finite dimensional, hence 
(0.37) a projection band (with infinite dimensional disjoint complement). 
Inductively select (e„)„ such that 0 < e
n +i G (£[<,,+ +en})d > 
#0.3.7 Order related convergence and continuity concepts 
We discuss two types of convergence and continuity that are compatible with the 
Riesz space ordering. 
Definition 0.43 (Relative uniform convergence) 
Let (fn)n be a sequence m E, let e e E+, and let £k e (0, oo) such that ε^  1 0. 
Η \fn - fmI ^ E e^ (n, m > k), then we say that (ƒ„)„ is e-umformly Cauchy. 
If there exists an f e E such that \f - f
n
\ < Eke (n > k), then we say that (ƒ„)„ 
is e-umformly convergent to f, notation ƒ„ -^  ƒ . In this case, we refer to e as a 
regulator of convergence. 
We say that (ƒ„)„ is relatively uniformly convergent, (r.u.-convergent) or relatively 
uniformly Cauchy, r.u.-Cauchy if it is e-convergent or e-Cauchy for some e e E+. 
A subset A e E is called relatively uniformly closed (r.u.-closed) if e e E+, f e E, 
( ƒ„)„ in A and f„^f imphes that f e A. 
The r.u.-closed subsets of E form the collection of closed sets of a topology, which 
is called the relatively uniform topology. 
Example 0.44 
In C(5), l-umform convergence is the usual uniform convergence. In fact, rel­
atively umform convergence coincides with the usual umform convergence, and 
therefore the uniform topology is the topology generated by || H«,. 
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We introduce a weaker form of convergence that we will only formulate for the 
context of (a-)Dedekmd complete Riesz spaces. 
Definition 0.45 (Order convergence) 
Let E, F be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces. Let ( ƒ„)„ be a net in E, and f e E. 
We say that f
α
 is order convergent to ƒ, notation ƒ„ -^  ƒ, if there exists a net (p«)« 
in E such that p„ i 0 and I ƒ - ƒ„ | < p
a
 for all a. 
A map Φ : E — F is cai/ed order continuous if it preserves order convergence. 
A subset A e E is called order closed if ( ƒ„)„ in A, f e E, and f
a
~f implies that 
f e A. 
By substituting "sequences" for "nets" and "σ-Dedekind" for "Dedekind" in the 
above, we define σ-order continuity and σ-order closedness. 
Examples 0.46 
- If Φ : E - F is positive (i.e. Φ(ϋ) > 0 if u > 0), then Φ is order continuous if and 
only if M„ i 0 implies Φ(ι*„) 1 0 (because 0 < | Φ ( / - ƒ„)! < Φ | / - ƒ „ ! <Φ(ρ„)). 
- If (Ua)
a
 is upwards directed to u, then u« — u. 
- Bands are order closed ideals. 
- Band projections are order continuous Riesz homomorphisms: if Ρ is a band 
projection then \P(f
a
) - P(f) I <P(\f
a
-f\)< \f
a
-f\. 
-The function || ||p : Lp(p) - OS is σ-order continuous (use e.g. || || ρ-inequalities 
and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem). Using that Lp has the count­
able sup property (see 0.58 further on), one can see that || \\p is in fact order 
continuous. 
0.3.8 Special properties of Riesz (sub)spaces 
We discuss some additional Riesz space features, most of which are illustrated by 
//-spaces. 
Let Eo be a Riesz subspace of E. 
A subset of Eo may have a supremum in £o. but not in E, or vice versa. Even if both 
suprema exist, they may not be the same (although the E-supremum is at most 
equal to the fo-supremum). 
Definition 0.47 
If every subset A e E that has a supremum in Eo also has a supremum in E such 
that Eo-sup A = £-sup A, then we say thatEo is a regular Riesz subspace ofE. 
A sufficient condition for Eo to be regular in £ is the following: 
Definition 0.48 
£o is said to be order dense in E if for all 0 < it e £, there exists auo e Eo such 
thatO < Uo < tt. 
Equivalently: u = sup{vo e Eo : 0 < VQ < u} for all u e £+ . 
In particular, if £o is order dense in £, then for every element in £+ there exists a 
system in fg that is upwards directed to it. A bit stronger is the following: 
#Defmition 0.49 
EQ is said to be super-order dense in E if for all 0 < u e E, there exists a sequence 
(u„)„ in £o with 0 < ii„ t u. 
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Examples 0.50 
- The Riesz subspace {r l : r e IR} = IR of C[0,1] is regular but not order dense (in 
C[0,1]). 
- The Riesz space {ƒ e Lp : ƒ has a representative that is a step function} is super-
order dense in Lp. 
- The Riesz subspace C[0,1] of IR'0·11 is not regular (see the caveat after 0.24). 
- A || H«, -dense Riesz subspace of C(S) that contains 1 is order dense (0.31). 
Definition 0.51 
EQ is called a majorizing Riesz subspace of E (a full Riesz subspace in the terminol­
ogy of [AlBu, Def. 1.7,p. 6]) if f or every ν e E+ there exists a VQ e £Ό that majorizes 
u i.e. ν < VQ. 
Example 0.52 
The Riesz subspace {r l : r e Κ} is majorizing in C[0,1], but not in Lp[0,1]. 
The combination of having £o order dense and majorizing in £ is convenient be­
cause then every element in E+ is the supremum of all elements in EQ below it, and 
the infLmum of all elements in EQ above it. In particular, for every χ e E there is a 
net (Χα)α in Eo that order converges to x. 
The properties that remain to be mentioned are "local" in the sense that they ad­
dress the principal ideals of E rather than £ as a whole. 
Definition 0.53 
We say that E is uniformly complete if every relatively uniformly Cauchy sequence 
in E is relatively uniformly convergent to a member ofE. 
In fact, uniform completeness of E comes down to the fact that for all e e E+, the 
principal ideal E[
e
] is complete with respect to || | |
e
. This means (see 0.29): 
Corollary 0.54 
If E is uniformly complete, then every principal ideal is Riesz isomorphic to a C(S) 
for some compact Hausdorff space S. 
Examples 0.55 
- The spaces C(5), with 5 compact Hausdorff, are uniformly complete; 
-the Riesz space \Ά + CQQ = {x e c : χ takes only finitely many values} is not: 
the sequence x
n
 := ΣΓ=ι i - 1 ^ . η e N, is 1-Cauchy, but not relatively uniformly 
convergent in IR + Coo-
A simple criterion to check uniform completeness of E is: 
Lemma 0.56 (Criterion for uniform completeness) 
E is uniformly complete if and only if for all u e E+, and (u„)n in E+ 
0 < u
n
 < 2~nu => f-supnUn exists. 
In particular, σ-Dedekind complete Riesz spaces are uniformly complete. 
The next property we discuss is a countability condition introduced by Fremlin. 
^Definition 0.57 
We say that E has the countable sup property if every set that has a supremum in E 
contains a countable subset having the same supremum (the same then holds for 
infima). 
If E is in addition Dedekind complete, then E is called super-Dedekind complete. 
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IP-spaces have the countable sup property: this follows from 0.4 or from the fol­
lowing lemma ([Fr, 18D, p. 31]) and the p-additivity of || \\p. 
#Lenima 0.58 (Criterion countable sup property) 
£ has the countable sup property if and only if every majorized disjoint collection 
in E+ is countable. 
#Examples 0.59 
- Lp -spaces are super-Dedekind complete. 
- If S is a compact Hausdorff space, then C(5) has the countable sup property, 
whenever every collection of disjoint open sets is countable. A sufficient condi­
tion for that is separability of 5, but this condition is not necessary: if A is a 
set having a cardinality greater than the continuum, then the topological group 
5 = {0,1}A supports a Haar measure (so that every collection of disjoint open 
sets is countable), but S is not separable. 
<Indeed: were ISnlneN c 5 dense, then with J„ := {n e Ν : s„(a) = 1) a cardinality 
argument would yield that the map α — 1
α
 could not be injective, whence there would 
be α Φ β in A such that Ί
α
 = Iß. Then sn(a) = Sniß) for all η e Ν, so sia) = s(ß) for 
all 5 e 5. Contradictions 
- The space IR5 with S uncountable fails to have the countable sup property. 
Definition 0.60 
E is called conditionally σ-laterally complete if every majorized disjoint countable 
subset ofE+ has a supremum in E. 
Examples 0.61 
- σ-Dedekind complete Riesz spaces (such as Lp) are conditionally σ-laterally com­
plete. 
- C[0,1] is not conditionally σ-laterally complete: if 0 < ƒ„ < 1 are such that 
fn((2n)-1) = 1 and ƒ„ = 0 outside ((2n + l)" 1 , (2n - 1)-'), then (ƒ„)„ has no 
supremum in C[0,1]: consider the situation at 0. 
We conclude with the property that is the pivot on which chapter 1 (1.2) turns: the 
weak-Freudenthal property. As far as we know this notion was first introduced by 
Lavric ([La]). Basically, we can describe the weak-Freudenthal property as follows: 
by Yoshida's theorem (0.29) there exists for every principal ideal ƒ of £ a compact 
Hausdorff space Si such that I is Riesz isomorphic to a || IL -dense Riesz subspace 
of C(Si); if now for every principal ideal I of £, 5/ is zero-dimensional (i.e. its 
topology has a basis of clopen subsets), then we say that £ is weak-Freudenthal. In 
Riesz space terms, this reads as follows. 
Definition 0.62 
£ is called weak-Freudenthal if for every e e E+, 0 < α < e and ε e (0, oo) there 
exist disjoint ei,..., e
n
 e E+ and scalars «i,..., «„ e [0, oo) such that 
ΣΓ=ι6< = e, and \α- ΣΓ=ι α,βΑ < εε . 
In words: if α lies in the ideal generated by e, then we can e-uniformly approximate 
α with linear combinations of components of e. 
To familiarize the reader with the weak-Freudenthal property we mention some 
less trivial reformulations ([La, 2.3, 2.8]). 
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Lemma 0.63 
The following are equivalent: 
(a) £ is weak-Freudenthal. 
(β) Every principal ideal of E is Riesz isomorphic to a || | |„ -dense Riesz subspace 
of a C(S) with S a zero-dimensional compact Hausdorff space. 
(y) If I, J are two ideals of E such that I + J = E, then there exists a band Β with 
Be Ι,Β1 c J and Β+ 8"- = E. 
(δ) For every pair u, ν e E+ there exist disjoint U\,v\ e E+ such that uι e E[U], 
Vi e £[„], andE[Ul+Vl) = E[U+V]. 
Further, the weak-Freudenthal property is related to more familiar properties: 
Lemma 0.64 
i. Suppose that E is conditionally σ-laterally complete. Then E has the principal 
projection property, 
ii. Suppose that E has the principal projection property. Then E has the weak-
Freudenthal property. 
<i: Let e e E+. For each u € E+ there exists a half-disjoint sequence (u„)„ (see 0.34) 
suchthat {uni η has the same upper bounds as {uAke : k e N|. Since £ is conditionally 
σ-laterally complete, u
e
 := sup
n
 u
n
 = sup{M Λ ke : k e Ν} exists and it follows from 
0.36 that E<e> is a projection band. 
JJ: Let 0 < α < e in £ + , and ε e (0, oo). Choose η e Ν such that η - 1 < ε and set 
e. := P(a-i=ie)+ (α) - V * « ) * ( α ) · {i = 1 • • · n ) • 
and observe that in a Yosida representation of E[
e
] that identifies e with 1, we have that 
f(a-ße)+(«) corresponds to a l [ a > ^ e ] (cf. 0.37)> 
Examples 0.65 
- Suppose £ has the principal projection property. Then every principal ideal is 
Riesz isomorphic to a norm dense Riesz subspace of a C(5) with 5 basically 
disconnected (cf 0.37). Since basically disconnected compact Hausdorff spaces 
are zero-dimensional, it follows that £ is weak-Freudenthal. 
-The Riesz space of all convergent sequences c is Riesz isomorphic to C(X) 
with X = {0,1,Ζ - 1^ - 1,...} which is zero-dimensional. Therefore, c is weak-
Freudenthal. However, c lacks the principal projection property: 
u = (1,0,2" 1,0,Β^,Ο,...) e c, but the projection of (1,1,1,...) onto the band 
generated by u does not exist in c. 
Lemma 0.66 
l e i E be a weak-Freudenthal Riesz space. 
Let αϊ α„ e £ + and ε > 0. 
Then there exist ej (1 < j < m) in E+ disjoint, and α
υ
 (1 < ι < η , 1 < j < m) in 
[0, oo) such that Σ™ ι ßj = ΣΓ=ι αι ( = : e^· a n d 
m 
I a, - 2] «uCj | < se (all i) . 
J = l 
In fact we can choose OÎU such that 
0 < V(ai j - ε)+e} < a, < V « u ^ (al/ i) • (#) 
J J 
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Proof 
Let D be the principal ideal generated by e := Σ"«!· By Yoshida's theorem and 
the fact that E is weak-Freudenthal, we may identify D with a norm-dense Riesz 
subspace of a C(S) with 5 zero-dimensional and we may identify e with I5. By 
compactness there are Xi XN G S and clopen U\ UN such that 
Xj e Uj c [ lai -ai(Xj)| < f/2 ] n . . . n [ | a„-a
n
(Xj ) | < ε/2 ] 
and 
U?i/. = * . 
Using 0.31, 
ej := Ιυ^ίυ,υ.,.υΐ/^,) e D , a
u
 := maxu; α, (1 < i < n, 1 < j < Ν) , 
satisfy the requirements. D 
#0.3.9 Riesz space completions 
Often it is convenient to view E as an order dense Riesz subspace of an enveloping 
Riesz space F in which one can form suprema of certain subsets of F. 
Requiring the existence of suprema of majorized subsets of F induces the Dede­
kind completion. 
Definition 0.67 
A Dedekind complete Riesz space F is called a Dedekind completion of E if E can 
be identified (via a Riesz isomorphism) with an order dense and majorizing Riesz 
subspace of F. 
Such a completion exists, e.g. embed F order densely in a C°°(S) (0.11) and take 
for F the ideal of C 0 0^) generated by F. All Dedekind completions of F are Riesz 
isomorphic, which justifies speaking of "the" Dedekind completion of F, denoted 
byF 0 . 
Example 0.68 
The Dedekind completion of C(5) is B(S): the Riesz space of all bounded con­
tinuous real-valued functions that have dense Fff-subsets of 5 as domains, with 
identification of functions that are equal on a dense subset of 5. 
Using the Dedekind completion we define 
Definition 0.69 
The σ-Dedekind completion of E (notation: Εσ) is the smallest σ-Dedekind Riesz 
subspace of E& that contains E (i.e. the intersection of all σ-Dedekind complete 
Riesz subspaces of Εδ that contain E). E may not he super-order dense in its σ-
Dedekind completion, but if it does we say that E is almost σ-Dedekind complete. 
One can express almost σ-Dedekind completeness in less artificial terms: F is 
almost σ-Dedekind complete if and only if for every decreasing sequence ( u
n
)
n 
that is bounded from below, there exists an increasing sequence (Vn)n such that 
u
n
 - v
n
 i 0. 
If 5 is an uncountable set, then the Riesz space of functions on S that are con­
stant outside a finite set, Coo(S) + Rl, has as its Dedekind completion £œ(S). Its 
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σ-Dedekind completion consists of all functions on 5 that are constant outside 
a countable set, whence it is almost σ-Dedekind complete. C[0,1] is almost σ-
Dedekind complete because of its countable sup property. 
Corollary 0.70 
Every element of Εδ+ is a supremum of an upwards directed system in E+; every 
element of Εσ+ is the supremum of an increasing sequence in E+ if E is almost 
σ-Dedekind complete. 
Another kind of Riesz space completion is obtained if we require that F contains 
£ as an order dense Riesz subspace and that disjoint subsets of F+ have suprema. 
First some terminology: 
Definition 0.71 
F is called (a-)laterally complete if every non-empty (countable) disjoint system in 
F+ has a supremum in F. 
F is called conditionally (σ ^laterally complete if every majorized non-empty (count­
able) disjoint system in F+ has a supremum in F+. 
F is called (a-)universally complete if it is (σ-laterally complete as well as (σ-
)Dedekind complete. 
If S is extremally disconnected, then C°°(S) is laterally complete, and therefore 
universally complete. If 5 is basically disconnected, then CIS) is σ-universally 
complete. 
<We only prove the first. Let f be a system in C°°(S)+ with 5 extremally disconnected. 
With g being the pointwise supremum of J, the supremum of J in the lattice of all 
continuous functions S — [-οο,οο] is g] (cf. 0.11). We are done if disjointness of J 
implies that [#' = oo]" = 0 . To see how this comes about, let Uf := υ f
€
j[f > 0] and 
set U := Uf υ (S \ Uj)°. Assuming disjointness of J, we see that g' = ƒ on [ƒ > 0] 
(ƒ ε J ) , whence [g] = oo]° η [ƒ > 0] = 0 for all ƒ e J . Also g1 = 0 on S \ Uj. Thus, 
[g' = oo]° η U = 0, and so [g] = oo]0 = 0 because U is open and d e n s o 
The (conditionally) (σ-)ΐ3ΐ6Γ3ΐ completion is defined in terms of yet another Riesz 
space completion: the universal completion. 
Definition 0.72 
F is called a universal completion of E if E is an order dense Riesz subspace of F 
and F is universally complete. 
As would be expected, there exists a universal completion and all universal com­
pletions of E are Riesz isomorphic. More specifically, the universal completion of 
E, notation £", can be represented as a C 0 0 ^ ) (cf. 0.30): 
Theorem 0.73 (Maeda-Ogasawara-Vulikh) 
lef E be an Archimedean Riesz space. 
Then there exists an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space S such that 
E is an order dense Riesz subspace ofC°° (5), i.e. C°° (5) is the universal completion 
ofE. 
In terms of the universal completion Eu we can define various types of lateral 
completions. 
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Definition 0.74 
The (a-)lateral completion of E, denoted by £ λ (Εσλ), is the intersection of all 
(σ^laterally complete Riesz subspaces of Eu that contain E. Since E lies order 
densely in Eu, £ λ (Εσλ) is the smallest (σ ^laterally complete Riesz subspace ofEu 
that contains E. 
The conditionally (a-)lateral completion of E, denoted by E^ (E°s), is the smallest 
conditionally (σ ^laterally Riesz subspace off" that contains E. It is in fact the 
ideal ofEx (Εσλ) generated byE. 
A more explicit description of the elements of £ λ has been given by Van Dinther 
([Di]): represent Eu as C0 0(5). We say that ƒ e C i S ) is locally in £ at α e 5 if 
and only if there are a neighborhood Ua of α and an fa e E such that ƒ = f
a
 on 
[ƒ„. Given ƒ e C°°(S), the set of points where ƒ is locally in £, is open. If it is in 
addition dense, we say that ƒ lies locally in E. Let C^iS) be the collection of all 
functions in C°° (5) that are locally in E. From the definition one checks that C^(S) 
is a Riesz space. Further, the C°°(5)-supremum of a disjoint collection in E+, is in 
QociS) (use e.g. the analogon of 0.10 with S extremally disconnected and Ο open, 
[LuZa, Thm. 47.1, p. 322]). The converse is not true, but one can show that every 
positive element of C^C{S) is the supremum of -what we will call- a half-disjoint 
system in E. 
Definition 0.75 
A system Η in E is called half-disjoint if Η = Hi υ H2 where both Hi and H2 are 
disjoint systems in E. 
Of course, a disjoint system is half-disjoint. Every doubleton is half-disjoint. 
Lemma 0.76 (Van Dinther) 
Every element ofCf
oc
{S)+ is the supremum of a half-disjoint system in E+. 
Proof 
The key point is to observe that 
u, e e E+ => u l j^ö ï i s the supremum of a half-disjoint sequence in E+ . 
< Indeed, by lemma 0.34 there exists under the given circumstances a half-disjoint se-
quence (un)n m E+ that has the same upper bounds as {u A ke : k e Ν}, whence 
Mlf^öT = Pec°0(9)(u) =C°°(S)-supluAke: k e Ν} = C^W-supnU« . 
> 
Let now ƒ e C^C(S) + I and let Uf be the (necessarily) open and dense set of points 
where ƒ lies locally in E. To establish 0.76, we will find a disjoint collection of 
functions of the form fwl[^ö] W e 'W, ν e ~VV) with f
w
, ν e E+ such that 
ƒ = C™(5) - sup sup fwli^ö] • 
U'E'VV νεΎη 
(I): Choice of the collection IV in Uf and disjoint system (/wOweiv in £ + 
Using Zorn's lemma we choose a maximal disjoint system "W in {W c Uf : W clopen} 
that has for each W e ~W an fw e E+ with ƒ = f
w
 on W. By definition of Uf and 
maximality of IV, the union of "VV is dense in Uf, which is in its turn dense in 5. 
Therefore, the flw = fwlw, W e "W, form a disjoint system in C°°(5) having ƒ as 
supremum. 
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(II): Choice of the disjoint systems ~VV, W e "W, in E+ 
Take W e Λν. Invoking Zorn's lemma, we choose a maximal disjoint system Λν 
in {ν e E+ : ν < Iwì- Noting that E is order dense in C°°(S), we see that the 
maximality implies that lw = sup^g^v lü^öT- D 
Recalling that C^iS) is a Riesz space that contains C00(5)-suprema of disjoint 
systems in £+ , we conclude: 
Corollary 0.77 
Lef £ be an order dense Riesz subspace ofC°°(S). Then: 
ƒ e Cfoc(S)+ <:=> ƒ is the supremum of a half-disjoint system in E+ . 
Consequently, C^iS) is the smallest laterally complete Riesz subspace ofC^iS) 
that contains E, in other words, Ελ ^ C^,C(S). 
Unfortunately, we have not been able to prove an analogon of 0.76 for the σ-lateral 
completion nor for the conditionally σ-lateral completion. 
This situation improves if we require E to have the countable sup property. 
Lemma 0.78 
Suppose E has the countable sup property. Then every element of the conditionally 
σ-lateral completion E?A JS a supremum of a half-disjoint countable system in E+. 
< Indeed: if Μσλ e Ε σ λ , then there exist a half-disjoint system U in £ + and a ν in £ + 
such that supU = Μσλ < v. By the countable sup property, U is countable.> 
0.3.10 Relations between the properties 
To gain some overview, we summarize and extend the hierarchy of the properties 
introduced so far ([LuZa, 25.1,p. 137], [AlBu, 2.12,p. 14]). 
Theorem 0.79 
Denoting by UC universally completeness, by [c](a)LC [conditionally] (σ) laterally 
complete, by [A](a-)DC [almost](a -)Dedekind complete, by (P)PP the property of 
having the (principal) projection property, by WF weak Freuden thal, and by Arch 
Archimedean, we have for E the following implications 
DC-aDC- AaDC 
/ Ν \ \ 
UC PP - PPP Arch 
\ s Î \ t 
IC - a l C - cuLC WE 
Except for (a)LC and UC, the properties mentioned above pass on to ideals. 
As an application of that, we see that C(S) is Dedekind complete if S is extremally 
disconnected, because C(5) is a Riesz ideal of C'B(S). 
We conclude with an elementary but useful property: 
Lemma 0.80 
Let EQ be a Dedekind complete and order dense Riesz subspace ofE. Then EQ is an 
ideal ofE. 
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< Indeed, if uo e £g, and e e £ with O < e < uo, then by order denseness e = £-sup U, 
where U = {u € £o • O < u < e}. By the Dedekind completeness of £o, £o-sup U exists, 
and by order denseness it equals e.> 
Remarks 0.81 
If E has the weak-Freudenthal property, then every non-zero band contains a non-
zero projection band (in which case E is usually said to have sufficiently many 
projections). 
0.3.11 Relations between the order completeness of C(S) and the 
topological disconnectedness of 5 
As an illustration of the interplay between the Riesz space structure of C(S) and 
the topological structure of 5, we mention the following. 
Lemma 0.82 
lef S be a compact Hausdorff space. Then 
• C(S) is σ-Dedekind complete <=> C(S) is conditionally σ-laterally complete 
<=> C(S) has the prmcipal projection property <=> S is basically disconnected 
• C(S) is Dedekind complete <=> C(S) is conditionally laterally complete <=> 
C(S) has the projection property <=> S is extremally disconnected. 
• C(S) is weak-Freudenthal <=> S is zero-dimensional. 
#0.3.12 The order dual 
Usmg the concept of order boundedness we can single out a special type of linear 
map. We begin in the general setting of partially ordered vector spaces. 
Definition 0.83 
Lef G, H be partially ordered vector spaces and let Ψ be a map G - H. 
Ψ is ca77ed order bounded if Ψ maps order bounded subsets of G into order 
bounded subsets of H. The collection of all Imear order bounded maps from G 
info H is denoted by £b(G, H). 
Ψ is ca77ed positive if Ψ(χ) > 0 in H, whenever χ > 0 in G. With the ordermg 
denned by: Ψ > Φ if and only if Y - Φ is positive, £b(G,H) becomes a partially 
ordered vector space. 
In the special case Η = Κ, wecallLb(G,H) =:G~ the order dual of G, and elements 
ofG~ are referred to as order bounded linear functionals. 
A positive map is order bounded, and so is a Imear combination of two positive 
maps. 
We now address the question when is £j,(G,H) a Riesz space. For this, we need 
more than that G and H are just Riesz spaces: 
Theorem 0.84 ([AlBu, Thm. 3.3, p. 20]) 
LetE, and F be Riesz spaces with F Dedekind complete. 
Then £b(E,F) is a Riesz space, and the relevant Riesz space operations are given 
by 
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(Ψ v<ï>)(u) = 5ΐιρ{Ψ(ν) +<I>(w) : ν + w = u inE+} ,' 
( Ψ Λ Φ Μ Ι Ο = ίηί{Ύ(ν) +Φ(ιυ) : ν + w = uinE+} 
C¥+)(u) = 5ΐιρ{Ψ(ν) : 0 < ν <u} , (ueE+). 
(ψ-)(ΐί) = ίηΓ{Ψ(ν) : 0 < ν < u] , 
(|Ψ|)(ΐ4) = 8ΐιρ{Ψ(ν):|ν| < Μ} , 
in particular, Ε~ is a Riesz space, and 
|Ψ(χ)| < ΙΨΚΙχΙ) (χ G E). (1) 
#0.3.13 Complex Riesz spaces 
The complex vector space ΐ£(5,Λ,μ), consisting of all ƒ : S - C for which Re(/), 
Iin(/) : 5 — R are Λ-measurable and S
s
\f\p άμ < oo, can be related to the frame­
work of Riesz spaces as the complexification of the Riesz space Ι ρ (μ). 
Definition 0.85 (Complexification) 
Let E be a uniformly complete Riesz space. Then the complexification of E is 
defined as the C-vector space E + iE := {ƒ + ig : f,g e £} equipped with (the 
obvious addition and C-scalar multiplication and) the complex absolute value 
I ƒ + ig\ •= [f2 + g2V12 that is described below. 
Definition 0.86 
lef E be a uniformly complete Riesz space. Take f,g e E. By Yoshida's represen­
tation theorem, there is a Riesz isomorphism ~ from E[\f\ + \
e
\], the principal ideal 
generated by \f\ + \g\, onto a C(S) for some compact Hausdorff space S. The 
function [f2 + g2]112 is in C(S), and, taking inverse images, we use this element to 
define [f2 + g2V12 in E[\f\+\g\], whence in E. 
Definition 0.87 (Complex Riesz spaces, ideals, bands) 
A complex vector space that appears as the complexification of some uniformly 
complete Riesz space is called a complex Riesz space. 
Using the complex absolute value in a complex Riesz space one defines as before 
(cf. section 0.3.3) the concepts of a complex solid set, and a complex ideal. It turns 
out that A e E + iE is an complex ideal if and only if Α η E is an ideal in E. 
A complex band is defined as a complex ideal Β for which Β η E is a band in E. 
Taking E = Lp(p), we obtain as complexification L^ip) with 
| / | : = [ | R e ( / ) | 2 + | I m ( / ) | 2 ] 1 / 2 
as complex absolute value. The complex bands in L^ip) (for μ σ-lïnite) again 
correspond to measurable sets. 
0.4 Quasi-normed spaces 
Besides its order structure, the metric structure of an Ip-space, which is that of a 
quasi-normed space, will play a rôle in the characterizations we are aiming at. We 
start by introducing the concept of a quasi-normed space from the general context 
of topological vector spaces. 
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0.4.1 Vector space topologies and pseudonorms 
Let (Ε,τ) be a topological vector space, that is, £ is a vector space and τ is a 
vector space topology: a topology that makes the vector space operations of E 
continuous. One way to describe τ is to give a base Έ of neighborhoods of 0: a 
base of neighborhoods of an arbitrary α e £ consists of translates of the elements 
of Έ. In fact, one can restrict oneself to balanced 0-neighborhoods. 
Lemma 0.88 ([Kö, §15.1(3), p. 146] [Ed, 1.8.2(5), p. 57]) 
A 0-neighborhood U is called balanced ifrU c U for each scalar r with \r\ < 1. 
Every 0-neighborhood contains a balanced 0-neighborhood (by the continuity of 
the map (r, x) — rx at (0,0) with respect to the product topology). 
An alternative description of τ is via the τ-continuous pseudonorms. 
Definition 0.89 
A functional ρ : £ - [0, <») is called a pseudonorm if 
i. limr~op(rx) = 0 for all χ e E; 
ii. p(rx) < p{x) ifx e E and \r\ < 1; 
Hi. p(x + y) < p(x) + p(y) for all χ, y e £ (subadditivity); 
A collection of pseudonorms Τ on E generates a vector space topology τ by setting 
Χα - χ if and only if for each ρ G Τ: ρ (χ - χ
α
) - 0. Equivalently, the sets [ρ < r], 
with r e (0,1) and ρ e Τ, constitute a 0-neighborhood subbase. 
Example 0.90 
- Let (S, Λ, μ) be a finite measure space, and let M be the Riesz space of all mea­
surable functions with identification of functions that are equal μ-almost every­
where. Then / - J I / l A l i s a pseudonorm generating the topology correspond­
ing to convergence in measure. 
- If μ is only locally finite, then for every set of finite measure A e Λ we have a 
pseudonorm pA : ƒ — jA | ƒ | Λ 1, and the collection of all ρ A generates a vector 
space topology. 
Conversely, given a vector space topology τ, there exists a collection of pseudonorms 
that generates τ . In fact, we can take the collection of τ-continuous pseudonorms: 
Lemma 0.91 
Let τ be a vector space topology and let W be a 0-neighborhood. Then there exists 
a pseudonorm pw with [pw < 1] c W and such that pw(Xa - x) — 0 whenever 
x„ - x . 
< Indeed, first take a balanced 0-neighborhood V c W and then choose a sequence of 
balanced 0-neighborhoods V D Vi D V2 ... such that for all η 
V
n+i + V„+1 +V„ + l c vn, 
(use the continuity of the map (x,y) — χ + y with respect to the product topology). 
Next define 
'0 if χ e Π« V
n 
d(x):= 2" i{xeV
n
\V
n + 1 (χ ε Ε) , 
1 if χ * Vi, 
and finally set pw(x) •= inf{£"ci(x,) : η e N , £ " x , = χ}. Then pw is a pseudonorm, 
and pw(xa - x) ^ d.(Xa - x) < 2~", whenever x
a
 - x G V, ,^ 
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Special classes of topological vector space topologies are obtained by requiring (the 
existence of) a special type of O-neighborhood base or a special type of generating 
system of pseudonorms. The two classes that will concern us, are that of the lo­
cally convex topologies (generated by semi-norms) and that of the locally bounded 
topologies (generated by quasi-norms). 
Definition 0.92 (seminorms and locally convex topologies) 
A set A is called convex if 
rx + s y e A. x,yeA, 
r,s e [Ο,οο) ,r + s = 1, 
A pseudonorm ρ is called a seminorm if it is absolutely homogeneous: 
p(rx) = | r |p(x) for all scalars r and χ e E. 
A vector space topology τ is called locally convex if it admits a O-neighborhood 
base consisting of convex sets; equivalently, τ can be generated by seminorms. 
Definition 0.93 (quasi-norms and locally bounded topologies) 
A set A is called τ-bounded if for every τ-O-neighborhood U there exists a scalarr 
such that A c rU. 
A quasi-norm is a functional M : E — [0, <») that is 
i. separating: 
J|x[I = 0 if and only if χ = 0 (χ e E); 
ii. absolutely homogeneous: 
llrxli = | r I JjxH for all scalars r, and χ e E; 
Ui. quasi-subadditive: 
there is a Κ e [ 1, οο ) with 
JX + J H <Κ· [J]xli + jyl] for all χ, y e E. 
An quasi-norm is called r-subadditive if for some re (0,1]: 
^x + yV< J|xr + M r (x.ivef). 
Thus, the rth power of an r-subadditive quasi-norm is a pseudonorm. 
A vector space topology is called locally bounded if it contains a bounded 0-
neighborhood. As we will see in 0.98, the latter is equivalent to saying that τ 
can be generated by a pseudonorm of the form ]|[lr, where r is in (0,1] and J||i is 
an r -subadditive quasi-norm. 
Examples 0.94 
- A norm is a subadditive quasi-norm. 
- For ρ e (0, oo), y Up is a quasi-norm. In fact, it is a norm for ρ e [1, oo), and a 
p-subadditive quasi-norm for ρ e (0,1] (see 0.1). 
-Dehne JJ IL: C[0,1] - [Ο,οο) by M == H/H, if | / | has zeroes, M := 2 || ƒ Hi 
otherwise. Let ƒ„ := ηκ Λ 1 (η e Ν). Then /„(Ο) = 0, J|l - f„l - 0, while 
l/nll = l - ( 2 n ) " 1 -f 2 = JIHl. Consequently, J|[l is not continuous, and a fortiori 
not r-subadditive. 
- A locally bounded topology is automatically Hausdorff, for if U is a bounded 
O-neighborhood, then the sets rU, re (0, oo), form a 0-neighborhood base. 
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0.4.2 Quasi-normed spaces versus locally bounded topological vec­
tor spaces 
Let £ be a vector space. 
Definition 0.95 
If M is a quasi-norm on E, then we call the pair (E, J|l[ ) a quasi-normed space. 
If (Ε, M ) is a quasi-normed space, then J)U generates a vector space topology 
τ m on E by taking as O-neighborhood base the sets []|ll < r], r e (0, oo), or 
equivalently by defining χ
α
 — χ if and only if J|x
n
 - xH — 0. 
If E is complete with respect to this topology, then we say that (E, JJU ) is a quasi-
Banach space. 
If (E, JIH ) is a quasi-normed space, then any of the sets [ JW < r ] , r e (0, oo), is 
bounded, so TJW is locally bounded. 
Conversely, if τ is a locally bounded vector space topology on E, then τ can be 
generated by a quasi-norm: 
Lemma 0.96 
1er τ be a Hausdorff vector space topology on E, and let U be a balanced bounded 
τ-neighborhood of 0. 
Then there is a κ e [2, oo) such that U + U c KU, and the Minkowski functional 
(gauge) ofU 
Jlxllu := inf [r e (0, oo) : χ e rU) (r e (0, oo)) , 
is a quasi-norm with quasi-subadditivity factor κ, and JJU generates τ. 
< Since U is a 0-neighborhood, and λ — λχ is continuous, we have that J| H y is finitely val­
ued. Further, JWir is separating, since U is bounded and τ is Hausdorff; it is absolutely 
homogeneous, because U is balanced. Finally, since the vector sum of two bounded sets 
is bounded, there exists a κ > 2 such that U + U := {x + y : χ, y e U } e KU, and that 
implies that Μι; is quasi-subadditive with factor κ. 
Since U is bounded, the sets rU, r e (0, oo) constitute a zero neighborhood base. From 
the latter and 
JJXHL, < ρ =» χ e pU => JlxHu < ρ (χ e Ε , ρ e (0, oo) ) 
we conclude that Mu generates the topology τ.> 
The most convenient (or least awkward) type of quasi-norm is one that is r-sub-
additive (for some r e (0,1]). In fact, r-subadditivity already implies quasi-subad­
ditivity: 
Lemma 0.97 
Lef M : E — [0, oo) be r-subadditive for some r e (0,1]. Then JJU is quasi-
subaddifive. 
In particular, a separating, absolutely homogeneous, r-subadditive functional is 
automatically a quasi-norm. 
<Indeed, by the r-subadditivity of JJU and the inequality 0.1 (on page 4), we have that 
Jx + y|1 < 2"-r)ir Jlxll + M ) (x.y e E).> 
A pleasant surprise is that a locally bounded vector space topology can not only be 
generated by a quasi-norm, but even by an r-subadditive quasi-norm. 
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Lemma 0.98 (Rolewicz) 
Lef τ bea locally bounded vector space topology, and let U be a balanced bounded 
0-neighborhood. Then there is a κ e [2, oo) such that U + U c KU. 
Lef r e (0,1] besuch that2llr = κ, and let 
r
r
([/):= {Σ?«**. : n€N1<XiSca/ars1 ir iail rs 1} . 
Then Yr(U) is a balanced bounded 0-neighborhood that is in addition r-absolutely 
convex: 
x,yeTAU),\(x\r + \ß\r<l => ax + ßyeTAU). 
As a result of the latter, the Minkowski functional ofTr(U) is r-subadditive, so it 
is (by 0.96) an r -subadditive quasi-norm generating τ. 
<From its definition, T
r
(U) is easily checked to be r-absolutely convex (hence balanced). 
That Tr(U) is bounded follows from U c IV((7) c 2llrU, which can be proven by induc­
tion. 
<To begin with, the fact that U + U c KU implies that (2- 1) 1 / r i/ + (2-i)llrU c U. 
The latter can be strengthened to (2-knllrU + ... + (2-k'")llrU c U (ki k
m
 e Ν, 
Σΐ"
2 _
'
£
' = 1) via induction on k = max{ki,...,k
m
}. Indeed, since ΣΤ2~k> = 1, the 
number of terms k, with kj = k := maxffci k
m
} is even. In view of the fact that 
(2-fc)i/ri7 + ( 2 - * ) ! ^ ^ = (2-V<-»)ilr((2-])llrU + (2-1)llrU) c (2-<k-l))llrU, we 
therefore obtain that (2-knUrU + ... + (2-k"')1irU c ( Ζ " ' ' ) 1 ' ^ + ... + (2-l»)1'rU 
withmaxlii ΪΜ) = k - l anàZ^'1' = 1. 
Next, if ki , . . . ,kn e Ν are such that X" 2~k> < 1, we add k n + i , . . . ,k m so that 
ΣΪ"2-'£ ' = 1. Therefore, (2-knllrU + ... + (2-k")llrU C U for all ki k
n
 ε Ν 
such that Σ " S-*1· < 1. 
Finally, suppose that α ι , . . . , α
η
 are non-vanishing scalars with Σ " l«il r ^ 1- Then 
we choose ki,...,fc
n
 e Ν with 2~k' < \(Xi\r < 2~k' + 1, whence Σ"2* 1 < 1, which gives 
that (2-ki)llrU + ... + (2-k")1'rU c U. Using the balancedness of U, 
αιΙ/ + ... + α„1/= |α1|17 + ... + | α η | ΐ ; c {2-k^ + 1)ilrU + ... + (2-k" + '[)i/rU 
= 21"'((2-ki)llrU + ...+ (2-k»)1lrU) c21lrU. 
Since «i a
n
 were arbitrary, T
r
(U) c 2llrU.> 
The r-absolute convexity of !>([ƒ), finally, implies that the Minkowski-functional of 
r
r
( l0 is r-subadditive. > 
A handy consequence of the above lemma is 
Corollary 0.99 
Let (£, J| U. ) be a quasi-Banach space. Suppose xl,X2,...isa sequence in E such that 
the sequence (J|x„[l)„ allows an exponential estimate, i.e., there exist a Κ e (0, oo) 
and ans e (0,1) such that for all n: J|x„ll < Κεη. 
Then M -limN Σι ' Xn exists. 
<By the above lemma, there exists for some re (0,1) an r-subadditive quasi-norm Mir) 
that is equivalent to J)li- Then (J)xnll(r))n allows an exponential estimate too, and 
therefore ΣΓ Jlxnll[
r
) < 00. The latter, together with the r-subadditivity of JJIi, implies 
that the sequence ( Σ ^ η ) ^ is JllI(r)"Cauchy, hence JlH-Cauchy, and thus convergent^ 
In keeping with the normed-case situation, we define the dual E' of a quasi-normed 
space (£, JW ) as the collection of all linear functionals φ : E -» IR for which ]|φ|1' := 
sup{|</>(x)| : χ e E, JJxli < 1} < oo. Since (R, I I) is a Banach space, M ' is a norm 
and (£', JIH') is a Banach space. 
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0.5 Quasi-normed Riesz Spaces 
We now discuss the natural interaction between the metric (quasi-normed space) 
structure and the ordering (Riesz space) structure in //-spaces. The proper context 
to do that is that of quasi-normed Riesz spaces. 
Definition 0.100 
Suppose we have a quasi-normed space (£, J li ) and assume that E carries in addi­
tion the structure of a Riesz space. 
(i) M is called Riesz ifonlyif\x\ < \y\ implies Jlxli < | y | i (x,y e E). 
(ii) If M is Riesz, then we refer to (£, M ) as a quasi-normed Riesz space . 
(Hi) If, in addition, (E, J)[l) is a quasi-Banach space, then we call (E, J)[l) a quasi-
Banach lattice. 
If in the above Jj li is actually a norm, then we obtain the familiar concepts of a 
normed Riesz space and Banach lattice respectively. 
Examples 0.101 
- The spaces Lp, ρ e (0, oo), are quasi-normed Riesz spaces (in fact quasi-Banach 
lattices); for ρ e [I, oo), ζ/ is a Banach lattice. 
- The space C(X), where X is a compact Hausdorff space, is a Banach lattice; fur­
ther, if D c C(X) is a || || „o-closed Riesz subspace, then D is a Banach lattice 
too. 
- If M is a Riesz quasi-norm, then its null-space Ν
Μ
 := {χ e E : Jjx[i = 0} is an 
ideal. 
The unit "ball" of a Riesz quasi-norm is solid (by virtue of the Riesz property) and 
bounded (ensuing from the quasi-norm properties). The converse (and more) is 
also readily verified (cf. 0.122, p. 39 further on): 
Lemma 0.102 
l e t τ be a locally bounded, locally solid vector space topology in E. 
Then E contains a bounded, solid 0-neighborhood U, and and its Minkowski func­
tional is a quasi-norm. 
Like normed (Riesz) spaces, r-subadditively quasi-normed Riesz spaces have unique 
completions (which are quasi-Banach lattices, of course). 
#Leinma 0.103 (Completions of r-subadd. quasi-normed Riesz spaces) 
Let r e (0,1] and let (E, Jj[l) be a quasi-normed Riesz space with JJU. r -subadditive. 
Then there exists a quasi-Banach lattice (E, Jlll(r)) s u c ^ that E is M (ripense in Ê, 
Jlli(r-) i S r-subadditive, and such that ]|[i(r) coincides with M(r) on E. 
<d(x,y) := Jjx - y i . ^ ) is a metric on E, and we can form the metric space comple-
tion (Ê,d). Note that for every χ e £ there exists a sequence (x
n
)
n
 in £ such that 
lim
n
 d(x
n
,x) = 0. Further, for every other sequence (x'
n
)n with lim„ d(x'
n
,x) = 0 we 
have that d(x,0) = lim,, <*(*;,,0). 
Therefore J |x | ( r) := [dix, 0 ) ] 1 / r (x e £) is an r-subadditive quasi-norm (as inheritance 
of Jlll(r)) that extends l||l(r); E is JJ[I(
r
)-dense in £, and £ is complete with respect to 
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However, quasi-norms need not be r-subadditive (0.94) and this has a repercussion: 
in general they cannot be "isometrically" embedded in a completion. We do have: 
#Corollary 0.104 
Let (£, Jll) be a quasi-normed space. By 0.98 there exists an r G (0,1], and a r-
subadditive quasi-norm UlUr) on E that is equivalent f o M for some r e (0,1]. 
Then E is M(r)-dense in the quasi-Banach lattice (£, JIU(r)) of above. 
The topology in a quasi-Banach lattice is entirely determined by the order structure 
as follows from 0.105 v. below. 
#Lenima 0.105 
Let E be a Riesz space, and suppose D : E+ — [0, <») has the following properties: 
(i) D(u) = 0 => u = 0 ( u e £ + ) ; 
(U) ììmrioD(ru) = 0 ( u e £ + ) ; 
(iii) D(u + v) <D(u) +D{v) ( u , v e £ + ) , · 
(iv) u < ν => D(u) <D(v) (u,veE+). 
Then: 
i. D(0) = 0, D(nu) < nD(u) (n e N,u e £ + ) . 
ii. d(x,y) := D(\x - y\) defines a (translation-invariant) metric on E for which 
the vector space operations are continuous, 
iii. Every relatively uniformly convergent sequence is d-convergent, hence the d-
topologyis weaker than the relatively uniform topology; 
iv. The following are equivalent: 
(a) £ is d-complete; 
(β) χχ,χι,... e £ + , 
J^DiXn) < 00, supn{xi+...+;<:„} exists; 
(y) Ifx\,xz,... e £ + , £5° D{x
n
) < oo then s := sup
n
{xi + ... + x
n
} exists and 
Xi + ... + Xn — s relatively uniformly as η - oo; 
(δ) /fxi,X2,... e Ε, ΣΤd(Xn,x„+i) < oo then the sequence (Xn)n converges 
relatively uniformly (hence d-converges). 
v. If E is d-complete, then every d-convergent sequence has a relatively uniformly 
convergent subsequence (having the same limit by iii), hence the d-topology 
and the relatively uniform topology coincide. 
< i: the first and second claim follow from the second and third property of D respec­
tively; 
ii: the continuity of the vector space operations follow from 
D(\(x + y) - (x
n
 + y
n
)\) < D(\x - x
n
\) + D(\y - yn\) , 
and 
D ( | r x - r „ x „ | ) < D(\r - r
n
| | x | ) + D ( | r
n
| | x - x
n
| ) 
< D ( | r - r
n
| | x | ) + (sup
n
[ | r
n
| ] + l ) D ( | x - x
n
| ) , 
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where the 2nd inequality uses the Riesz property of D and the inequality of i. 
iii: follows from the second property of D. 
iv: (a) => (β): Suppose E is d-complete, and take (x
n
)n as described in (β). Then the 
series Ση χη is d-Cauchy, hence convergent, and its d-limit is its supremum (apply 
lemma 1.4 (p. 47) to the increasing sequence of the partial sums of the χ,'β). 
(β) => (y): Assume iß) and let (Xn)n be as described in (y). By a first application of 
(β), s := sup
n
lxi + ... + x
n
} exists. Now take natural numbers 1 < kn t oo such that 
Σ Γ * : η Ο ( χ
η
) < ~ . 
<E.g. Choose No := 1 < JV] < N2 < ... in Ν such that ΣΝ D(Xn) < 4'J (j > 1), and set 
k
n
 = 2kiïNk<n <Nk+l (n = l,2,...;fc = 0, !,...).> 
Using i, we see that ΣΓ D(k
n
Xn) < ^ and then a second application of (β) shows that 
5* = sup„{fcixi + ... + k
n
Xni exists. For 2 < Ν in N: 
0 < 5 - (xi + ... + Xjv-i) = supjxw + ... + x„} 
n>N 
< (kN)~l suplkNXN + ... + knXni ^ (kN)-ls* , 
n>N 
hence xi + ...x„ — s (5*-uniformly). 
()/)=> (δ): Take (y) for granted, and let (x„)
n
 be as described in (5). Applying (y) to 
the sequences yi = xf.yn ·= (Xn+i - Xn)+ (n > D and z\ = xf.z« := (Xn+i -Xn)" 
(n > 1), we see that x
n
 = (y\ +... + y
n
) + {zi + ... + Zn) converges relatively uniformly. 
(δ) => (α): If (Xk)k is d-Cauchy, then we can select a subsequence {xk„)n that satisfies 
^"^(•^itn.^n+i) < <», and will d-converge assuming (δ).> 
Corollary 0.106 
Let ρ e (0, 00). Then Lp is \\ \\p -complete, hence a quasi-Banach lattice. 
< Indeed, {β) of 0.105 holds for D = || ||™n|1'pl. As a matter of fact, LP possesses even a 
stronger property (see 0.4): IfO <u
n
\mLP with sup
n
 | |u„| |p < 00, then sup
n
 u„ e Lp. 
> 
Later on we will utilize the following continuity properties of quasi-norms, most of 
which are familiar from the normed Riesz space context. 
#Defimtion 0.107 
Let J| U. be a Riesz quasi-norm on E. 
(i) We call M weak-Fatou if there exists a Κ e (0,1] such that 
0<u
a
\uinE => sup„ Jlucll > iCJIuli . 
If we can take Κ = 1, M is called Fatou. 
(ii) If we restrict the condition above to sequences instead of nets, we obtain the 
concepts of a weak-σ-Fatou Riesz quasi-norm and σ -Fatou Riesz quasi-norm 
respectively. 
(iii) We say that M i's half-disjoint weak-Fatou if there exists a Κ e (0,1] such 
that sup
u e
y Jjuli > Κ Hull, whenever U c E+ is a half-disjoint system in E+ 
whose supremum is u. If we can take Κ = 1, we say that M j's Fatou. 
(See the Remarks 2.49 ad 2.42 (p. 103 for an apology for this definition) 
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Suppose we have a quasi-normed Riesz space and we know from other sources that 
its topology is normable (i.e. can be generated by a norm). 
Can we then generate its topology by a Riesz norm? The answer is yes: 
Lemma 0.108 
Lef E be a Riesz space and let τ be a vector space topology on E. 
Suppose that 
(i) τ contains a solid, bounded 0-neighborhood U CM υ (see 0.96) is a Riesz 
quasi-norm) 
(ii) τ contains a convex, balanced and bounded 0-neighborhood V CM ν is a 
norm) 
Then τ can be generated by a Riesz norm. 
<It suffices to come up with a bounded, convex and solid 0-neighborhood. Since U is 
bounded, there is an r ε (0, oo) with U c rV. The convex hull of U (consisting of all 
^"«[X, with x, e U and a, e [0, oo) such that ΣΛ ct, = 1) is convex, contained in 
the (convex) bounded set rV, whence bounded, and solid (use the Riesz decomposition 
property 0.13). t> 
A quasi-normed Riesz space (f, J| H ) has two duals: one as quasi-normed space 
(£'), and one as Riesz space (£""). As with normed Riesz spaces, there is a simple 
relation between the two. 
#Leinma 0.109 
Let E be a Riesz space and let J| (i be a quasi-norm on E. Then 
i. E' is an ideal ofE~; 
ii. E' is a normed Riesz space; 
Hi. E' = E~ if E is a quasi-Banach lattice. 
<The proof is the standard proof known from the normed Riesz space context ([Za, 
Thm. 102.3, p. 312], [dJvR, Thm. 10.1, p. 63]). 
Lett/) € £ ' , andu ε E+. For χ ε £ with |x| < u: \φ(χ)\ < JJ</>|1' ]|x[l < ]|φ|1' Hull =: 
M
u
, so φ[-Μ, u] c [-MU,MU] i.e. E' C E~. 
Suppose ψ ε E~, φ ε E' and \ψ\ < \φ\ in£~. Then for |x| < u in E: 
\ψ(χ)\ < ΙψΚΙχΙ) < ΙφΚΙχΙ) < ΙΦΙ(ϋ) < 5υρ{|φ(χ)| : |χ | < u} 
< sup{]|$f Jlxll : |χ | < u} < ]]φ|ΐ' J|u|L . 
Hence ψ e Ε', and JJ H' is a Riesz norm on £'. 
Finally, for 0 < φ ε £~\£' there exist x„ ε £ such that i|x„H = 2-", while |φ(Χη)Ι > 2n. 
If £ were complete however, u = Σ.
η
 \x
n
\ would exist in £ + (0.99) and 
φ(η) > φ ( | χ „ | ) > 2n for all η , 
which yields a contradiction. > 
We now focus on IP-spaces and C(5)-spaces from the viewpoint of quasi-normed 
Riesz spaces. 
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Definition 0.110 
(ι) An abstract Lp-space (p e (Ο,οα)) is a quasi-Banach lattice with p-additive 
quasi-norm (i.e. Jjx + y^p = | x [ i p + ] |3 ' | | p whenever χ A y = 0). 
If ρ = 1, we ob tarn an abstract L-space. 
(u) An abstract M-space is a Banach lattice with oo-addiüve norm 
(i.e. Jju + vl[ = Jlull ν J)vii wheneveru AV = 0). 
(m) An M-norm is a norm on a Riesz space E that satisfies the M-property i.e. 
\\u v v | | = | |u | | ν | |v| | (u,v G £ + ) . 
For ρ = 1, Kakutani ([Ka]) showed that an abstract Ip-space is isometncally Riesz 
isomorphic to an Ι 1 (μ), a result which was generalized to ρ e [1, oo) by Bohnen­
blust: 
Theorem 0.111 (Kakutani and Bohnenblust) 
Let (E, || || ) be an abstract Lp-space with ρ e [1, oo). Then there exist a measure 
space (Ξ,Λ,μ) and a Riesz isomorphism Ω from E onto Ιρ(Ξ,Λ,μ) such that 
Ι | Ω ( χ ) | |
ρ
= Hxll (all χ e E). 
< The characterizations we will obtain in chapter 1 and 2 can all be reduced to the case 
ρ = 1 of which we will provide a proof below. 
By 0.30 there is an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space (S, τ) (we mention 
the topology τ on S explicitly) such that E c C°°{S). Let Β be the Riesz space of Borei 
functions S — K and define for ƒ, g e Β: 
f = g <=> fis) = g(s) for τ-almost alls e 5 .<=> [ƒ * g] is τ-meagre. 
(Recall that a set is meagre if it is contained in the countable union G of closed subsets 
such that G° = 0) Likewise we dehne ƒ <* g etc. 
(I): For each f € B+ there is a (necessarily unique) f ' e C°°(S)+ such that f = f'. 
First observe that the collection Λ:= {A c S .3UGT such that 1Λ = 1[/} is a σ-algebra 
•sE.g. if A e Λ, then there is a U e τ such that 1A = lu', because U is open, U \ U is 
meagre, so that 15\Α = Is - 1A = Is - lu = Is - % = l(s\i/f ι e. S \ A e A).> 
Consequently: if A is a Borel-set, then there is an open U such that 1A = lu, whence 
IA = 1(7 e C(S). Therefore, if ƒ is a Borel-step function, then (i) there is an ƒ' e C(5) 
such that ƒ = ƒ ' and (u) || ƒ ' IU ^ II ƒ Ileo because ƒ ' assumes only those values α € R 
for which ƒ " ' (a) is non-meagre. 
Further, if ƒ is a bounded Borei function, then there is a sequence of Borel-step func-
tions (ƒ„)„ such that II ƒ - ƒ„ IL - 0. Because \\fn - ƒ„ IL < Il fn - fm IL (all n,m) 
we have that (fn)η has a limit ƒ ' ε C(S) and ƒ ' = ƒ 
Finally, if ƒ is an arbitrary Borel-function, then arctan( ƒ ) is a bounded Borei function 
S — (-π,π) and there is a g e C(S) such that \g\ < ττΐ and g * arctanf/). Then 
./":=tan(0)EC°°(S)andi"= ƒ. 
(II): Define J : B+ - [0, oo] by 
J(f) •= sup{ II0II . ^ € £ + , 0 < ^ < / ' } = sup) II0II : g E E* , g <* f} . 
Then 
1. fi<*f2 in B+ * J(fi) < J(fz) : fi = fi mB+ =» ƒ(ƒ1 ) = / ( / 2) , · 
u. J(<xf) = <x J ( / ) i f a e [ 0 , ~ ) ; 
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iu. 7=|| II on E+,soJ is additive on £+,· 
iv. J has the σ-Levi property on E: 
0 < g
n
 t m E+ , ' 
sup
n
J(g
n
) < oo 
For ivuse O.lOSiv. (a)=>(y) with x
n
 = g
n
 - g
n
-\ and m above 
(ΠΙ): Let f e B+ mthj(f) < «>. Then f' e E+. 
Take O < g
n
 t in E+, g
n
 < f', such that J(gn) ^ J(f) - n - 1 . By iv above, there is a 
^ G £ + with ö ί ƒ ' and | |^ | | = y (ƒ ). If g < f', then there would be an j e E+ \ {0} (£ is 
order dense in C 0 0 ^)) with g + j < ƒ ' . Applying the additivity of || || would then result 
in j (/) = llöll < ll^ll + Hill = \\g+j\\ =J(g+j) s /(ƒ)· Contradicooii Therefore, 
(TV):Let f\,h e B+. Then J(fx + f2) = J(fi) + J{fi). 
We only prove <: if ^ e £+ with # < (/ι + ƒ2)' = ƒ,' + ƒ2, then g = gì + #2 with 
0 < #ι < ƒ,' (Riesz decomposition property), and /(^,) < y(^) = | |^ | | < 00 so 5, e E+ 
(by i/TO) andini | | + II02IMI0II. 
(V): J satisfies Levi's monotone convergence theorem on B+ i.e. 
0 < f„ 1 f pomtwise m B+ => /(ƒ„) t / ( ƒ ) . 
We only consider the non-trivial case, 1 e. sup
n
 .ƒ(ƒ„) < 00. In that case, the sequence 
(/ή)η i s m £ + (by (III)), and it has a supremum in E+ satisfying J (sup
n
 f ή) = sup
n
J(fn) 
(by (II) iv). Actually, if we denote the pointwise supremum of (fn)n by h, then by the 
remarks between 0.12 (p. 8) and its proof we have that 7i' = C°0(5)-sup
n
 f ή (which 
equals £-sup
n
 f ή), and h' = h (because h is upper semi-continuous). 
Since ƒ„ = fn, it follows for the corresponding pointwise suprema that ƒ = h There­
fore, /(ƒ) = J(h) = /(h') = 7(£-sup ƒ;,) = sup
n
7(/;) = sup
n
 .ƒ(ƒ„). 
(VJ: Define μ (Λ) :=/(lU) e [Ο,οο] (A a Borei set m S) 
Then μ is a measure on (5, Borel{S)) (use (IV) and (V) above) such that 
1. \fdu = J (J) (f e B+), so ƒ \/\άμ < oo «=» ƒ ' e £; 
11. fAe map L1 (μ) — £ that sends the μ-equivalence class of a μ-integrable ƒ to ƒ ' e £ 
is a surjective Riesz isomorphism that preserves the respective norms. 
Indeed, 1 holds if ƒ is a Borel-step function (by (IV) and (II)ii), and also for arbitrary 
ƒ e B+, since Levi's monotone convergence theorem holds for both J and ƒ άμ.> 
Shortly after their Lp -characterization, Kakutam and Bohnenblust showed [BoKa] 
that an abstract M-space is isometncally Riesz isomorphic to (a closed Riesz sub-
space of) a C(5), with 5 compact Hausdorff. 
Theorem 0.112 (Kakutani and Bohnenblust) 
Let (E, || || ) be an abstract M-space. Then there exist a compact Hausdorff space 
S and a Riesz isomorphism Ω from E onto a || H«, -closed Riesz subspace ofC(S) 
such that || Ω(χ) ||M = | |x| | (allχ e E). 
In particular, this result shows indirectly that an oo-additive norm is an M-norm (a fact 
that was proven directly, i.e. without representation, by Bernau m [Be]). In chapter 2 we 
will spend some theorems on the question whether the same holds if we replace norms 
by quasi-norms. 
0-=C°°(S)-sup
n
0„ e £ + , 
J(g) = sup
n
J(g
n
). 
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Bohnenblust ([Bo]) combined the two characterizations above to 
Theorem 0.113 (Bohnenblust) 
Lef (E, Il II ) be a Banach lattice of dimension at least three such that 
llxll = llx'll , \\y\\ = | | y | | , and 
x/\y = x'Ay' = 0. \x + y\\ = \\x'+ y'\\ whenever 
Then: 
(E, || || ) is either isometrically Riesz isomorphic to an Ι ρ ( μ ) for some ρ e [1, oo) 
or to a closed Riesz subspace of a C{S) for some compact Ha usdorff space S. 
The key result here is the following lemma ([AlBu, Lm. 10.17, 10.18, p. 76]): 
Lemma 0.114 (Bohnenblust) 
lef II II be a Riesz norm on a Riesz space E satisfying \\x + y\\ = \\x' + y'\\ when­
ever | |x| | = | | * ' | | , | |>Ί| = \\y'\\, and XAy = x'Ay' = 0 i.e. there is a function 
f : IR+ χ Κ+ - Κ+ such that \\χ + y\\ = ƒ( | | * | | , | |y | | ) whenever* Λ y = 0. 
If E has at least dimension three, then ƒ is of the form f(s, t) = (5P + f ) 1 " 7 for 
some ρ e [Ι,οο) or f (s, t) = maxjs.t}. 
A glance at the proof, however (e.g. in [AlBu, Lm. 10.17]), shows that if we drop 
the condition that || || is subadditive, then ƒ could equally well be of the form 
ƒ (s, t) = (sp + tPyiP for some ρ e (0,1). 
Later other isometric characterizations were derived, among which we note 
#Theorem 0.115 (Ando [An69]) 
Lef (E, Il II ) be a Banach lattice of dimension at least three. 
Suppose that for every closed Riesz subspace F there exists a projection Ρ : E — F 
such that | | P ( * ) | | < | | * | | (P is contractive) andP(u) >0foru>0(P is positive). 
Then: 
(E, || || ) is either isometrically Riesz isomorphic to an Ιρ{μ) for some ρ e [1, oo) 
or fo a Co (5) for some discrete setS. 
Homeomorphic versions were obtained too, among which we note those of Tzafriri 
([LiTz2,Thm. l.b.12, p. 22]) 
Theorem 0.116 (Tzafriri) 
Lef (£, || || ) be a Banach lattice such that \\x
a
\\ i 0 whenever*« i 0 (i.e. (E, || || ) is 
order continuous). 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) There exists a Riesz isomorphism Ω from E onto either an Lp-space (for some 
ρ e [Ι,οο); or onfo co(5) (for some discrete S) that is at the same time a 
homeomorphism. 
(β) There exists a function F : ΚΝ — [0, oo) and a constant Κ e [1, oo) so fhaf 
K " 1 · FUI* ! || , | | * 2 | | , . . . ) < | | Σ Γ * η | | S K - F d l x i l l , IIX2II ,···) 
for all sequences ( * „ ) " ^ E s u c ^ fhaf XJ0 * „ converges. 
Both theorems above eventually rely on the Kakutani-Bohnenblust's results. 
Finally, we mention that, as normed Riesz spaces, L-spaces and M-spaces are each 
other duals (e.g. [AlBu, Thm. 10.15, p.74]). 
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#Theorem 0.117 
Lef (E, Il II ) be a normed Riesz space. 
If E is an I-space, then E' is an M-space; 
if E is an M-space, then E' is an L-space. 
Non-convex quasi-normed Riesz spaces may not have a dual at all· Day showed 
that (i/[0,1]) ' = {0} if ρ e (0,1) ([Ko, 15.9(9) p. 158]). 
0.6 Locally solid Riesz spaces 
Ascending one level of abstraction by leaving the metric structure for the topolog­
ical, we can view Ip-spaces and M-spaces as so-called locally solid Riesz spaces. 
Définition 0.118 
Let E be a Riesz space. A locally solid topology on E is a vector space topology τ 
on E that admits a base of solid 0-neighborhoods. In this case (Ε, τ) is referred to 
as a locally solid Riesz space. 
Example 0.119 
A Riesz quasi-norm generates a Hausdorff locally solid topology. In particular, 
//-spaces and M-spaces are locally solid Riesz spaces. 
We can express the local sohdness of a topology otherwise. 
Lemma 0.120 
Lef τ be locally solid Riesz space. Then for every τ-zero neighborhood U there ex­
ists a τ-continuous Riesz pseudonorm ρ such that [p < 1] c U, i.e. τ is generated 
by the collection o f τ-continuous Riesz pseudonorms. 
(The Riesz property for pseudonorms has not yet formally been introduced, but it 
is self-explanatory (0.100)). 
Examples 0.121 
- A Riesz quasi-norm is a particular sort of Riesz pseudonorm; 
- the pseudonorm ƒ — ƒ | ƒ | Λ 1 on M (see 0.90) is Riesz. 
The topology generated by a Riesz quasi-norm is both locally bounded and locally 
solid. In fact: 
Lemma 0.122 
A quasi-normed Riesz space is a locally bounded, locally solid Riesz space. Con­
versely, every locally bounded, locally solid Riesz space can be generated by an 
r-subadditive Riesz quasi-norm (for some r e (0,1 ]). 
< Indeed, let τ be a locally solid and locally bounded topology. By first selecting a 
bounded 0-neighborhood and then a solid (so balanced) neighborhood therein, we ob­
tain a solid and bounded 0-neighborhood U By the boundedness of U, there is an 
r e (0,1] suchthat U + U c 2llrU. As in lemma 0.98, the Minkowski functional l||lr
r
(U) 
of Yr(U) is an r-subadditive quasi-norm Further, since Γ
Γ
(10 inherits the sohdness of 
U (use the Riesz decomposition property), l|[lr
r
((/) 1 S Riesz as well.> 
A map Φ from a topological vector space (£i, Ti ) mto another topological vector 
space (Εζ,τζ) is called uniformly continuous if for every Tz-neighborhood V2 of 0 
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in £2. there exists a τι-neighborhood Vi of 0 in £1 such that Φ(χ) - Φ(γ) e V2 as 
soon as χ - y e Vi. 
From Birkhoff's inequalities we see that the lattice operations ν, Λ : £ χ £ — £ are 
uniformly continuous in a locally solid Riesz space. As a result also the derived 
operations + , " , | | : £ — £ are uniformly continuous. The converse is also true 
([AlBu, Thm. 5.2, p. 34]). 
Lemma 0.123 
Lef E be a Riesz space and let τ be a vector space topology on E. Then τ is locally 
solid if and only if one of the lattice operations is uniformly continuous. (In the 
latter case, all lattice operations are uniformly continuous). 
As any Hausdorff topological vector space, a Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space £ 
has a topological vector space completion £ (cf. [Kö, §15.3, p. 148]). We recall: 
Definition 0.124 
Lef (£, τ) be a Hausdorff topological vector space. 
A net (Χα)α ύι E is called τ-Cauchy net if for every τ Ό -neighborhood U there exists 
an au with x
a
 - χ β e U whenever a > ay and β > «;;. 
£ J'S ca77ed topologically complete if every τ-Cauchy net in E, τ-converges to some 
element of E. 
A topological vector space (Ε,τ) is called the topological completion of (Ε,τ) if 
f 1 = τ, £ J'S f-dense, in E and E is τ-complete. 
If £ is a Hausdorff locally solid topology, then the lattice operations are uniformly 
continuous, and therefore they extend to £ rendering it a Riesz space as well ([Fr, 
§22F, p. 41], [AlBu, 4.5, p. 30]). As a result: 
#Corollary 0.125 (Completion of a Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space) 
Lef (£, τ) be a Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space and let (Ε,τ) be its topological 
vector space completion. 
Then E has a natural Riesz space structure, and τ is locally solid. 
Moreover, ifV. is a τ -0 -neighborhood base in E, then the τ-closures of the sets U, 
U ell, form a τ-zero neighborhood base in E. 
In particular, the Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space completion of a metrizable 
topological Riesz space is itself metrizable. 
We collect some properties of (Hausdorff) locally solid Riesz spaces, most of which 
are direct consequences of the definitions ([AlBu, Thm. 5.4, 5.6, p. 35]). 
Lemma 0.126 
Lef (£, τ) be a locally solid Riesz space. 
i. Relative uniform convergence implies topological convergence: if x
n
 — χ 
e-uniformly for some e e E, then x
n
 - χ; 
iL order bounded sets are topologically bounded; 
Hi. if τ is Hausdorff: ν
α
Τ, ν
α
 — ν implies ν = sup^iO; likewise: ν
α
1, ν« ^ ν 
implies ν = \ηί
α
 ν
α
 (cf. lemma 1.4). 
In the last two paragraphs, we will introduce locally solid topologies with additional 
order continuity properties. 
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#0.6.1 Fatou topologies 
#Defiiiition 0.127 
A locally solid topology on E is said to have the (a)-Fatou property (or to be a 
(a)-Fatou topology) if it admits a neighborhood base of (a-)order closed sets. In 
this case (£, τ) J'S called a (a-)Fatou Riesz space. 
A Fatou topology allows a convenient characterization in terms of so-called Fatou 
pseudonorms. 
Definition 0.128 
A Riesz pseudonorm ρ is called Fatou if p(u) = sup
a
p(u
a
) whenever0 < u« t u. 
A Riesz pseudonorm that is Fatou is often called a Fatou pseudonorm. 
Similarly, if we replace nets by sequences in the above, we obtain the concept of a 
σ-Fatou pseudonorm. 
Since the unit "ball" of a (a-)Fatou pseudonorm is solid and (a-)order closed, a 
collection of (a-)Fatou pseudonorms generates a (a-)Fatou topology. On the other 
hand, Fremlin showed for the Fatou case (and the proof for the σ-Fatou case is 
almost verbatim the same [Fr, 23B, p.44]): 
Lemma 0.129 (Fremlin) 
lef U be a neighborhood of0 ina (a-)Fatou topology τ. 
Then there exists a τ-continuous (a-)Fatou pseudonorm ρ such that [p < 1] c U. 
Conclusion: a (a-)Fatou topology is generated by its continuous (a-)Fatou pseudo-
norms, and has a neighborhood base ofO consisting of solid and (a-)order closed 
sets. 
Example 0.130 
- C{X) with the || ||„-topology is Fatou. 
- the norm | |x| | := sup
n
 | x ( n ) | + lim„ | x ( n ) | (x e c) is not Fatou, but the topology 
it generates is (because || IL < Il II < 2|| IL). 
- An (a-)order continuous Riesz pseudonorm is (a-)Fatou. 
We mention some features of Fatou pseudonorms ([Fr, 23C-F]): 
Lemma 0.131 
1er ρ be a Fatou pseudonorm on E. Then: 
i. x„ Τ χ => ρ ( χ ) < SUPaPÌXc); 
ij'. Np := {χ e E : ρ (χ) = 0} J'S an order closed ideal, (hence band); 
Hi. if(x
a
)a is a net in E, then Ump(x
a
) := {x e E : lim„ p(x - x„) = 0} is an order 
closed lattice; 
iv. if (x„)„ is a sequence in E such that 
(i) p ( x
n + 1 - x n ) <2-n (alln), 
(ii) inîkzn Xn exists (all n), 
(Hi) supn infjt^ n x n exisfs, 
then p (x n - supm inf,>m x,) < 2 n + 1 ; 
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Proof 
i: If Xa t x, then 0 < x„+ t x+, and x~ < x
a
~ (for all a). 
Hence x
a
+
 + x~ < x
a
+
 + x
a
~ = \x
a
\, while 0 < x
a
+
 + x~ t x+ + x - = |x|, so that 
p(x) = p(|x|) = sup
a
p(x
a
+
 +X-) < sup„p(|x„|) = sup
a
p(x
a
). 
ii: If x
a
 e Np, χ e £, and |x - χ«| < ρ„ 1 0, then |χ
α
| > |χ | - ρ„ t |χ|, so that by i: 
p(x) < sup„p(|x| - p
a
) < sup
n
p(|x„|) = 0. 
iii: If χ 6 Limp(x„), then Lmip(x„) = χ + Np, so it is an order closed lattice. 
JV: Let (Xn)n be as in the premise. Then 
PÎSUPminf^mX, - Xn) = piSUPfn^nfinf^m X, - Xn]) 
< sup^nPUnf^mX, - xn) = supm>n p(supkam[mfjkaiamx, - x„]) 
< supm i n supt>m p(x„ - inf^1£m x.) . 
The result now follows from the observation that for fc > m > η, 
Xn — Ultii^^mX! = Αι=« (•fi — f i+l) + Ai=m(^Majïm f J — ITUi+lajam Xj) 
=
 Σι=η (f i _ Xi + l) + Z ^ m ^ f i ^ j a m Xj - Xi + l) + 
ί ς ™ ; 1 ^ . - x.+i) + zf.mU. - *.+l )+ 
whence p(x„ -infk^^mX,) < p(ZfJn 1*1 -Xi+il) ^ 2-n + 1. D 
Under appropriate conditions, a Cauchy net in a Fatou Riesz space converges and 
its limit can be constructed out of the ordering by means of liminf-like construc­
tions. 
Definition 0.132 (increasing and Decreasing envelopes) 
If C is a subset of a Riesz space F, we denote 
1C:= {xeF:3XcC,X \ x} and OC := {χ e F : SX c C,X I x}. 
Lemma 0.133 ([Fr, 23G-H]) 
lef (F, τ) be a locally solid Riesz space and let C c F such that 
i. F is Dedekind complete, 
ii. τ is a Hausdorff Fatou topology on F, 
iii. C is order bounded, 
iv. C is closed under the operation A . 
Suppose (ua)açA is a τ-Cauchy net in C. 
Then there is au e lOlDC such that u„ — u. 
Proof of lemma 0.133 
Let Τ be the collection of all τ-continuous Fatou pseudonorms on F. Setting for 
peT, 
L(p) := Limp(u„) η IDC = {u e IDC : lim„p(u„ - u) = 0} , 
we show in four steps that Limp(M„) η 2DC Φ 0 (for each ρ e Τ) and that 
ripej-Limp (ita) η 3Ü2ÜC * 0 . 
(I): Let ρ e T. ThenL(p) Φ 0 . 
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Using the Cauchy property of (uCT)a we choose «i < «2 < «3 -< ... such that 
P(u«n,i - u « n ) ^ 2 " n · Then by 0.131 iv, supmgi^infnimU^ eLinip(u
n
). Moreover, 
since C is closed under taking finite infima, 
inf„>
m
u„
n
 = mfk>
m
(infj(>
r
,£mu„„) , 
so that inf„>
m
 u „
n
 e DC all n, and sup
m
 ϊηΓ
η £ η, Uc,, e IOC. 
Observing that the operations Ί and 2) preserve closedness under Λ (by the infinite 
distributivity 0.13), we have that IDC inherits the closedness under Λ from C. 
(II): Let ρ e T. Then u(p) := mîL(p) e Limp(ua) η Ü2DC. 
By 0.131 iii, infl(p) G Lrnipiu«), and since L(p) is contained in IOC which is 
closed under Λ, mîL(p) G D2DC. 
With the pointwise ordering (p\ < P2 if and only if pi(x) < Pzix) for all χ e F), Τ 
becomes a directed set. 
(Ill): (u(p))pej, is an increasing net in OIOC. 
Take p\,P2 e "P. Then pi + P2 e Τ and for ν e L(pi + pi) we have ν e ΊΌ£ and 
ρ,ίν - u « ) < (pi + P2)(v - u „ ) - 0i.e. ν eLimp,(u„) (r = 1,2). 
Therefore, I ( p i + P2) c Lipj) (t = 1,2) and so u(pi + P2) > u(pi) and > u(p2). 
(IV): Letu:= sup p M(p) e JDIOC. Then u e Limp(Ua) for all ρ e P. 
Take pò e J* and set ν (ρ) := u(po + ρ), ρ e Τ. Then (v(p)) p is a subnet of 
(u(p))p that is cofinal. Hence, u = suppV(p). From the latter we also see that 
u e Linip0(u„), since for all p, v(p) e Lmip0 +p(ua) c Limp0(Ua) and Ump0(ua) is 
order closed. D 
#0.6.2 Lebesgue topologies 
Definition 0.134 
A locally solid topology τ is said to have the Lebesgue property ifu
a
 I 0 implies 
Ua -~ 0. A locally solid topology with the Lebesgue property is shortly referred to 
as a Lebesgue topology. 
A related but weaker condition is the pre-Lebesgue property: A locally solid topol­
ogy τ is said to have the pre-Lebesgue property if ( u „ )
n
 is Cauchy whenever 
0 < u
n
 t < ν. A locally solid topology with the pre-Lebesgue property is called 
a pre-Lebesgue topology. 
The justification for the term "pre-Lebesgue" is (see [AlBu, Thm. 10.5, p. 67]): 
Lemma 0.135 
1er (£, τ) be a locally solid Riesz space. Then E is pre-Lebesgue if and only if its 
topological completion E is Lebesgue. 
For the pre-Lebesgue property there exists a convenient criterion (the proof of 
which can be found in [AlBu, Thm. 10.1, p. 64]): 
Lemma 0.136 
E is pre-Lebesgue if and only if every disjoint majorized sequence in E+ converges 
toO. 
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Examples 0.137 
-The || ||p-topology is pre-Lebesgue (by the p-additivity of || ||p and the above 
criterion), and in fact Lebesgue (by its completeness). 
- The Riesz subspace C[0,1] of Lp[0,1], equipped with the restriction of the || lip-
topology, is pre-Lebesgue, but not Lebesgue. 
Lebesgue topologies are Fatou. More precisely ([AlBu, Thm. 11.6, p. 81]): 
Lemma 0.138 
The Lebesgue property is equivalent to the combination of the pre-Lebesgue prop­
erty and the Fatou property. 
Example 0.139 
£°° with || || a, -topology is Fatou, but not Lebesgue. 
A nice feature of Lebesgue property is that topological completeness implies order 
completeness ([AlBu, 17.10 (p. 119), 10.3 (p. 66)]): 
Lemma 0.140 
(Metrizable) complete Lebesgue spaces are (super) Dedekind complete. 
0.6.3 (σ-)ί6νϊ Topologies 
Definition 0.141 
A locally solid topology is said to have the σ-Levi property (or is called σ-Levi) if 
0 < u
n
 Î, 
{Unin T-bounded, supn Un exists in E . 
If we replace sequences by nets, we obtain the Levi-property. 
By lemma 0.4, Lp-spaces are (a-)Levi. 
Chapter 1 
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1.1 The Kakutani-Bohnenblust characterization 
We begin by representing the Kakutani-Bohnenblust characterization (the K.-B. char­
acterization for short) of abstract L''-spaces in a spelled-out version. 
Theorem 1.1 (The Kakutani-Bohnenblust characterization of Ι ρ ) 
Lef £ be a Riesz space, let ρ G [1, oo), and 7et || || be a p-additive Riesz norm on E, 
that is, || || is 
i. separating: \\x\\ = 0 if and only if χ = 0 (χ e E); 
iL absolutely homogeneous: \\rx\\ = \r\ \\x\\ (x e E, r e R); 
iii. subadditive: ||χ + >ΊΙ < llxll + ΙΙ3ΊΙ (x,y£E); 
iv. Riesz: \x\ < \y\ implies \\x\\ < \\y\\ (x,y e E), and 
v. p-additive: χ Λ y = 0 implies \\x + y\\p = \\x\\p + | |>Ί|Ρ (χ,y e E). 
Suppose E is topologically complete with respect to \\ \\. 
Then there exists a measure space (5,Α,μ) and a surjective Riesz isomorphism 
Ω: E ~ LP(p) such that \\Ω(χ)\\ρ = \\x\\ (x G E). 
For ρ G (0,1), || Up is not subadditive (see p. 4), so if we want a generalization of 
the above theorem that includes I^-spaces for ρ G (0,1), then we cannot require 
subadditivity of || | |. 
In this section we will show that by dropping the subadditivity condition and al­
lowing ρ e (0, 00) in theorem 1.1, we obtain a generalization of the Kakutani-
Bohnenblust characterization: 
Theorem 1.2 (Generalization of the K.-B. characterization of I p) 
Let E be a Riesz space, let ρ G (0, 00) and let Jj H be separating, absolutely homoge­
neous, Riesz, and p-additive. 
Suppose E is "Jj jj -complete" in the following sense: 
XuX2,... e £ , 
Jjx
n
 -x
m
U - 0 (n,m - 00) 3x G £ with \\x - xn | | - 0 (n - 00) 
Then there exist a measure space (5,Λ,μ) and a surjective Riesz isomorphism 
Ω : £ - LP (μ) such that ||Ω(χ)||ρ = Jjxjl (x e E). 
Actually, the proof of the above generalization will be obtained as a consequence 
of another characterization of Lp -spaces: 
Theorem 1.3 (σ-Levi characterization of //-spaces) 
Let E be a Riesz space, let ρ G (0, 00) and let JjjJ : £ - [0, 00) be separating, 
absolutely homogeneous, Riesz and p-additive. 
Suppose E has the σ -Levi property with respect to Jj|[, ie. if(u
n
)
n
 is a sequence in 
E+ with 0 < u„ Τ and sup
n
 Jju„ jj < 00 then sup
n
 u
n
 exists in E. 
Then there exist a measure space (ί,Λ,μ) and a surjective Riesz isomorphism 
Ω : £ - LP (μ) sucb that ||Ω(χ)||ρ = JjxjJ (x e E). 
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The set-up of this section is as follows. 
First we will show that if E is weak-Freudenthal (which is the case in both theorem 
1.2 and theorem 1.3), then M satisfies some interesting inequalities: which we 
will call "II lip-inequalities". 
Using those inequalities we will explain how the generalized Kakutani-Bohnenblust 
characterization 1.2 is a consequence of theorem 1.3. 
Finally, we will use the || ||p-inequalities to provide a proof of theorem 1.3. 
We begin with taking a closer look at the functional Jjl[ : E — [0, oo) that appears in 
the generalization of the Kakutani-Bohnenblust characterization and also in theo­
rem 1.3. 
From the fact that it is separating and Riesz we get the following relation between 
order convergence and M-convergence (familiar from the context of locally solid 
Riesz spaces, see 0.126 iii): 
Lemma 1.4 
Let E be a Riesz space, and let JJ [1 : E — [0, oo ) be separating and Riesz. 
Suppose x
n
 t in Ε, χ e E, and J|x - x
n
H — 0. 
Thenx = supMxn. 
Proof 
(i) χ is an upper bound of {x
n
}n· Let η e Ν. For all m > η: 
(Χ -Χ
η
)~ < (Χ -Xm)~ + (Xm - X n ) " < | X - X m l · 
= 0 
Hence Jl (χ - Xn ) " IL ^ lim inf
m
 J|x - x
m
 H = 0 i.e. (x - x
n
 ) " = 0. 
(ii) χ is the least of the upper bounds of {x
n
 }„: Let w > x
n
 (all n). Then for all n: 
(W - Χ)' < (W -Xm)~+(Xm -X)~ <\X
m
-x\. 
= 0 
Thus, J|(t^-x)"li ^ liminf
m
 J |x-x
m
[ l = 0. α 
A tricky point about the functional M : E — [0, oo) is that it is not clear whether it 
defines a (metrizable) vector space topology, because for what reason should the 
vector addition be continuous as a map from Ε χ E to E? To deal with that problem 
we will impose the weak-Freudenthal property (cf. [La]). 
Definition 1.5 
A Riesz space E is called weak-Freudenthal if for every e e E+, 0 < α < e, and 
ee (0,oo) there exist disjoint ei,... ,e
n
 e E+ and scalars «i «„ suchthat 
ZÎen = e, and Ι α - Σ " « * ^ ! ^ " . 
(Alternatively formulated: ifD is a principal ideal of E and C{Q) its Yosida-repre-
sentation, then Ω J'S zero-dimensional). 
The following lemma explains that if E is weak-Freudenthal, then there are 'enough' 
disjoint elements in £ to extend the p-additivity of JJ [L to inequalities familiar from 
the context of Lp -spaces, which state amongst others that M is a quasi-norm. 
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Lemma 1.6 (|| It ρ-inequalities) 
Lef E be a Riesz space, let ρ e (0, oo), and let M : E — [0, oo) be absolutely 
homogeneous, Riesz and ρ-additive. 
Suppose E is weak-Freudenthal. 
Then M satisfies the following inequalities ("\\ \\p-inequalities"): for u,v e E+ : for x, y e E: 
p € ( 0 , l ] : J|u|l + J|v|l < J|u + vlL J|x + yf < J|xlip + JyH" 
ρ e [l.oo): J l u r + J l v r < üu + vl" J|x + y|l < J|x|l + J|y|l 
In particular, M J'S a norm for ρ e [ 1, oo ) and a quasi-norm for ρ e (0,1] (with 
quasi-subadditivity factor 2il'p)lp). 
Proof 
First observe that the || ||p-inequalities (see p. 3) hold for E = £p and M = II lip • i-e. 
for ρ e (0, oo): 
\\χ + γ\\λ;ρ < Ι | Χ | | ; Λ Ρ + \\γ\\λ;ρ (x.yeen; 
\\u\\];p + | |v|i;v p < Hu + v| |^v p (u,v e £p+). 
Let now a, b e E+, and let ε e (0, oo). Since £ is weak-Freudenthal there exist (see 
0.66) α\,...,α
η
,βι β
η
 e (0, oo) and ei e
n
 e E* disjoint such that 
ΣΓ=ιβι = a + b; 
ΣΓ=ι(α
Ι
 -E)+el <a< ΣΓ^α,β,; 
Using that M is p-additive, absolutely homogeneous, and Riesz, the above inequal­
ities imply that ||(J|e,li)" ,|| = JJa + fc»li and 
II ' l ip 
| | ( [« .-c] + -J |e . lL)r=i | | p s Jlall =s || («.-Jle«!!)^! | |p 
| | ( [^-f] + -J |c t l i)r=, | | p ^ P L s l l ^ . - J l e D ^ H p (b) 
|| ([α, + β, - 2ε]+ • Jle.lDr-i | |p < J|a + bl[ < || ([«, + ß,] J e J ) " = 1 ||p . 
Using the above estimates for JJali, J|bll, J)fl + ^li, and (f*) we infer 
JlalL'^ + JIbH1"" 
( f ) | | (« I - j ie 1 i i ) r = 1 | | p v p + l l ^ . - j i e . i D r . i l l ^ ' ' 
s | | ( [a . + /j,]-jie1ii)r.i|| lv ' ' 
(ü)!! l ip 
<|| ([α1 + βΙ-2ε]+^,ΙΙ)Γ=1 + (ZfJIe.lDr.! f 
Π Ι , ,»ι Ι | 1 Λ Ρ II, η Ι | 1 Λ ρ - , ( 1 ν ρ 
ί ([a. + ß . - Z e r j i a C i L + (2£j|e,ll)r.,L 
^fjla + b l l ^ + ÎZiî^Jla + H 1 ^ ] " ^ ' " ^ 
(b ) ^ J 
Since t e (O.oo) is arbitrary: JlaH1^ + J|bll,vp < Άα + b\\_lvp (a,b e E+) 
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A similar argument shows JJa + bli1 Λ ρ < J la l i 1 ^ + JlbH 1 ^ (a,beE+). Since M is 
Riesz, the latter inequality extends to a, b e Ε. ο 
The following lemma clarifies why theorem 1.2 is a consequence of theorem 1.3. 
Lemma 1.7 
Lef E be a Riesz space, let ρ e (0, oo) and let JJH be separating, Riesz and p-
additive. Then we have the following implications: 
E is Jj li -complete => E is σ-Levi => E is super-Dedekind complete. 
(Here J| li -completeness is taken in the same sense as in theorem 1.2). 
Proof 
(I) E is JJ ϋ -complete => £ is σ -Levi 
Let £ be Jj li-complete. Then £ is conditionally σ-laterally complete. 
<Indeed, let ( u
n
)
n
 be a disjoint sequence in £ + bounded above by u € E*. By p-
additivity, Σ~ iluI[lp - J1MÜ.P < o0· Consequently, the sums sn := U\ + ... + un form 
a Jlli-Cauchy sequence: Jlsm - 5nllp < X,>N ϋκ,ϋ'' - 0 (if m > η > Ν - oo). Hence, 
there exists an 5 e £ such that lim
n
 JJs - -Snll = 0 . Since s
n
 t, lemma 1.4 implies that 
S = S U p
n
5 „ . > 
Since £ is conditionally σ-laterally complete, J)li satisfies || ||p-inequalities (use 
lemma 1.6 and 0.64), which allow us to see that £ is σ-Levi: if 0 < u„ t in £ 
and sup
n
 JlUrili < °o. then for m > η > Ν: 
Jltim - u „ l i l v p < i l u
m
l i l v p - ^ u
n
l i l v p < supfc J | u k l i l v p - sup l s k Î „ j M t | i l v p , 
so (un)n is Jlli-Cauchy, and its JJH-limit is its supremum by lemma 1.4 again. 
(II) E is σ-Levi => £ is super-Dedekind complete 
Let £ be σ-Levi. Then £ is σ-Dedekind complete (0.14), and J)U satisfies || lip-
inequalities (0.64 and 1.6). 
To show that £ is super-Dedekind complete, let Uo c £ + be bounded from above 
by ν e £ + . Set U := {supkUk : Ui,U2,... e Uo) and observe that U has the same 
upper bounds as i/o and that sup k u k e U whenever u k e U (all k). 
Realizing that σ := supJJJuU : M e i / } < J ) v U < o o , we choose inductively 
Ui,U2,... in U such that 0 < u
n
 î and Jlu„U Τ σ. Then u„ := sup
n
M
n
 e U, 
and Jlu„U = σ : indeed, J)u„li < σ because u«, e f/. 
We show that u
x
 = max (7 = sup U = sup UQ. 
To this end, let u e U. Using a || ||p-inequality, and using that u ν η
χ
 e (7 we see 
that 
J|u ν u» - M „ l i l v p < Jlu ν ηΛ1νρ - J | u „ l l l v p < σ 1 ^ - J | u „ l l l v p = 0 , 
so that u „ = u ν u» > u. D 
We now turn to the proof of theorem 1.3. 
The idea of the proof is illustrated by way of the following diagram. 
£ - — L
p(u) B y taking "p-th powers" of elements of £, we form an abstract 
L-space E\, which is isometrically Riesz isomorphic to an L1 (μ) 
*p} Φι/ρ} (the K.-B. theorem for ρ = I). By taking "p-th roots" of elements 
e T\t
u
\ of Ι ' ί μ ) , we obtain Ι ρ ( μ ) . The resulting map is an isometric 
t Riesz isomorphism from £ onto Lp (μ). 
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<Mt): = 
Proof of theorem 1.3 
(I) E is an ideal of C" (5) 
Using the Maeda-Ogasawara-Vulikh representation theorem (0.30), we may view E 
as an order dense Riesz subspace of an CiS). Since E is Dedekind complete, E is 
an ideal of C°°(S) (see 0.80). 
(II) The definition of Ε ι 
The map φ
ρ
 : [-<», oo] — [-co, oo] defined by 
tP if t e [0,oo); 
-m" if t e (-οο,Ο); 
+ 00 if t = oo ; 
- oo if t = - oo , 
is an order preserving homeomorphism [-00,00] — [-00, 00]. 
As a result 
feCiS) => Φ
ρ
( / ) = / Ρ : = φ
ρ
ο / eC-(S) 
/ e C " ( 5 ) => | / p | < l / l p . 
Set 
£ , : = { ƒ " : ƒ € £ } , Wh •= M " ( ƒ € £ ) . 
(ΙΠ) £1 is a Riesz ideal of C°°(S) that is σ-Levi with respect to Mi. and Mi is 
1 -additive 
That £1 is closed under scalar multiplication is straightforward from its definition. 
Further, £1 inherits the solidness of £, because Φρ is an order automorphism of 
CM(5), so that e.g. |Φ(/)| < Φ(|/ |) (ƒ e C t f ) ) for Φ = Φρ and Φ = Φ"1. For the 
same reason (and the very definition of Mi), the σ-Levi property of (£, M) passes 
on to (£1, Mi)> while the p-additivity of M translates in the 1-additivity of Mi· 
Finally, £1 is closed under addition: if ƒ, g e £, then 
\fP + gn < \f\p + \g\p <2(\f\ + \g\)P , so f Ρ + gP e El , since £, is solid. 
(ΐν)(Ε1Λ\\.ι)^(Ε1(μ),\\\\ι) 
By the K.-B.characterization (0.111) for ρ = 1, there exists a measure space (5, Λ,μ) 
and a Riesz isomorphism Ψ : Ει - Ει(μ) such that ||Ψ(/ι)|Ιι = JIMi (h e £1). 
(V) LP (μ) is order isomorphic to Ι 1 (μ) 
Define Φ 1 / ρ : Ι'(μ) - ΙΠμ) by Φι,,ί/) = / 1 / p := ΦιιΡ ° f (f e Ιι(μ)), where 
φι/ρ is the restriction of φ^ρ to IR, which is an order preserving homeomorphism 
R - R. Then Φι/ρ is an order isomorphism and | |/ 1 / p | |p = \\f\\i {f e Ι 1 (μ)). 
CVTJ Ω := Φι/ρΨΦρ is an isometric Riesz isomorphism (£, M) — (£ρ(μ), II lip)· 
The relations between M, Mi, II Hi and || ||p above yield that ||Ω(χ)||ρ = J|x[i 
(x e £). Further, £ is uniformly complete (0.56), and Ω satisfies: 
Çl(ru) = τΩ(χ) (r e [Ο,οο) ,u e £+) ; 
Ω(ϋ vv) = Ω(ΐί) νΩ(ν) ( M , v e £ + ) ; 
Ω(ΜΛ ν) = Cl(u) ΛΩ(ν) ( u , v e £ + ) , 
which implies that Ω is a Riesz isomorphism in view of lemma 1.8 below. ο 
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Lemma 1.8 
Lef E, and F be uniform complete, Archimedean Riesz spaces 
Suppose that Ω : E+ — F+ is a map satisfying: 
(i) Q(r-u) = rQ(u) (r e [0, oo), u e E+); 
(Ü) Q(u v v ) = Ω(Μ) ν Ω ( ν ) (u,v eE+); 
(in) Ω(uΛ v) = Ω(Μ) ΛΩ(υ) Cu, ν e £ + ) . 
Then 
i. Ω is additive, and 
ii. Ω can be uniquely extended to a Riesz homomorphism from E into F. 
Proof 
We prove that Ω is additive. The rest of the claim is a consequence thereof. 
Let a, b e E+. Since Ω preserves the ordering, Ω maps Ei
a+b] into F^a+b)y Let 
C(^) be a Yoshida representation space of E[a+b] and C(Y) one of F[n<a+i>)]i and 
view Ω as a map from C(A')+ to C(Y)+ (0.54). 
For every Riesz homomorphism ψ : C(Y) — R, the map ψ ° Ω : C(X)+ - R is pos­
itively homogeneous, ν-preserving, and Λ-preserving. By lemma 0.7 it is therefore 
additive, whence ψ(Ω(α + b)) = ψ(Ω(α)) + (//(Ω(ί7)). Since the Riesz homomor-
phisms of C(y) are separating (0.7), Ω(α + b) = Ω(α) + Q(b). a 
Remarks 1.9 
Ad theorem 1.3 For the proof of 1.3 to work, it is not necessary to know in 
advance that E is Dedekind complete (and hence an ideal of C°°(5)): it suffices that 
£ is a uniformly complete Riesz space. Indeed, using the functional calculus for 
uniformly complete Riesz spaces ([BdPvR]), one can deduce that for f,g e E there 
is a sequence in the Riesz space generated by ƒ and g that converges ( |ƒ | + \g\)-
uniformly to (ƒΡ +gp)Up. 
Ad lemma 1.7 If JJH satisfies || || ρ -inequalities, then the σ-Levi property and 
M-completeness are equivalent (see 0.105). 
Ad definition 1.5 In [La, p. 411-417], B. Lavric presents some characterizations 
of Archimedean Riesz spaces with the weak-Freudenthal property, which he calls 
Riesz spaces in which the weak form of Freudenthal's spectral theorem holds (see 
0.63). 
Weak-Freudenthal property The weak-Freudenthal property is weaker than the 
principal projection property, but stronger than the property of having sufficiently 
many projections. 
1.2 || ||p-dense Riesz subspaces of Lp 
As an intermezzo (and a tool for the next section) we present some sufficient con­
ditions on a Riesz space to be isometrically Riesz isomorphic to a || Up-dense Riesz 
subspace of an Ip-space. 
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Theorem 1.10 
Let E be a Riesz space, let ρ e (0, oo) and let M : E - [0, <») be separating, 
absolutely homogeneous, Riesz and p-additive. 
Suppose one of the followmg conditions holds, 
(ι) E is weak-Freudenthal, 
(u) M js σ-Fa fou. 
Then there exist a measure space (S, Λ,μ) and a Riesz isomorphism Ω : E — fip) 
such that ||Ω(χ)||ρ = JJxli (χ e E) and Ω(£) JS a || Up-dense Riesz subspace of 
Ι
ρ(μ). 
The idea is that either of the above conditions forces Lp to be the completion of E 
as quasi-normed Riesz space. The latter is a straightforward generalization of the 
notion of a normed Riesz space, and will be discussed first. 
Definition 1.11 
A quasi-normed Riesz space is a pair (£, JJIi) where E is a Riesz space and M is a 
Riesz quasi-norm, i.e. M : E — [0, oo) JS separatmg, absolutely homogeneous, Riesz 
and 
there exists a constant Κ G [1, oo) such that , . . . 
üx
 + yl<K[M + lynforaUx,yeE. (quasi-subadditivity) 
By the quasi-subadditivity, a Riesz quasi-norm induces a locally solid, locally bounded 
vector space topology. 
A quasi-Banach lattice is a quasi-normed Riesz space that is complete with respect 
to its Riesz quasi-norm. 
Every quasi-normed Riesz space is homeomorpluc (and Riesz isomorphic) to a 
dense Riesz subspace of a quasi-Banach lattice: 
Lemma 1.12 
Let (E, J] H ) be a quasi-normed Riesz space. 
Then there exist a Κ e [1, oo), a quasi-Banach lattice (E, Jlli"). and a Riesz isomor­
phism ι : E — £ such that ι(£) JS J| [[-dense in £ and 
K-^iMV^ Jlxli <KMx)V (xeE). 
If JJIi is r-subadditive for some r e (0,1], then we can take Κ = 1 i.e. in this case 
J| li" is an extension of Jj (i fo £. 
The quasi-Banach lattice (£, Jj li") is caiVed a completion of the quasi-normed Riesz 
space (£, il li)-
< For the existence of such completion, observe that for an equivalent r-subadditive Riesz 
quasi-norm JJIifr) ( s e e 0.122) the formula d(x,y) = J|x - y|l[
r
) (x,y e E) defines a 
metric on E By conunuity we can extend the vector and lattice operations to the metric 
space completion (Ê, d) With Riesz quasi-norm Jjx|l"-= d(x,0), the pair (£, JJIT) forms 
a quasi-Banach lattice satisfying the requirements. > 
We are now prepared for the proof of theorem 1.10. 
Proof of theorem 1.10 
We will show that under either condition, Jj[i satisfies || ||p-inequalities. As a result 
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of the latter, (£, M ) is a quasi-normed Riesz space with (1 Λ ρ)-subadditive quasi­
norm, its completion (£, J] [Γ) is a quasi-Banach lattice, and since the p-additivity 
of Jill passes on to J)[[~, the latter is isometncally Riesz isomorphic to an Lp-space 
(theorem 1.2 p. 46). 
Ad (i): The weak-Freudenthal property implies || ||p-properties (see lemma 1.6). 
Ad (u): First observe that the p-additivity of Jl U. implies that every majorized dis­
joint system in E+ is countable. By a lemma of Fremlin (0.58), E therefore has the 
countable sup property: if a set has a supremum in E, then it contams a countable 
subset having that supremum. Together with the σ-Fatou property, the countable 
sup property implies that M has in fact the Fatou property. The latter ensures 
that for χδ e Εδ (the Dedekind completion, see 0.67 on p. 22) 
J x 5 ! := supo, JlUall where (Ucia is a(ny) net i n £ + w i t h u„ Τ | χ δ | , 
is well-defined. By its very defimtion, it is clear that Jjli* extends J]IL and that Μ 5 
is absolutely homogeneous, Riesz and p-additive. Applying (i), JJH6 and hence J||[ 
satisfies || ||p inequalities. D 
Remarks 1.13 
Ad theorem 1.10 
- Neither the weak-Freudenthal property of E, nor the σ-Fatou property of J| li are 
necessary conditions for (£, J)(i) to be isometncally Riesz isomorphic to a || Up-
dense subspace of an Lp: 
(a)C[0,1] is a || Ih-dense Riesz subspace of L'IO, 1] that is not weak-Freudenthal. 
(b) Take the measure space S = [0,1], Λ the Borei σ-algebra of [0,1], and μ 
the sum of the Lebesgue measure λ and the Dirac measure δ at 0. Then Ι ' ί μ ) 
consists of the Lebesgue-measurable functions on [0,1] with identification of 
functions that are equal λ-almost everywhere and take equal values at 0. For 
ƒ e Ει(μ), ί/άμ = /(Ο) + ƒ fdA. The Riesz subspace C[0,1] is || Ih-dense in 
ΕΗμ), but || Hi | is not σ-Fatou. 
<The increasing sequence fn(t) = nt Λ 1 (ί e [0,1]), η ε Ν, has 1 as its supremum, 
butll/nll! = l - ( 2 n ) - 1 < 2 = | |l |li. Further, if ƒ e Ι 1 (μ) then there exist ƒ„ e C[0,1] 
such that ƒ | ƒ - ƒ„ \άλ — 0 if η — ». By modifying ƒ„ at a small interval around 0, we 
can arrange that /„(O) = f(0) Then | | / - /„Wy - 0 if η - oo > 
- A sufficient and necessary condition on (£, Mo) to be isometncally Riesz iso­
morphic to a || ||p-dense Riesz subspace of an I p is that (E, Mo) is a quasi-
normed Riesz space such that Mo is p-additive and uniformly contmuous on 
J| Uo-bounded subsets of E. 
<We only prove sufficiency choose an r-subadditive Riesz quasi-norm J|[[ on E that is 
equivalent to Mo Then Mo is uniformly contmuous on M-bounded subsets of E 
Let (E, M~) be the completion of (£, JU) as quasi-normed Riesz space. For ξ e Ê, the 
expression 
J ξ ll<f = lim„ JXnUo where x„ ε E and ||ξ - χ„ |Γ - 0 if η - oo, 
is well-defined, because sequences in E that J| Ipconverge to ξ are M-bounded in E, 
and Mo is uniformly continuous on M-bounded sets. As a heritage of Mo. Mo* is a 
p-additive Riesz quasi-norm on E equivalent to M" Hence, (£, Mo* ) is isometncally 
Riesz isomorphic to an Lp -space by theorem 1.2 > 
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- Let λ be the Lebesgue measure on [0,1]. The example of E = C[0,1 ], and 
II ƒII ·= {fa'1] ' ^ | ί ί λ i f f h a s a z e r o ' 
1 2 J[0i l ] | ƒ |dA if ƒ has no zeroes, 
shows that requiring J| H to be separating, absolutely homogeneous, Riesz and 
1-additive is not sufficient to conclude that there is a measure space (5,Ά,μ) 
such that E is || H^'-dense in Ι 1 (μ) and M = Il II'/" | : Jill is not additive on E+. 
Order denseness versus || Hp-denseness For a Riesz subspace of Lp, order 
denseness implies || Hp-denseness (by the Lebesgue property of || ||p, see 0.137), 
but not vice versa: C[0,1] is a || Hi-dense Riesz subspace of I^O, 1] that is not 
order dense in I 1 [0,1 ]. 
1.3 Another Riesz isometric characterization of Lp 
In theorem 1.3, we used the σ-Levi property to characterize Lp. In this section, 
we try to weaken that condition: if E is σ-Levi, then E is uniformly complete (by 
σ-Dedekind completeness) and the σ-Levi property holds for increasing sequences 
induced by disjoint positive sequences. The following theorem tells us that these 
properties alone are enough to characterize Lp -spaces. 
Theorem 1.14 
Let E be a Riesz space and let JM : E - [0, oo) be separating, absolutely homoge­
neous, Riesz, and ρ-additive for some ρ e (0, oo). 
Suppose that 
(i) E is disjoint σ-Levi with respect to JM , i.e. 
βι,βζ,... e E+ disjoint, 
irj]iw<~ sup en G E ; 
(ii) E is uniformly complete. 
Then there are a measure space (5,Λ,μ) and a surjective Riesz isomorphism Ω : 
E - LP (μ) such that ||Ω(χ)||ρ = J|xlL (allxe E). 
The ideas behind the proof of theorem 1.14 can be put into a more general context 
yielding: 
Theorem 1.15 
1er (Ε, τ) be a Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space. 
Suppose that 
(u„)™ disjoint in E+ , 
£
n
u
n
 τ-bounded 
Then 
Ση
 u
n — sup
n
 u„ . (strongly disjoint σ-Levi) 
i'. the topological completion (Ê, f) is a Lebesgue Riesz space (therefore Dede-
kind complete); 
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ii. if {u
n
} γ is a disjoint countable subset of E+ that is order bounded in E+, then 
£-sup
n
 ii„ e E; 
as a consequence (0.34 and 0.64): for u, ν e E the principal projection Pu(v) 
(P
u
(v))ofv onto the band generated by u inE (in E respectively) exists and 
Pu(v) = Pu(v) e E+ (u,veE+). 
Assume moreover that τ is metrizable (equivalently, there is a countable 0-neigh-
borhood basis). 
Then: 
Ui. Ê is super-Dedekind complete; 
iv. components of elements ofE+ in E are in E; 
v. E is majorizing and order dense in E. 
Conclusion (under the above conditions): 
vi. if ê e Ê, then there is a sequence in E that converges relatively uniformly 
to ê with respect to a regulator in E (in this sense E is a relatively uniform 
completion ofE); 
vii. E is topologically complete if (and only if) E is uniformly complete; 
vüi. E is the (a-)Dedekind completion off. 
Let us first show that theorem 1.15 is indeed a generalization of theorem 1.14. 
Proof of theorem 1.14 from theorem 1.15 
Since E is disjoint σ-Levi with respect to M and M is p-additive, E is condition­
ally σ-laterally complete. Thus lemma 1.10 (p. 52) allows us to identify E with a 
|| ||p -dense Riesz subspace of ί.ρ(μ) for a suitable measure space (S, Λ, μ) and J||i 
with || ||p |
 f . In particular, f is a metrizable Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space. 
To see that also the first condition of theorem 1.15 is satisfied (i.e. E is strongly 
disjoint σ-Levi), we show 
(e
n
)
n
 disjoint in E+, 1 _ /relatively uniformly with \ 
Σ» e« II lip -bounded J ^ Σ η βη " s u P n βη [respect to a regulator in E)' 
<Indeed, let (βη)η be as in the premiss. By the σ-Levi property of Lp: ê := Lp-supne„ 
exists; therefore ΣΓ II e« lip s ||ê||p < «", and so e := £-supnen exists by the disjoint 
σ-Levi property of E (assumption i. of theorem 1.14). 
Choose r„ e [1, oo) such that 1 < r
n
 t oo and ΣΓ II τη^η lip < 00- By the disjoint σ-Levi 
property of E (i. of theorem 1.14) again, E- sup
n
 r
n
e
n
 exists m £, and 
0 < e - Σι en = E-snp
n>Nen < 1^ri(E-supn>Nrnen) < ^ ( f - s u p n ^ e « ) . 
> 
Using theorem 1.15, the uniform completeness of E implies that E = Ι ρ ( μ ) . D 
We now discuss the proof of theorem 1.15. The crux of the argument is that com­
ponents of elements of E+ in Ê are already contained in E. From there, we can 
proceed using the order denseness lemma and the dominance lemma below. 
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Lemma 1.16 (Order denseness) 
Let E be a Riesz subspace of a Riesz space F. 
Suppose 
(i) the disjoint complement of E m F is null, i.e. {x e F : χ _ι_ E} = {0}; 
fri) F has the principal projection property; 
(m) all components of elements ofE+ m F are afready m E. 
Then E lies order densely m F. 
Lemma 1.17 (Dominance) 
Let E be a Riesz subspace of a Riesz space F. 
Suppose 
(ι) E is order dense m F; 
(ii) ifD is a disjoint system m E+ that is majorized m F, then F-supD e E. 
Then E majorizes F. 
We postpone the proofs of lemmata 1.16 and 1.17 to the end of this section (page 
58), and first show how theorem 1.15 is proved usmg them. 
Proof of theorem 1.15 
(0) Some preparatory observations 
We first observe that the strong disjoint σ-Levi property of (Ε, τ) implies 
Ui,tt2,.. . e E+ disjoint, 
ν e E+ , Un < ν all η G Ν Ση tt„ - Ê- SUpn Un = E- SUpM Un . (*) 
<Let (Un)n and ν as m the premiss. Then ( u
n
)
n
 is order bounded in Ê, whence f-
bounded so τ-bounded (0.126 u). By assumption, £
n
 u
n
 then τ-converges to E- sup
n
 M
n 
But then X
n
 u
n
 is also an upwards directed, f-convergent sequence in E, and can as 
such only have £-sup
n
Mn as its limit (0.126 m) Thus£-sup
r tu n =E-supnMn > 
A first consequence of (*) is that majorized disjoint sequences m E+ τ-converge 
to 0, so that (Ε, τ) is pre-Lebesgue by criterion 0.136. Then (E,f) is a Lebesgue 
Riesz space, so Ê is Dedekind complete (0.140) and f is Fatou (0.138). 
As a second consequence oï (*), Pu(v) = Pu(v) for u, ν e £ + . 
<Indeed, usmg lemma 0.34 there exist u
n
 e £(c Ê) such that unAum = Oif | n - m | > 2 
and Pu(v) = £-sup„ un = £-supn u n = Pu(v) (cf. the proof of lemma 0 64).> 
Finally, because of the Lebesgue property of Ê (see 0.140) 
if τ metnzable, then Ê is a super-Dedekmd complete Riesz space. (%) 
Assuming for the rest of the proof that τ is metnzable, we proceed. 
(I) Components of elements ofE+ m Ê are m E 
Let e e E+, and let for F = E and F = E, respectively, 
CF(e) := {ueF : u Λ (e - u) = 0} , 
be the lattice of components of e m F. Observe that Q i e ) inherits Dedekind com­
pleteness of E. 
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Pin) 
We first show that 
{un}n€H c CE(e) => £ - s u p u n , £-mfM„ e C£(e) . (b) 
η
 n 
i.e. CEÌB) is a σ-Dedekmd complete, regular (sub)lattice of Ê. 
Proof. Let {u„)„ c Cffe) Define 
en .= swpk^nUk - sup^nUk (n > 2) a n d e i = u i 
Then (βηΐη is a disjoint system in C^(e). 
<Use that a supremum of a system of components of e is a component of e, and that 
w - ν is a component of e, disjoint from v, if w > ν are components of e (see 0.41) 
> 
Further, we have for all η e Ν that 
e„ e E (i.e. e
n
 e CEU) ) ; 
Ê-SUpk<n ej: = Ê SUPfc<„ un , 
holds. 
Conclusion- Ê- sup„ Μ„ = Ê- supn en e £ by the disjoint σ-Levi property (see (*) ). 
The assertion for infima follows from the equahty (see 0.41) 
£-mf
n
u
n
 = e - £-sup
n
(e - u
n
) 
In view of the super-Dedekind completeness of £, the σ-Dedekind completeness of 
CEÌC) yields in fact the Dedekind completeness of Q ie ) : 
{u„}„ c C£(e) => £-supM„, £-mfu„ e C£(e) . (&) 
Usmg (&) and the Fatou property of f, we now show that Q(e) = C£(e). 
Let it e C^(e). We choose a net (ua)a in E+ such that ua -^  u. Actually, by 
replacing ua by P(uo,-e/2)+(e) we can arrange that tt« e CHe) (all a). 
<Fix a and set u .= u«. Then one elementarily verifies m a Yoshida-representation (of 
the ideal generated by e in Ê) with e — 1 that the function 
|P(u„-e/2)+(e)-ûl = |P(U-e/2)-(e)-Pû(e)l = UÎÏÏMTU-liS^öll 
is (0, l}-valued and < 2|u - û| = 2|Ua - it| ( û is {0, l}-valued).> 
By (&) and lemma 0.133, there is a u e C^e) such that ua — u. 
Then û = f - Irait» u« = w e C£(e). 
ffl) £ js order dense mF := Ê. 
This is an application of lemma 1.16 with F := E. 
< Indeed, the last condinon of lemma 1.16 is satisfied m view of (I) above Further, the 
principal projection property follows from the Dedekind completeness of £. Finally, 
Ed = {0}, because E is topologically dense in Ê, and the lattice operations are contmu-
ous. Ε ι Ed gives Ê = Ë ι Ed, so Ed c Êd = {0}.> 
(ΙΠ) E is majorizing m E 
In view of (Π), this follows from lemma 1.17 after we have shown that 
if D is a disjoint system m E+ that is majorized mE, ,. > 
then £-sup D e E. 
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To this end, let D c E+ be a disjoint system that has a majorant in Ê. By the 
super-Dedekind completeness of Ê, D is countable and thus £-supD e E by (*). 
(IV) For every element ê e Ê there is a sequence m E that converges relatively 
uniformly to ê with respect to a regulator m E. 
Let ê e Ê+. By (ΙΠ) there is an e e E+ such that ê < e. Because Ê is weak-
Freudenthal, there exists by lemma 0.66 a sequence of linear combmations of ele-
ments of Cgie) = Cfie) that converges e-umformly to ê. 
The rest of the conclusion of theorem 1.15 is elementarily proven. D 
We complete this section with the proofs of lemmata 1.16 and 1.17. 
Proof of lemma 1.16 (order denseness) 
Let 0 < ƒ e F. Smce Ed = {0}, there is an e e E+ with e Λ ƒ > 0. Using that F 
is Archimedean (as a consequence of its pnncipal projection property), there is an 
η e Ν such that ( C A / - £e) + > 0. Then P^
 L (e) is a component of e m F, 
whence lies in E, and ƒ = £ p f ^ (e) is a non-zero element in E that is < ƒ. 
(^ Λ/
 n
e> 
< Indeed, denoting Pt with Ρ temporarily, we have that ƒ Φ 0, because 
nf = P{eAf^e)Ae) > iW-*«>- ( ( e Λ f - η*) + ) = (β A ƒ - i e )* > 0 . 
Next, ƒ < ƒ, because ƒ < f )^_i
e ) +(^e), while the latter is < ƒ (for u •= ƒ > 0 and 
ν ·= £e > OonehasPfu-t,)*^) = P ( u_V)+(v - (v - u ) + ) < P(U_„)+(u) < u) (use 0.38) 
> D 
Proof of lemma 1.17 (Dominance) 
We first make two preliminary observations. 
i. For every ƒ e F+, there is an e e £ such that ƒ lies in the band generated by 
e inf . 
ii. if u e £ + , ƒ e F + , then Pj(u) e E i.e. F-components of an element F are in E 
again. 
<From the assumption "if D is a disjoint system in E+ that is majorized in F, then 
F-supD e E", we infer as in (0) of the proof of 1.15 that 
u , e e £ + => P£(e) exists, andp£(e) eE. (i) 
Now take ƒ € F+. Choose a maximal disjoint system D in {u e £ . 0 < u < ƒ}. Smce D 
is a disjoint system in E majonzed by ƒ e F, e •= F-supD e F and e < ƒ By the latter 
fact on the one hand, and by the order denseness of F m F, ('), and the maximality of 
D on the other, we deduce 
/ i x e ~ fi±f (fi€F+). 
Thus the band generated by e m F coincides with the band generated by ƒ in F This 
estabhshes the first observation. The second observation then follows for u e E we 
havePj(u) =P£(u) e £ by (').> 
Now let ƒ e F+ . We will find an 5 e £+ with ƒ < s. First take an e e £+ such that 
ƒ hes in the band generated by e m F. Applying 0.34 (with u := ƒ, a„ := n) we can 
construct a sequence ƒ„ in F+ such that ƒ„ Λ f
m
 = 0 if | n - m | > 2, ƒ = sup
n
 ƒ„, 
and ƒ„ < ne (all n). Set g
n
 := n P / (β) > Pjjfn) = ƒ«• Then ^
n
 e £, 0 < ƒ„ < ^ „ , 
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g
n
 < ƒ + 2c (by 0.34), and g
n
 Λ g
m
 = 0 if | n - m | > 2 (since ^ „ e ß^) . Since (^2n)n 
is a disjoint sequence in £ that is majorized in F, s-i := F-supng2n e £ exists, and 
likewise 52 := f-sup„^2n+i e E. Then ƒ = f -sup n ƒ„ < Siv.^ = f - s u p n ^ n < f+2e. 
Thus, 5 := 5ι ν 52 is a majorant of ƒ . ο 
Open problem 1.18 
At the beginning of this section we observed that, for a (Hausdorff) locally solid 
Riesz space, the σ-Levi property implies the disjoint σ-Levi property and uniform 
completeness. One may wonder whether the converse holds: 
Do the disjoint σ-Levi property and uniform completeness imply the 
σ-Levi property? 
(If so, we can obtain theorem 1.14 as a direct consequence of theorem 1.3). 
Remarks 1.19 
Ad open problem 1.18 For σ-Fatou topologies, we can solve 1.18. 
Assume that 
(i) E is uniformly complete; 
(ii) (£, τ) has the disjoint σ-Levi property i.e. 
(e
n
)
n
 disjoint in E+ , Σ
η
β
η
 τ-hounded => sup„en e £ 
(in) (£, τ) is σ-Fatou. 
Then (£, τ) has the σ-Levi property. 
Proof. 
(I) E is σ-Dedekind complete: because E is uniformly complete and is conditionally σ-
laterally complete, so has the principal projection property. Apply [LuZa, 42.5, p. 278] 
(II) We may assume that E has a weak unit e: if 0 < u
n
 t in E and f u
n
} „ is τ-bounded, 
then e
n
 := u
n
 - Ρ
Μ
„-Ι(Μ«). η e Ν, are pairwise disjoint and Σ
η
ε
η
 is τ-bounded 
ŒÏ e n ^ "it), so that e := supnen exists. Further, ( u n } n is contained in the band 
generated by e. Finally, the band generated by e inherits the properties (i), (ii), and (iii) 
(with respect to the restriction topology) from E, because it is an ideal of E, σ-order 
closed, and regular in E respectively (and τ is generated by σ-Fatou pseudonorms). 
We have E c Εση c Eu = €"(5) where Eu is the universal completion of E (and 5 an 
extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space), and E<TU is the σ-umversal com­
pletion of E (see proof of Theorem 23.27 in [AlBu, p. 177]) which exists because E is 
σ-Dedekmd complete and which can be identified as 
( £ σ " ) + := lw* e Eu : 3 0 < u>
n
 ε E t w*} . 
Since E is σ-Dedekind complete and super order dense in £ σ " , £ is an ideal of £ σ " . 
Also, since £ c £ σ " order dense, e is a weak unit of £ σ " . 
(III) Let 0 < u
n
 t in E be τ -bounded. Then sup
n
 u
n
 e Ε
ση 
Fremlin's lemma 0.12 tells us that either sup
n
 u„ exists in C°°(S), so in £ σ " (namely if 
the set {5 : sup
n
Un(5) = oo} has empty interior), or there is aw* e C^iS) such that 
for all 0 < w < w* and all r ε (0, «): ιν = sup
n
(w Λ u
n
/ r ) . The latter possibility 
is excluded: suppose there is a 0 < w ε £ such fhaf w = sup
n
(if Λ u
n
/r) for all 
r e (0, oo). Choose a σ-Fatou pseudonorm ρ such that p(w) := δ > 0. Since {u„}n is 
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T-bounded, there is an r e (0, oo) such that r[p < δ/2] D {u
n
}„. Then δ = p{w) = 
sup
n
p(w Λ Unir) < s u p
n
p ( u
n
/ r ) < 5/2. Contradiction. 
(IV) Let 0 < u
n
 î in Ε τ-bounded. Then sup
n
 u
n
 e E 
By the above we have that u := s u p
n
u
n
 e £ σ " . By lemma 0.34 there exist disjoint 
Wn e Ε σ " such that u = sup
n
 Wn and w
n
 < ne. Since E is an ideal of £ σ " , w
n
 e E. 
Further, Ση wn is T-bounded. 
<iLet U be a solid, σ-order closed 0-neighborhood. Since {ujJk is τ-bounded, there is 
an r e (0, oo) such that {ukik c r(7. Then for all n, fc: 0 < X" w, Λ u^ ε r[/ (as t/ is 
solid), whence X" w, = supjt(X" u/l Λ itfc) e ri/ (as 1/ is σ-order closed).> 
Conclusion: u = sup
n
 w
n
 e E by the disjoint σ-Levi property. 
Ad theorem 1.15 For each infinite cardinality κ we have an analogue of theo­
rem 1.15. In order to formulate those analogues, we first fix some notation. 
Let (£, τ) be a locally solid Riesz space, and let D be a disjoint subset of E. For 
every finite subset J of D, Sj := £ d e y d = sup J exists. Directing the finite subsets 
of D by inclusion, we obtain a net (sj)j which we denote by Sjcrf d. We say that 
Sj™* d is τ-bounded if the set {sj }7 is, and we write Σ5"ο d-sifsj^s. 
Theorem (An analogue of theorem 1.15 for cardinality κ) 
Let (Ε,τ) be a Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space and let κ denote an infinite 
cardinality. 
Suppose that 
D disjoint in E+ , 
Card(D) < κ , 
Σκο* τ-bounded 
=* Στϋο d ^ supD . (strongly disjoint κ-Levi) 
Then the conclusions i. and ii. of theorem 1.15 hold. 
Assume moreover that τ admits a zero-neighborhood basis of cardinality at most 
κ. Then instead of Hi. we have that every majorized Ac E has a supremum which 
is at the same time the supremum of a subset of A of cardinality at most κ (which 
property we could call κ-super Dedekind completeness). Further, all the other 
conclusions of 1.15 hold. 
As a special case, we mention that by taking κ the cardinality of E, we obtain: 
Theorem 
l e t (£, τ) be a Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space. 
D disjoint in E+ , 
Σκο* τ-bounded X / C D
6
^ "" supD . (strongly disjoint Levi) 
Then Ê is a Lebesgue space, E is order dense and majorizing in Ê, components of 
elements of E in E are actually in E, and E is topologically complete if and only if 
it is uniformly complete. 
For a proof we only need to adapt the proof of theorem 1.15 at some points: 
(0) The strongly disjoint κ-Levi property implies the strongly disjoint σ-Levi property, 
so (*) and its conclusions in (0) continue to hold, except for (%): the fact that τ is 
Lebesgue and has a zero-neighborhood base of cardinality at most κ implies now that 
£ is a «super Dedekind complete Riesz space. 
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(I) Instead of ( b ) we now have 
U c CE(e) , Caid(U) < κ => £-supir, £-inf U e E. 
For the proof of this, we hrst choose a well-ordering on U: say (A, •<) is a well-ordering 
and α - u« is a bijection from A onto U = (w«}«. Next, we define disjoint {e«}« by 
βα '•= supß^aUß - supß<aUß and show as before, but now with transfinite induction, 
that 
v f e„ e E (soe„ ε C£(e) ); 
Piot):
 è £ 
. E-svPßiaeß = E-siipß<aUß, 
holds for all «. In combination with the «-super Dedekind completeness, we obtain 
from this again (&). 
<The transfinite induction proof proceeds as follows. Suppose α € A and Vß<aP(ß). A 
first consequence of the latter is that {ββ : β < α] is a disjoint system in Cfie), whence 
E-supß<a eß = £-sup^n eß e £ by virtue of the strongly disjoint κ-Levi property. A 
second consequence is that E-swpß^aUß= E-supß<aeß. Combining: 
£- sup Uß € £. 
e£ 
Since βα ± ieß : β < a}: 
βα ν supeß = ea + supeß = (supu^ - supuß) + supwß = supuß, 
ß<a ß<a ßla ß<a ß<a ß<a 
which establishes the second half of P(a).> 
(III) The property ( $ ) now follows from the κ-super Dedekind completeness of £ and 
the disjoint κ-Levi property of £. 
Ad lemma 1.16 In the order denseness lemma 1.16 we can weaken the last 
two assumptions. Instead of the principal projection property it suffices that F 
has sufficiently many projections. Further, not all components of elements of E 
in F have to be in £, but "sufficiently many" in the sense that if ƒ e F + is a non­
zero component of e e £ + , then there exists a component e' of e in £ such that 
0 < e' < ƒ . 
Indeed, given ƒ e f+ we can find (as in the proof of lemma 1.16) an e e £ + and η e Ν 
such that ë := (e Λ ƒ - £e)+ > 0. Choose now a projection band Β inside the band 
generated by è. Then 0 < n^Paie) < ƒ. Next choose a component u of e in £ with 
0 < u < n-'Pete). 
1.4 Ando's characterization of L*7-spaces and co-spaces 
in terms of contractive projections 
A (positive) contractive projection in a quasi-Banach lattice (£, M ) is a linear map 
Ρ : E - £ such that for all χ e E: (P(x) > 0 if χ > 0,) J|P(x)li < Jlxll, and 
P 2 (x) = P(x). In [An66] T. Ando proved 
e« := uavE-supuß 
eE 
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Theorem 1.20 
Lef E be a Banach lattice of dimension at least 3. 
Then E is isometncally Riesz isomorphic to an LP-space for some ρ e [1, e») or to 
a Co (A-) for some discrete set X if and only if each closed Riesz subspace of E is 
the range of a positive contractive projection. 
The question we want to discuss here is: can we drop the convexity condition in 
1.20 i.e. 
can we replace "Banach lattice" by "quasi-Banach lattice" to mclude 
Lp-spaces for ρ G (0,1) in the characterization? 
The answer follows from another theorem of Ando ([An69]): 
Theorem 1.21 
1er (Ξ,Λ,μ) be a hmte measure space, let ρ G (0,1), and let E beLp(p) orL^p). 
For a measurable set Β e Λ let PB : E — E be the mappmg defined by 
W ) = / - 1 B ( ƒ € £ ) . 
Then Ρ : E — E is a contractive projection if and only if there exists a measurable 
set Β e Λ and a contraction V : E - E such that 
Ρ = PB + V , PBV = V , VPB = 0 . 
In particular, for ρ G (0,1), the range of a contractive projection is a band, which 
excludes the closed Riesz subspace of the even functions of I p [ -1,1 ] from bemg 
the range of a contractive projection. Therefore the answer to (*) is no. 
In the remainder of this section we will present an alternative proof of 1.21, which 
yields a slightly more general result (theorem 1.22). 
The argument we will present is different from Ando's original in two respects. 
First, it gives a prominent rôle to the elementary observation that for ρ & (0,1) 
and s,t e [0, oo) we have (5 + t ) p < s? + tp with equality if and only if s A t = 0 
(which yields lemma 1.23); secondly, it is phrased in terms of the Riesz space 
structure of Lp. 
Those two features allow us to drop the hmteness condition on the measure, while 
obtaining a slightly more general result: 
Theorem 1.22 
Let (Ξ,Λ,μ) be a measure space and let ρ e (0,1). 
Lef £ be the real Riesz space Lp(p) (or the complex Riesz space ΐ£ (μ), seep. 27). 
For a band Β (complex band, respectively) of E denote the projection onto Β by PB. 
Then Ρ : E — E is a contractive projection if and only if there exists a band Β of E 
and a contraction V : E — E such that 
P = PB + V, PBV = V, VPB = 0, 
where PB denotes the band projection onto Β 
That theorem 1.22 is indeed a generalization of theorem 1.21 follows from a char­
acterization of bands in Lp(p) if μ is (a-)finite: in that case every band Β m Lp is 
induced by a measurable set 5B as 
B= {geLp: glsB = g} (see 0.22). 
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Before turning to the proof of 1.22, we make two observations. The first crucial 
observation is that we have a converse to the p-additivity of || ||p in Ιρ(μ) as well 
asml£(/j) for ρ e (0,1). 
Lemma 1.23 (converted p-additivity) 
Let (S, Λ,μ) be a measure space and let ρ e (0,1). Then 
\\f + e\\p = \\f\\p + \\e\\PP « l/l Λ | β | = 0 (f,geLpc(p)). 
Proof 
First observe that 
(s + t)" <sp + tp 
f o r i , t e [0,oo) : (s + t)p = s" + tp <=> s/\t = Q 
<We only need to consider the non-trivial case: both s > 0 and t > 0. 
Using that r < rp (r e [0,1]) for ρ < 1, we have 
1
 - {jTt)+ (JTT) s ( jTt) ' + (ihY · 
which yields the upper part of (!). 
Further, if (5 + t)P = sp + tp, then the right hand side of (%) equals 1 i.e. 
5 t 
(%) 
s+t s+t 
Hence 5 Λ t = 0. > 
e {r € [0,1] : r = rp} = (0,1 
Now let f , g e Lowith \\f + g\\pp = \\f\\pp + | | .g | |£ .Then 
II l / l IIS + Il Idi HZ = II/IIS + WeWl = l l / + 5 l l S ^ II1/1 + l e i IIS \p WJÌÌp ' II c? Mp I I J ' Ä7 U p — I M J i ' i c / i l l p
IJ + lllelll^ ^ l l l / l l l S d l l | P 
i-e. || 1/1 + \g\ ||p = || I ƒ I ||p + || 1^ 1 ||p • From that and the upper part of (!) we see 
that \f\p + \g\p - (1/1 + | ^ | ) ρ is a positive function whose integral vanishes. 
Then | /(5) | Λ \g(s)\ = 0 for μ-almost all 5 e 5 by the lower part of (!). G 
Our second observation addresses itself to the case that we have two disjoint de­
compositions of an element and we want to determine if they are not in fact the 
same. 
Lemma 1.24 
l e t E be a Riesz space and let x, y, x', y' e E such that χ + y = χ' + y'. Suppose 
\x\ Λ \y\ = 0 , | x | Λ \y'\ = 0 , | x ' | Λ \y'| = 0 and \x'\ Λ \y\ = 0 . 
Then x = x' and y = y'. 
Corollary: the same lemma holds for E = ΐ £ . 
< Observing that 
\x-x'\ = \y' - y \ = \χ-χ'\ Λ \y' - y\ 
< \x\ Λ i y | + |x | Λ \y\ + |x' | Λ \y'\ + \x'\ Λ \y\ = 0 , 
we see that χ = χ' and y = y'. 
For elements of LQ apply the lemma to the real and imaginary parts successively. > 
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We now turn to the proof of theorem 1.22 
Proof of 1.22 
We prove the only if-part m five steps. 
Suppose Ρ : E — E is a contractive projection with range ß. 
The following two statements apply to both E = W and E = L^. 
(I) Β = Ker(P2 - P) is a closed Imear subspace ofE. 
(II) Components of elements of Β m E he m Β i.e. if f,g e Ε such that f + g e Β 
and\f\A \g\ = 0 , thenf,geB. 
<Letf,g<EE, \f | Λ 1^ 1 = 0 such that ƒ + g e Β. Then ƒ + g = P(f + g), so 
\\f + s\\pP = \\Ρσ + β)\\ρΡ = \\Pf + Pg\\pP s \\Pf\\pp + \\Pg\\p 
*\\f\\pr + \\g\\pp = \\f + a\\pP • 
so \\Pf + Pg\\pp = \\Pf\\pp + \\Pg\\p and by lemma 1 23, \Pf\ Λ \Pg\ =0 
Further, we also see the following chain of inequalities uncoil 
\\f
 + g\\
p
p = \\Pf + Pg\\pp = \\P(Pf + g)\\pp ^ \\Pf + g\\pp 
z\\Pf\\pp + \\0\\pP z\\f\\pP + \\0\\pP = \\f + g\\pP . 
which means \\Pf + g\\p = \\Pf \\p + \\g\\p, so \Pf\ A \g\ = 0 by 1 23. A similar 
argument shows \f\ A \Pg\ = 0 
But then we are m the position to apply 1.24 to ƒ + g = Pf + Ρ g, which yields the result 
announced > 
(ΙΠ) Suppose 0 < i / e i . ' \ 0 < i t e ß n l ' ' , 0 < v < u . Then ν e Β η ίΛ 
<Indeed, since Lp is weak-Freudenthal, there exists a sequence (Vn)n of linear combina-
dons of components of u that converges u-umformly to v. By (II), this sequence hes in 
β and so does ν = \\ \\p - l im
n
 v
n
.> 
(IV) Β is a band. 
Case E = Lp. If χ e ß e Lp, then x + and -x~ are components of χ m Lp, and, by 
(II), they are in ß. Thus, ß is a Riesz subspace. But then (III) implies that ß is even 
an ideal in Lp. Therefore, ß is a closed ideal of I p , hence by the Lebesgue property 
of W automatically a band. 
Case E = ΐ £ . To stress that the range of Ρ is now a complex-linear subspace, we 
momentarily denote it by ßc- Our first observation is that 
ƒ e Bc =» I ƒ I e ß c . 
<The function 5 • C — (z e C : |z| = 1} defined by 
, , . t \\z\lz (=z/ |zl) i f z * 0 , 5(z) = lim r = T 
" |z| + £ }0 ifz = 0, 
is bounded and Borel(C)-measurable. Therefore there exist a sequence of bounded 
Borel(C)-stepfunctions {hn)n, such that l5(z) - Ji„(z)| < 1/n (z e C, η e Ν). 
Let now ƒ e Bc- Then each hn(f) • ƒ is a Imear combination of components of ƒ and 
hence lies m ßc· 
By Lebesgue's dommated convergence theorem, \f\ = || \\p -limn hn(f) • ƒ e ßc.> 
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Next, if we set Β := Β
€
 η ί/, and apply (III) to ν = Re(f)±, lm(f)± and take u = 
I ƒ | e Β η LP we obtain that B
c
 = Β + iß. 
Finally, since both ß c and Lp are closed, so is B, and we can use the same arguments 
as in the case £ = Lp, to show that ß is a band of Lp. Therefore, ßc is a complex 
band in L^ (see section 0.3.13). 
(V) Ρ - PB := V is a contraction with VPB = 0, PBV = V, and Ρ = PB + V. 
For χ e ß: Ρ (χ) = χ = Ρ
Β
(χ) so V(x) = 0, whüe for χ e Bd: V(x) = P(x) e D. 
Consequently, VPB = 0 and PBV = V, and from this we get that 
V = V ο (PB + pBd) = ν ο j v = (p - pB) opBd=p0 pBd (#) 
is a contraction. 
We conclude with the proof of the if-part of the theorem. 
If ß is a band and Ρ = PB + V with PB and V as prescribed, then it follows as in (#) 
that Ρ is a contraction and also that 
P2 = Pj + PBV + VPB + V2 = Pi + V + 0 + {V{PBä +PB))· {PBV) = P B + V + 0 + 0 . 
D 
Remarks 1.25 
About Ando's proof of theorem 1.21 Ando originally formulated and proved 
theorem 1.21 for Ε = ΐ£(μ) with μ finite: however, the proof he gave can be taken 
over literally for the case £ = Ι ρ ( μ ) . More essential is his use of the (a-)finiteness 
of μ: from that he proves that one can find a function with maximal support in the 
range of a contractive projection i.e. the range of a contractive projection (which 
is a Riesz space in view of theorem 1.22) has a weak unit. In case μ is only locally 
finite, this may prove impossible: take S = Κ, Λ the collection of all countable and 
co-countable subsets of Κ and μ the counting measure. Then every ƒ e ί.ρ(μ) has 
countable support, and so 
D := {ƒ e I p : ƒ = 0 on [0, oo)} = {i { t } : t e [0, ^ H 1 
is a band without a function with maximal support. 
About the implication of theorem 1.21 by theorem 1.22 In the (a-)finite case, 
every band ß in Lp is induced by a measurable set Sß, as 
ß = {g e LP : glsB = g} , 
(see e.g. [dJvR, 41, p. 30]) and so theorem 1.22 implies theorem 1.21. 
In the locally finite case this need not be the case however: in the example above, 
D is a band that does not correspond to a measurable set. 
About an analogue of Ando's characterization for ρ e (0,1) Given that we can­
not include Ip-spaces for ρ e (0,1) in theorem 1.20, the question remains whether 
theorem 1.20 has an analogue which characterizes Lp-spaces for ρ e (0,1). 
A crucial point in Ando's proof for 1.20 is 
Let£ be a Banach lattice such that 
if D is a 3-dimensional Riesz subspace of E and Do a 2-
dimensional Riesz subspace ofD, then there exists a posi­
tive contractive projection from D onto Do- ( * ) 
Then the norm of E is ρ-additive for some ρ e [1, oo], and hence E is 
isometrically Riesz isomorphic to an Lp-space, for some ρ e [1, oo), or 
fo a closed Riesz subspace of a C(S) with S compact Hausdorff. 
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Translating the concepts and arguments using convexity in Ando's proof of (*) 
into their concave counterparts, one can obtain: 
Let (£, JIU. ) be a quasi-Banach lattice with M super-additive on the 
positive cone (i.e. JJuH + llvll ^ J|u + vl[ foru,v e E+) such that 
if D is a 3-diinensional Riesz subspace of E and Do a 2-
dimensional Riesz subspace of D, then there exists a pos­
itive projection Ρ from D onto Do that is dilative on the 
positive cone (i.e. J|P(u)li > Jjull forueE+). 
Then the quasi-norm of E is ρ-additive for some ρ e (0,1], and hence 
E is isometrically Riesz isomorphic to an Lp-space, for some ρ e (0,1]. . 
For a non-prejudiced comparison of (#) with ( * ) observe that a positive projection 
in a normed Riesz space is contractive if and only if it is contractive on the positive 
cone, and that Riesz quasi-norm is a norm if and only if it is subadditive on the 
positive cone. In other words, (*) expresses a property of the positive cone. 
Since every closed Riesz subspace of Lp, ρ e [l,°o), or Co(X) is the range of a 
positive contractive projection, and since Co(X) is the only type of M-space that 
provides positive contractive projections onto each of its closed Riesz subspaces 
[LiTz2, proof of thm l.b.8], theorem 1.20 is a consequence of (*). However, in IP-
spaces with ρ e (0,1), not every closed Riesz subspace is the range of a positive 
projection that is dilative on the positive cone: band projections will be contractive. 
1.5 Characterization of band projections among the con­
tractive projections in Lp for ρ e (0,1) 
Let ρ e (0,1) and let Ρ be a contractive projection in Lp with range B. Ando's 
characterization of contractive projections in Lp (1.22) tells us that Ρ = PB + V, 
where PB is the band projection onto B, and V is a contraction that maps β χ into Β 
and ß to {0}. 
In this section we are interested in the question under what condition Ρ coincides 
with PB. AS an answer, we will describe two necessary and sufficient conditions on 
Ρ to be purely the band projection onto B. 
Our first approach is to observe that PB is an order bounded map Lp — Lp (there­
fore having an absolute value) and to view the contraction V = Ρ - PB as a pertur­
bation that enlarges the absolute value. For this approach to make sense we must 
know 
Lemma 1.26 
Lef Τ : Lp — Lp be a continuous linear map. Then Τ is order bounded. 
Proof 
Let e e Lp+. Using the Levi property of || ||p , we show that there exists a e e Lp+ 
suchthat T[0,e] c [-c,c]. 
Call Ρ c £+ a disjoint partition of e if Ρ is a finite set of components of e with 
supremum (hence sum) e. The set Τ οι all disjoint partitions of e is directed by re­
finement: Ρ < P' (P' refines P) if P' is a union of disjoint partitions of the elements 
of P. 
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Define a mapping Τ - Lp by 
ηΡ]:=Σηερ\Τ(Ίΐ)\. 
Then we obtain an increasing net (Γ[Ρ])ρ£ρ that is bounded in || ||p : 
IIΠΡ] \\pp = | | l u e p \T{u)\ \\pp < lu^p II i r (u) i »J < mpΣ^ρ II («) II? 
= J i r i I p | I Z „ e p w | l p = J i r r Hell? , 
and therefore order bounded by the Levd-property (0.4). Thus there is a e e V* 
such that 
Σ " IHe,)! < c whenever {e,}" is a disjoint partition of e . (*) 
Now let 0 < a < e. Since Lp is weak-Freudenthal, there exists a sequence a
n
 in 
{^"«[e, : {e,}" disjoint partition of e, α, e [0,1]} 
with | | α - α
η
U p - 0(0.66). By (*) and 0.123: |Τ(α) | = || ||p-lim„ |Γ(α„) | < c. a 
The above lemma implies that V := Ρ - PB is order bounded. Using the formulas 
(0.84) we successively check that |V| = 0 on ß, and that IVI Λ PB = 0 (for the 
latter observe that 0 < PB Λ | V | ( U ) < PB(PB^U)) + | V | ( P B ( M ) ) = 0 for all u e E+). 
Therefore: \PB + V\ = PB + \V\ > PBii Ρ * PB, which yields the following: 
Corollary 1.27 
Let Ρ be a contractive projection with range B. 
Then Ρ is the band projection onto Β if and only if \P\ < \Q\ for all contractive 
projections Q with range B. 
The second approach to characterize band projections is to observe that if V is a 
contraction with PBV = V and VPfl = 0, then both PB + V and Pfl - V are contractive 
projections with the range B. So PB is in a sense the center of all contractive 
projections with range B. 
Definition 1.28 
For a vector space W and a subset A c W we call e e A a center of A if for all 
w e W: c - w e A whenever c + w e A. 
A set contains either 0, 1, or infinitely many centers. In the latter case, the centers 
lie "cofinally" on one dimensional varieties: 
Lemma 1.29 
Lef W be a vector space, let A c W, and let c, c' be centers of A. 
Then c ± n(c' - e) e A for all η e NQ. 
<For η = 0,1 this is clear. Further, if c - n(c' - c) = c' - (n + l)(c' - e) e A for some 
η ε No, then Λ 3 c' + (η + l)(c' - c) = c + (n + 2)(c' - c), as c' is a center.> 
Since the set of contractions is bounded in the quasi-normed space of all continu­
ous linear transformations of Lp, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.30 
The band projection PB onto Β is the unique center of all contractive projections in 
Lp with range Β. 
An intriguing question remains: 
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Open problem 1.31 
Can we give a satisfactory description of contractions V with PB V = V and VPB = O7 
Remarks 1.32 
About linear isometnes in Lp for ρ e (0,1) 
The ideas used m the previous two sections give us tools to reveal something of 
the structure of Imear isometnes in Lp for ρ e (0,1). 
Let ρ e (0,1) and let Τ : Lp — Lp be a linear isometry. By lemma 1.26 and lemma 
1.23 respectively, Τ is order bounded and disjointness preserving. 
As can be seen from the formulas 0.84 the disjointness preserving character of Τ 
passes on to its absolute value, and a fortiori to its positive and negative parts, 
which implies that \T\,T+ and T~ are all Riesz homomorphisms. 
A result of Meyer on order bounded, disjointness preserving operators ([M-N, the­
orem 3.1.4, p. 150]) tells us that 
| r | ( u ) = | r ( u ) | , T+(u) = (Tu)+ , T-(u) = (Tu)- (u e Lp + ) . 
As a result of that and the fact that Γ, |Γ | are disjointness preserving, |Γ | is an 
isometry: if χ e Lp, then 
| | | Γ | χ | | Ρ = II | Γ | χ + \\p + || ΙΓΙχ- HS = II | Γ χ + | \\p + || | Γ χ - | H' 
= | | Γ χ + | | £ + \\Tx-\\pp = \\Tx\\pp = II χ US . 
Since a positive linear contmuous map from a Lebesgue topological Riesz space 
to a Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space is automatically order continuous (0.46, 
0.126ui), we obtain that |Γ | is an isometric, order contmuous Riesz isomorphism. 
Hence, | Γ | ( Ι Ρ ) is an isomorphic copy of Lp Moreover, T± are order contmuous: 
0 < r ^ u « ) < | T | ( M „ ) i Oif 0 < u „ 1 0 (cf. 0.46). 
As for Γ+ and T', we can observe that their ranges are disjoint Riesz subspaces of 
Ι Γ Κ Ι Ρ Μ ^ Ι " ) : 
Lef u, ν eLp+. Then T+(u) Α Τ'(ν) = 0 . 
< Indeed, if ν e ß{*, then T+(u) AT'ÌV) < |Γ|(ιΟ Λ |Γ|(ν) = 0 because |Τ| is disjointness 
preserving, while if ν e B
u
, then 
T+(u) A T~(v) = r + ( u ) Λ T"(sup
n
 ν A nu) = T+(u) Λ sup
n
 T~(v A nu) 
< supM(r+(ii) Λ r~(nu)) < sup n n(r(M) + Λ T{U)~) = 0 
by using the formulas of Meyer and the order continuity of T_.> 
Letting PT*,PT be the projections in | Γ | ( Ι Ρ ) onto the (disjoint) bands generated 
by T+(Lp) and T-(Lp+) m \T\(LP) respectively, we obtain that 
T+=PT+°\T\, T-=PT-o\T\. 
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(rh) 
In this chapter we set out to generalize a joint characterization of Ι*7-spaces with 
ρ e [1, oo), and order continuous M-spaces [LiTz2, theorem l.b.13 p. 22]. Basically, 
the result we obtain is the following (cf. theorem 2.34 on page 89). 
Theorem 
Lef (E, M ) be a quasi-Banach lattice with the property: 
if(Xn)
n
 and (yn)n are two disjoint sequences with j | x
n
| i = J ^ n L 
then £ f Xn exists if and only if Xf y
n
 exists. 
Then there exists a ρ e (0, oo] and a quasi-norm JIlUp) on E such that J]Hip) is 
ρ-additive. 
Above, and in the rest of this chapter, the following conventions are used: 
Convention 2.1 
Given ρ e (0, oo], by saying that M : E - [0, oo) is p-additive, we mean: 
' [J |wl[ p + ] |v[L p] 1 / p i / p < o o 
J]u + v i i = (Μ, ν e E+ , u Λ ν = 0) , 
Jlull ν Jlvll i/p = ~ ' 
and we use the following notation 
the quasi-Banach space (£p, Il II ρ ) ifp<°° 
the Banach space (co, Il IL ) ifp = oo £P η co := • 
The strategy we use to prove the theorem above is by and large the same as that 
for [LiTz2, theorem l.b.13, p. 22], but its elaboration differs: amongst other things, 
because we have to bypass the use of convexity. More specifically, our strategy is 
reflected in the structure of this chapter as follows. 
After a section to introduce the relevant theory on bases (section 2.1) we generalize 
Zippin's theorem on perfectly homogeneous bases in section 2.2. 
With help of Zippin's theorem and some theory on quasi-normed Riesz spaces 
(developed in section 2.3) we see in section 2.4 that (rti) implies that there exists 
a ρ e (0, oo] such that for every disjoint sequence (x
n
)
n
 in E: X " x
n
 exists if and 
only if (JJXntDn e ^ p η Co. In fact, we strengthen the latter, and show that there 
exists an uniform constant M e (0, oo) such that 
Μ - ' Ι Ι ϋ χ ί η ) ! ! ) « ^ * | ΣιΧηΙ s M||(J]x(n)ÎL)n||p 
for every disjoint (finite or infinite) sequence (xn)n in E. 
If ρ e (0, oo), we define Mv and Μ Δ by 
^x |Lv:=infj [Σ J]x,Ìlp]1/P : n e Ν, Σ x t = χ disjoint | (χ e E) 
and JIXILA by the expression we obtain from the above one by replacing the infi-
mum by a supremum. Then J||[(p) := Jill Δ? defines a p-additive Riesz quasi-norm 
on E that is equivalent to M by (Ö), and theorem 1.2 yields that (£, JWipj) is iso-
metrically Riesz isomomorphic to an Lp -space. 
If ρ = oo, 
Jlx|l(»):=inf{vr Jlxill : η e Ν, V? x. = x disjoint} (χ e E) , 
defines an equivalent oo-additive Riesz quasi-norm on E. Under some extra condi­
tions which are studied in section 2.5 we can show that (£, Jlll(<»)) is isometrically 
Riesz isomorphic to an M-space. 
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2.1 Unconditional bases in quasi-Banach spaces 
In the next section we will generalize Zippin's theorem on perfectly homogeneous 
bases from the context of Banach spaces to that of quasi-Banach spaces. To prepare 
us for that, this section will carry over the relevant concepts and results from the 
Banach space setting to the quasi-Banach space setting. 
We start with translating the notion of a basis. 
Definition 2.2 
Let (Ε, Μ) be a quasi-Banach space. 
A sequence (e
n
)f in E is called a Schauder basis (or briefly, basis) of E if for every 
χ e E there exists a unique sequence of scalars (x(n))f such that 
χ = M -linijv£Î'x(tt)e„. 
Let (en)™ be a Schauder basis ofE. 
Ifx = Σ7 x(n)e„, we call the x(n), η e Ν, the (expansion) coefficients of χ (with 
respect to the basis (e
n
)™ ) . 
By the uniqueness of the expansion coefficients, the maps 
P
n
:E~E, ΣιΧ(η)β
η
 « x(n)e
n
 ( n e N ) , 
are well-defined and linear. These maps are referred to as the basic projections (of 
the basis (en)ì ). 
A sequence (dn)™ in E that is a Schauder basis of its closed linear span, is called a 
basic sequence. 
Example 2.3 
The sequence 
en:= (0,. ,0,1,0,0,...) ( n e N ) 
n - l 
is a normalized Schauder basis of (Co, Il IL ), and of (£?, || ||p), 0 < ρ < oo. This 
sequence is referred to as the standard basis of Co or £p respectively. 
A glimpse of the power of the concept of a basis is revealed by 
Lemma 2.4 
lef (E, J1U) be a quasi-Banach space equipped with a Schauder basis (e
n
)~ and let 
(Pn)i be the associated sequence of basic projections. 
Set Stf := PN + ... + PM (N < M in\ 
fhereis aC e (0,oo) such that 
II v· / % II ^ II ν- / χ II ( ifx(n),n e Ν, scalars, and \ J | X x ( n )
e n
| l < c J | X x ( n )
e n
[ l [ N > < N < M < M . i n H · (U) 
Ν Ν' \ > 
In particular, the basic projections are (uniformly) continuous. 
Most results in this section with exception of 2.10 and 2.14 are proven in essentially 
the same way as their Banach space analogues, the reason for this being that the 
uniform boundedness principle, open mapping theorem, and closed graph theorem 
hold in a quasi-normed space (by virtue of its metrizability as topological vector 
space ([Kö, §15:13(2), 12(1) and 12(3) respectively]). 
Then fhe collection of operators, 5%, Ν < M in Ν, i's uniformly continuous, in fact 
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<As an example we prove 2.4. Observing that it suffices to prove (U) for an equivalent 
quasi-norm, we will assume that J| [1 is r-subadditive and construct an equivalent quasi-
norm M' that satisfies (U). 
For each χ e £ the series Σ.ηχ(η)εη is JlU.-bounded, so the expression 
J |xl i ' :=sup{j | lNX(n)e
n
| l : JV<MinN} 
is finite. From its definition, JJU < Jlli' and JJU.' is an r-subadditive quasi-norm (0.97). 
Now, JJU.' satisfies (U) with C = 1, so we are done if M' is equivalent with JJU- To this 
end, we prove E is complete with respect to JW'. 
<Indeed, if (x,)?0 is a M'-Cauchy sequence in E, then there exist f^  l 0 such that 
fora l lN<MinN : J J S N ^ . ( n ) e n - l N ^ ( n ) e „ | <£ k (j>i>k) (*) 
Thus x{N) = Inn, Xj{N) exists for all N. Taking j — oo in (*) therefore yields: 
for all Ν < M in Ν : JJZN x,(n)e
n
 - Σ Ν * ( η ) β 4 - f * ( ί - k) • ( * * ) 
By (**) and the fact that the series Σηχι<(η)2η is JW-Cauchy for each k, Σηχ(η)2η 
is JJH-Cauchy, s o x : = Σ.™x(n)e
n
 exists. By (**) (xl)l then UH'-converges to x.> 
By the open graph theorem the identity map from (Ε, M ) to (E, JW') is open i.e. there 
is a constant Κ > 0 with JU' ^ Κ JW , so JW' is equivalent with J|U.> 
A consequence of the continuity of basic projections is the following: 
Corollary 2.5 
Lei (e„)f be a basic sequence in a quasi-Banach space E. 
Suppose p\ < pi < pi < ... in Ν and 
Σ7=ι (Zn=pJ +i x(n)en) =: χ exists. 
Then χ = X " x ( n ) e
n
. 
If ( e
n
)
n
 is a basic sequence, then e
n
 * 0 for all η (by the uniqueness of expan­
sion coefficients) and by lemma 2.4 there exists a C e (0, oo) satisfying (Ü). The 
converse holds too: 
Lemma 2.6 (Criterion Schauder basis) 
Lef E be a quasi-Banach space and let (e„) J° be a sequence in E. 
Suppose that 
(i) each vector en Φ 0 ; 
(ii) there is a constant Κ G (0, oo) such that for every choice of coefficients 
(x(n))™ andN <M in N: 
Ν M 
JlXx(n)e„|l sXJI Xx(n)e„| l . (x) 
n = l n = l 
Then {en)Î is a Schauder basis of the closure of its linear span. 
< Since both conditions are proof against passing to an equivalent quasi-norm, we may 
and will assume that Jl U is r-subadditive, in particular continuous. 
For a sequence of scalars x(n), η e Ν, such that ΣΓ x(.n)en exists, (x) implies that 
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1 Σ Ν χ ( η ) β
η
Γ < J I f Jc(n)e„r + J| - ZÎ'x(n)e„|l r 
< Kr lim J| Ση-ι x(n)e
n
lr + Kr lim J Ση=ι * ( η ) β „ Γ < 2/^ J|xär ( + ) 
M —oo Ν—oo 
Let £ο be the linear subspace of all χ e £ for which there exists a sequence of scalars 
x(n), η e Ν, so that χ = limN-ooZÎ'x(n)en· 
I: For each χ e Eo there exists a unique sequence (x(n))n with χ = Σ™ x(n)e„. 
Indeed, if Σι x(n)e
n
 = 0, then each x(n) = 0 by (t). 
ƒƒ: £o is closed (so the dosed linear span of {e
n
}
 n
). 
Indeed, as in the proof of 2.4, 
l |xli ' :=sup{J|SNX(n)e
n
| l : N < M i n N } (x e £„) 
defines an r-subadditive quasi-norm on £o such that £o is UH'-complete. 
By (t), J) li ^ Μ' ί 2 1 / ri: j | | l, so£o is M-complete, and therefore M -closed. > 
Given a basic sequence we can make other basic sequences by taking 'blocks' to 
form new vectors with. 
Definition 2.7 
Let (en)n=i be a basic sequence in a quasi-Banach space E. A sequence of non-zero 
vectors (Uj)°f
=1 is called a block basic sequence or briefly, a block basis of(en)"=l 
if there exist a sequence of natural numbers 0 = p\ < pz < •• • and of scalars a ( n ) 
such that 
Mj = ZS-p J +i a ( n ) e » O ' e N ) . 
By criterion 2.6, a block basis of a basic sequence is a basic sequence itself. 
A quasi-Banach space can have several bases. To identify bases that are "essen­
tially" the same, the concept of equivalence of bases is used. 
Definition 2.8 
Let E and F be quasi-Banach spaces. Two basic sequences, (c„)" in E and (/„)? in 
F, are called equivalent if for all sequences of scalars (x(n))
n
: 
ΣΓ χ(η)βη exists in E if and only if Σ™ x(n)f
n
 exists in F . 
The continuity of basic projections and the closed graph theorem imply that (e
n
)f 
and (/η)Γ are equivalent if and only if there is a linear homeomorphism Τ : E - F 
with Te
n
 = ƒ„. Therefore, we have 
Corollary 2.9 
Two basic sequences, (e
n
)f in E and (fn)T in F, are equivalent if and only if there 
exists a C e (0, oo) such that for every finite sequence of scalars (x(n))^: 
C - 1 ! ΣΐχΙηΜε < J I ? x ( n ) / „ [ l f < Cj| Σι xMeniE . 
The important type of basis we will be dealing with, is that of an unconditional 
basis. First we need to discuss the underlying concept: unconditional convergence 
in a quasi-Banach space (due to [RoNa]). 
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Proposition 2.10 (Unconditional convergence) 
Let (£, J] li ) be a quasi-Banach space and letXi,X2,---&E. We say that 
(SI) Ση χη is sign-invariant convergent if for every choice of signs ( 0
n
 e {-1,1} ) f 
the series Σ
η
 θ
η
χ
η
 is convergent (to some element ofE); 
(Sub) Σ.ηχη is subseries convergent if for every (strictly) increasing sequence 
ni < nz < ... the series X, x
ni is convergent (to some element ofE); 
(BM) X
n
 x
n
 is bounded-multiplier convergent if for every bounded sequence of 
scalars (λ(η))„, the series Ση λ(η)χ„ is convergent (to some element ofE). 
Then (SI), (Sub), and (BM) are equivalent, and if either of them holds, we say that 
X
n
 x
n
 is unconditionally convergent (see also the remarks, p. 76). 
Proof 
We may and will assume that M is r-subadditive, hence continuous. 
(BM)^> (SI) is obvious. 
(SD* (Sub): If A := {nk}k, then Σ Γ * η , = Σ Γ ^ η Μ η ) and 
ΣηΧηΐΑ(η) = \[ΣηΧη(ΐΑ ' lN\/l)(n) + Σ η ^ η Μ η ) ] . 
(Sub)=> (BM): Suppose Ση χη is subseries convergent. Set for Ν e Ν 
σ
Ν
 := 5υρ{ |Ση*ηΐΑ(η)ϋ : A e Ν finite, min(A) > Ν} e [Ο,οο] . 
Then σ
Ν
 I and σ{ < Σι ÜXnV + σ^+ 1 for all Ν. 
(Ι) σ^ 1 0, so that (in view of the above) σι < oo. 
< Suppose σΝ > ε for all Ν e Ν. Then there exist finite subsets Ai,A2,... c Ν such that 
max^iv) < min(A/v+i) and JISn^nl^NÌ71)!! - ε ^ Ν). It follows that the subseries 
indicated by A := υ Ν AN is not Cauchy. Contradictions 
(II) Let λ e e°°, and Ν < M in Ν. Then 
Ι) Ση=* λ(η)χ
η
| 1 < 2 [ΣΓ-ι 2- r ' £ ] 1 / r σ^ || λ | |„ , (F) 
so that Σ
η
 λ ( η ) χ
η
 converges and | Σ Γ λ(η)χ„|[ < 2 [ΣΓ=ι 2-rk]llraì \\ λ IL. 
<First take λ € H™ with 0 < λ(η) < 1. For η ε Ν, write λ(η) in the dyadic expansion as 
λ(η) = Zk=i2'klA„(k). ΐοτΝ,Μ,Κε Ν with Ν < M: 
JJlîf=N ( Σ ί . Ι 2-*lA I 1 (k))x4 r = Jj Σΐΐ 2-k (ΣΧ-Ν lA„(fe)Xn)f 
< Z L i ( 2 - ' t ) ' - j £ ^ i A
n
( f c ) x n [ [ r ^ [ Σ Γ - ι Ζ - Ί σ Α . 
Taking^ - oo yields JZÌv^(n)xnls [XÌ'2~rk]llraN. Since an arbitrary λ e i"1 can 
be written as λ = | | λ | | „ (λ+/ | |A|L - λ-/ | | λ | | „ ), where λ±(η) = λίη)^1, the above 
estimate induces (F).> ο 
Definition 2.11 
Lef E be a quasi-Banach space. 
A Schauder basis (en) Γ 0 ^ £ J S called unconditional if for each χ e E, its expansion 
Σι x(n)e
n
 in terms of the basis (Cn)™ converges unconditionally. 
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Example 2.12 
The standard basis (e
n
)f of £p, 0 < ρ < oo, is unconditional. The summing basis 
in c, defined below, is not unconditional. Let 
a
n
:= (0,0,;..,0,1,1,1,...) (n = 1,2, 3,...) . 
n - l 
Then || Σ'ι x(n)a
n
 IL = suplsNsM | Zn=ix(n)l> s o the conditions for being a 
Schauder basis are easily checked. The conditionality follows e.g. from the fact 
that the sequence 
ΣΪ'έΛη = (1.1 + ί,1 + 5 + 5 Σ? £,0,0,...) 
does not converge if Ν - oo, while the sequence 
Z ^ ( - i ) ( n + 1 ) a „ = ( 1 , 1 - 1 , 1 - 1 + 1 ΣΪ '(-ΐ) η + 1 £.ο,ο, . . . ) 
does. 
Proposition 2.10 yields some characterizations of unconditional bases. 
Proposition 2.13 (Criteria unconditionality of a basis) 
For a basj'c sequence (e,,)" in a quasi-Banach space, the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(a) (en)î is unconditional; 
(β) for every choice of signs (θ(η))^ e {-1,1}N the basic sequence (0(n)e
n
)5° is 
equivalent to (e
n
)f ; 
(y) for every sequence of scalars λ that is bounded away from 0 and oo (i.e. there 
exist α, β > 0 with α < |λ(η) I < β for all η e Ν) the basic sequence (\(n)e„ )"
= 1 
is equivalent to (e
n
)"; 
(δ) Convergence of the series Ση^Μ^η implies that of the series X„:y(n)e„ 
whenever \y(n)\ < |x(n) | for all n. 
A block basic sequence of an unconditional basic sequence is again unconditional 
(use e.g. the above characterization (δ) and corollary 2.5). Also, if (ƒ«),, and (e
n
)n 
are equivalent bases (of F and E respectively), and one of them is unconditional, 
then so is the other. 
We conclude with an observation that will be of eminent use in the following sec­
tion: given an unconditional basis (e
n
) f in E we can find an equivalent quasi-norm 
that is absolutely monotone with respect to the expansion coefficients. 
Proposition 2.14 
Let (E, Mo) be a quasi-Banach space with an unconditional basis (en)î. 
Then 
JlxIL := s u p U i r A(n)x(n)e„|L0 : λ e £", || Λ IL < 1} 
defines an equivalent quasi-norm on E with the property 
if ΣΤ x(n)e
n
 exists in E, and (y(n))™ satisfies |;y(n)| < |x(n) | , 
then ΣηΎ(η)βη converges in Ε, and 
UZ"y(n)e
n
l < §Σ\ x(.n)e
n
l . (absolute monotonicity) 
Moreover, if Mo is r-subadditive, then so is JUL. 
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Proof 
For λ e ί00 the map 
ΓΑ : X = ZTx(n)e
n
 « Σ η λ ( η ) χ ( η ) β
η
 (χ e E) 
is well-defined (since (en)n is unconditional), linear, and continuous (by the closed 
graph theorem and the continuity of the basic projections). 
Further, the collection {ΓΑ : II λ | |„ < 1} is pointwise bounded, smce for fixed χ 
the operator 
λ - X
n
A(n)x(n)e„ 
from i00 mto E is contmuous (see (II) in the proof of 2.10). 
Thus, by the umform boundedness principle, the collection {ΓΑ : || λ H«, < 1} is 
uniformly bounded, and for χ e £ 
j j x l I o < s u p { ] ] i r A ( n ) x ( n ) e
n
| l 0 : ΙΙλΙΙ~ < 1} < (sup„ J]r„[i ) Jlxllo · 
The rest of the proposition is elementary. D 
Remarks 2.15 
Ad lemma 2.14 Zippm's proof of his characterization of perfectly homoge­
neous bases [Zi] uses a result of Day [Da, Theorem l(v), p. 73] to obtam proposition 
2.14 for Banach spaces. However, Day's proof is based on a convexity argument. 
(Sketch of Day's argument in [Da, Theorem l(iv), p. 73]) 
Given a Banach space (£, II Ho) with unconditional basis (e
n
)
n
 the expression 
00 
| ΐ Σ χ ( η ) β
π
| | = 
ι 
sup{|| Σ x(n)e„- Σ x(n)e
n
\\0 σ,τ c Ν finite and disjoint} 
is well-defined (use the unconditionahty), and smce E turns out to be complete with 
respect to || | |, the open mapping theorem yields that || || is a norm equivalent with 
mio 
If σ, τ c Ν are disjoint and finite, (and x(n), η e σ υ τ, are scalars) then 
t ~ \\Ση(ΕσΧ(η)ε„ + t • Ση€τΧ(η)£„ | | 
is an even convex function, hence increasing m | t | Thus, \s| < | t | implies that 
\\Ση£σΧ(η)6„ +S Ση€τΧ(η)ε„\\ < \\Ση€σΧ(η)ε„ + ί Ση<ΞτΧ(η)β
η
\\ 
Usmg induction (s = x(n)/y(n), t = 1) and the continuity of || | |, we get that 
| | i r y ( n ) e „ | | < | | I f x ( n ) e „ | | if \y(n) < |x(n) | for all η 
About unconditional convergence (proposition 2.10) Let Σ
η
Χ η be a series m a 
topological vector space E. We say that 
(Re) Ση Xn is reordered convergent if for every permutation ττ of the integers the 
series Ση Χπ(η) is convergent (to some element of £), 
(Un) ΣηΧη is unordered convergent to χ if, letting Σ be the collection of all fimte 
subsets of Ν directed by inclusion (σ < σ' <^=> σ c σ'), the net 
(5(7 •= Ζ,ηεσ Χη/σεΣ 
converges to χ i.e. 
Vf>o3<T£eI : σ D σε =* J|x - Ση.=σ*ηϋ ^ ε · 
In a Banach space, the notions of reordered, unordered, subsenes, sign-mvariant, 
and bounded-multiplier convergence coincide. The same is true for a quasi-Banach 
space, which can be proven in much the same way as for a Banach space [Si, 16.1, 
p. 458], except for the implication of bounded multiplier convergence by any of the 
other, which is done m proposition 2.10 (Sub) => (BM). 
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2.2 Zippin's theorem on perfectly homogeneous bases 
generalized to quasi-Banach spaces 
Zippin's theorem characterizes the standard bases of £p, ρ e [1, oo) and Co up to 
equivalence. Using the machinery developed in the previous section, in particu­
lar proposition 2.14, we can translate Zippin's own argument from the context of 
normed spaces to that of the quasi-normed spaces. The result is a characteriza­
tion of the standard bases of Co and ^ including the case that ρ e (0,1). The 
characterizing property is perfect homogeneity: 
Definition 2.16 
A basis (e
n
)
n
 of a quasi-Banach space is called perfectly homogeneous if it is equiv­
alent to any of its normalized block bases. 
Theorem 2.17 (Generalization of Zippin's theorem) 
Lef (βη)η be a normalized basis of a quasi-Banach space (E, M)· 
Then (e
n
)
n
 is perfectly homogeneous if and only if it is equivalent to either the 
standard basis ofco or to that of €p, for one ρ e (0, oo). 
Before turning to the proof of 2.17, we introduce a compact notation for "equiv­
alence" of sequences of real numbers, which will hopefully make the reasoning 
more clear. 
Convention 2.18 
If χ = (x(n))
n
 and y = (;y(n))„ are fwo (finite or infinite) sequences of real 
numbers and Κ is a (strictly) positive real number, then (for the rest of this section) 
we will use the following notation 
χ ~ y :<^=> K~l\x(n)\ < | v(n) | <K\x(n)\ for all η . 
κ 
For example, if (a„)„ J'S a sequence in (£, JUL), then ( Ua„[L )» ~ (Dn if and only if 
(a
n
)
n
 is bounded from 0 and oo. By convention 
χ ~ y ~ ζ means: χ ~ y and y ~ ζ (in which case χ ~ z) . 
K, Kz Ki K2 KIK2 
Proof of theorem 2.17 
'If: Let ρ e (0, oo], and let (β
η
)
η
 be the standard basis of Co η β*. 
(i) Let (a
n
)
n
 be a block basis of (e
n
)
n
. A calculation shows that 
\\Ση=Νχ(η)αη\\ρ = ||Ση=Ν·*(η) ΙΙ«ηΙΙρβ„||ρ (x(n), η e Ν, scalars) (#) 
Therefore, if (||α„Up )„ ~ (1)„, then (a„)„ is equivalent to (e
n
)„. 
(ii) Suppose that (en)η is a basis of (f, JUL) that is equivalent to (e
n
)
n
. Then there 
is a linear homeomorphism Τ : (£, J)IL) - (con^P, || ||p) with T(ên) = en (alln), and 
\\T(ê)\\p ~ J|ê|l(êe£)(see2.9). 
Let (ân)n be a J|[L-normalized block basis of (ên)n. We prove that it is equivalent 
to (i„)n- Observe that the Γ(ά„) =: α„, η e Ν, form a block basis of (e
n
)„ and that 
( llflnllp )n ~ (J|ân|l)n = (1)„. Then subsequently: (ân)„ is equivalent with (a„)„ 
(via Γ); (a
n
)„ is equivalent with (e
n
)
n
 (via (#), since ( | |a
n
| |p )„ ~ (l)
n
); (e
n
)
n
 is 
equivalent with (ê„)n (by assumption). 
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'Only-if: Suppose that (e
n
)
n
 is M -normalized and perfectly homogeneous. 
First observe that (e
n
)„ is an unconditional basis (2.13 (β)). Therefore, if Mo is 
equivalent to M, t h e n (en)n in (£, J||i) is equivalent with (e„/ i|e„[lo)n in (£, Mo) 
(use 2.13 (y) and the fact that J|[[ is equivalent to Mo)· We will use that and 
proposition 2.14 to assume that M is r-subadditive and absolutely monotone in 
the expansion coefficients (with respect to (e
n
)
n
). 
Next, we strengthen the equivalence of (e
n
)
n
 with each of its normalized block 
bases to a uniform equivalence of (e
n
)
n
 with all of its block bases i.e. there is a 
constant M > 0 such that 
M-1 iiir=i*(i)".ii s jir=ix(i)<a <M iiz^xwu.u 
for all η e Ν, all scalars (x(i))i , and all normalized block bases (uJ t , 
the proof of which will be postponed to lemma 2.19 on page 79. 
Lastly, we need to come up with a ρ e (0, <») for which (e
n
)
n
 is equivalent to the 
standard basis of ίρ η CQ. To this end, we set 
s(n):= J I Z W ( n e N ) , 
because we expect that 5(n) ~ n1"' (with the convention that 1/p = 0 if ρ = oo). 
Using the uniform equivalence of (βη)η with its block bases, applied to well chosen 
block-bases and ditto coefficients, we will deduce in lemma 2.20 (p. 81) further on 
that 
M-2k 5 ( n ) k < J ( n k ) < M2k S ( n ) k ( k i n e N ) . 
which, as we will see ibidem, implies that there exists a ρ e (0, oo] such that 
M-2nllp <s(n) < M 2 n 1 / p ( n e N ) . (ex) 
To proceed, we distinguish two cases: ρ = oo and ρ e (0, oo). 
Case ρ = oo. 
If ρ = oo, we have ]|Z"ei|[ ^ M2 (all n). Let y e Coo, say y = Σ"y(n)e
n
. Using 
the absolute monotonicity of M the following chain of inequalities uncoils 
M = JlZÎ'yii)«! £ ]|Σ7 Ιΐ3ΊΙ-β.|1 = WyL· l ]z?4 
< M2 II y H, . 
So, if χ e Co, then X
n
x(n)e
n
 is M -Cauchy. On the other hand, if Xf x(n)e„ 
exists, |x(n) | = l|x(n)e
n
l[ converges to zero. Therefore, Z"x(i)e, exists if and 
only if χ e Co, which establishes the equivalence of (e
n
)
n
 with the standard basis 
of Co. 
Before handling the case ρ e (0, oo), we reformulate the relevant results using the 
~ -notation. 
i. The uniform equivalence of all normalized block bases (lemma 2.19) yields: 
if (u
n
)
n
 is a normalized block basis of (e
n
)
n
 , then 
Jll7x:(i)e,ll ~ jizrxww.i 
M 
for all η e Ν, and all sequences of scalars (x(n))
n
 ; 
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ii. the absolute monotonicity of JJ li yields 
(x(i)), ~ (yu)), ^ ΚΣΊχα^Λ ~ UZÎyWeâ ; 
iii. equation (χ) (to be proven in lemma 2.20 page 81) reads: 
j j l " ^ ! ! ~2 « 1 / p for all η e N. 
We now return to the remaining case. 
Case 0 < ρ < oo. 
Take n, ki, kz,... k
n
 e Ν. Then 
(ki / p,k^ kW) α (ϋΣΪ'β,Ι.ΙΣΪ'βιΙ JIIÎv.l) 
M2 
'-" (jizî,e1ii.jiiïf+,e.ii jizì::::::t.+ie«ii)-
Therefore, (with ko := 1) j|zrn"«,|i ~ Jizr-dz^v,«,!)«! 
l /P 
Scraping together all factors Μ, we conclude 
ΙΐΣΓχίΟβ,ΙΙ - [x(l)P + ... + x(n)P] 1 / p ( n e N ) (t) 
if x(i) = kl1/p with kj e Ν. Since JJU is absolutely homogeneous, (t) also holds if 
x(i) = (k1/m)1 / p with k^m e Ν, and, by the continuity of χ « Jjx[[, (t) in fact 
holds for x(i) e IR+. Finally, because M is absolutely monotone, 
ΙΣ7χ(ί)β.ΙΙ = JΣΐ1 Ιχωΐβ,ι ~ [ix(i)|p + ... + ix(n)|p] 
M 6 
1/P 
for all η e Ν, and all sequences of scalars (x(i)),. 
Thus, Ση x(n)en exists if and only if χ G £p, which establishes the equivalence of 
(e
n
)
n
 with the standard basis of £p . a 
We conclude with the proofs of lemmas 2.19 and 2.20. 
Lemma 2.19 (Uniform equivalence of normalized block basic sequences) 
Let (Ε, M ) be a quasi-Banach space with basis (e„)n-
Suppose that (e„)„ is perfectly homogeneous and that M is r-subadditive (for 
somer e (0,1] ) and absolutely monotone (with respect to (e
n
)n)· 
If u = (u
n
)„ is a normalized block basis of (e„)„, letT
u
:E^E defined by 
x = Σι x(n)e
n
 « Σι x(n)u
n
 (x e E) 
be the linear homeomorphism that exhibits the equivalence of (e
n
)
n
 with (u
n
)
n
. 
Then 
is a normalized 
M : = s u P { M J r u - l : ^ ^ i · / \ [ < 00 
of(en)n 
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Proof 
First observe that for a(ny) normalized block basis {Uj)j of {e
n
)
n
: 
i. Uj e [[ej, gj+i,...]] for all j e Ν (use induction); 
ii. (ttj)j is equivalent to any other normalized block basis (Vj)j of {e
n
)
n
. 
( I : sup{ J|Γ"1 H : u = (Uj)j is a normalized block basis of(e
n
)} < oo j . 
Suppose not. Then 
» (x(n))
n
 is a sequence of scalars such 
sup | | ^ x ( n ) e
n
l [ : that there is a normalized block basis 
ι (u
n
)„ with J)X™x(n)u„ll < 1 
From that, we will show below that there exist a sequence of vectors uPi, 
(#) 
u H\< 
Up2 Mq2, Up,, ..., it,,,, ...and a sequence of scalars x(pi), 
...,x(ci2),x(pi) xiq-i),... satisfying 
1 =: pi < i}i < P2 < ..., and for all j e Ν : 
\«j Pj + i - l (UnJn^p, is a finite normalized block basis of (e
n
)n=p, , 
J | ln= P j x(n)e n | l > 1, while J | ln= P j x ( n ) u 4 < 2-J . 
χ(ίΐι), xipz). 
(+) 
In terms of the official definition 2.7, the second line of (Φ) is to be understood as 
(v, := ul+Pj • ι ) fi ι
 PJ +
 i s a finite block basic sequence of ( ifjt : = ejt+ρ, _ ι ) ^ ΐγ ''' ). 
Then Up,,..., uqi ,Up2,..., is a normalized block basis, and as such equivalent to 
βρ ecu ,ep1 Thus there exists a Κ > 0 such that 
1 * J | ln= P j x(n)e n [[ < Κ J]Z»=P jx(n)un | [ (for all j e Ν) , 
which yields a contradiction. 
The construction of (u
n
)pj and (χ(η))^ proceeds via induction. For the induction 
step first observe that (#) can be strengthened to: for all Ν e Ν 
» χ a sequence of scalars such that 
JJ £ x(n)e„ II : there exists a normalized block basis 
Ν (U„)
n
 With ]|Zr*(tt)Wnll ^ ! sup-
(!#) 
< Indeed, if there were an Ν for which the supremum in (!#) was finite (say less than 
K), then for any sequence of scalars x(n))
n
 and normalized block basis (u„)
n
 with 
] | ir*(tt)u
n
H =lwehave|x(n)| = j|x(n)u
n
|l < ]|ΣΓχ(η)Μ
η
|1 = 1 so that 
ilTx(n)e
n
f < Σι~1 \x(n)\r + UIwX(n)e„f < (JV - 1) + Kr . 
As for the induction step: suppose ρ,+ι, q,, (u
n
)%
=Pi, (xn)^l=Pi have been con­
structed for all i < j - 1 in M. Using (!#) we select a normalized block basis (u
n
)„ 
and a sequence of scalars (x(n))
n
 with 
] | i r x ( n ) u 4 =2-J and J|Z;,x(n)e
n
| [ > 1 . 
Using the continuity of J] [1, we choose qj > Pj so large that 
JZ£x(n)e„l >1. 
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By the absolute monotonicity of Jj li , we retain 
JIZ2ix(n)u„l < J|irjc(n)u„|l = Z"1 . 
Finally, we choose a pj+\ > qj such that (Un)n=pj is a finite block basic sequence 
O f i C n ) ^ ; 1 . 
(II: sup{ J|r
u
li : u = (Uj)j normalized block basis of (e
n
)} < oo .) 
Suppose not. With arguments similar to that in (I), we obtain that for all Ν e Ν 
( (x(n))n is a sequence of scalars such 1 ]|lNX(")WnH : that ^Σ"x(n)enl < 1 , and I = oo , 
(u
n
)
n
 is a normalized block basis J 
and that can be used to define inductively a sequence of vectors uPl Uqt, Up2, 
..., uq2, Up3, ...and a sequence of scalars x(p\) x(qi), x{pz) xiqi), 
x(P3), ...such that 
1 =: p\ < q\ < p2 < • • •, and for all j 6 Ν : 
(Unìn^pj is a finite normalized block basis of (e„)nJ=p, , 
J | ln J=P ,x(n)u4 > 1 , while ]|Zn=P,x(n)e„|[ < 2-J , 
which contradicts the equivalence of Up, Μ ,^ ,Up2,... and βρ, e,,, βρ2,... 
α 
One lemma to go. 
Lemma 2.20 (The growth of Jjßi + ... + en\l is proportional to η11ρ) 
Let (£, M ) be quasi-Banach space with normalized basis (e
n
)
n
. 
Suppose that (e
n
)n is perfectly homogeneous and that Jjli is absolutely monotone 
and r-subadditive for some re (0,1]. 
Set 
5(n):= JIZNill (neN). 
Then the sequence s ( 1 ), 5 (2),... is increasing and obeys the relation 
M~2s(n)s(m.) < s(nm) < M2s(n)s(m) forallm,n e Ν , 
with M as in lemma 2.19. As a result 
s(n) i. lim =:l/p e [0, oo) exists (l/p = 0 corresponds top = oo), and 
n-°°logn 
ii. M-2nllP <s(n) <Mznllp ( n e N ) . (χι) 
Proof 
For notational convenience, we use the notation ~ (see page 77) again. 
That (s(n))
n
 is increasing, follows from the absolute monotonicity of JM . 
Moreover, of the results mentioned on page 78, we have i. (the uniform equivalence 
of (e
n
)
n
 with all of its block basic sequences) and ii. (the absolute monotonicity of 
JJ U. ) at our disposal. We will refer to them with i. and ii. accordingly. 
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Let n, m e Ν. By the uniform equivalence of normalized block basic sequences, 
2m ( m 2m nm \ / \ 
Jlle.H, J| Σ e.ll J| Σ β,ΙΙ ~ 5(m),5(m),...,5(m) , 
1 m+l (n-l)m+l / « \ / so that 
m + l ι ι 
Σ? e 
(n-l)m+l 
ΙΣΓβ.» 
ΣΓ^,Ι 
+ ΙΣΓτΓΐίηι+ΐβιΙΙ 
+ ]|ΣίΓ+ιβ ι 
Snm (n-l)m+l e ' 
JJZr^Dm+ie,!! 
V 2 m 
izsr+ie, 
Ì 
M 
ΣΤ β,Ιβι + Jl ΣΓ+ι β.11β2 + . . . + Jl Σ Γ „ „ + , e,lle„| 
"' |5(m)ei +5(m)e2 + ... + 5(m)e
n
[[ = s(m) JJei + ... + e
n
[[ 
= s(m)5(n) i.e. M 5^(71)5(771) < 5(n7n) < Mds(n)s(m) 
(%) 
(&) 
(1) 
Induction yields: 
M~2ks(n)k < s(nk) < M2ks(n)k (n,k e Ν) . 
To calculate lim
n
 log5(n)/ log n, fix n, m e Ν. 
For k e Ν let ί = i(k) be the entier of k log n/ log τη i.e. τη' < nk < m.l+l 
Then 
Z(fc) logn lim ^ — = : , 
λ-» k logTn 
and, since the sequence (5(n))
n
 is increasing, 5(7ni) < s(nk) . 
The latter implies, together with (&), 
M-2'5(7n)i <M2k s(n)k . 
Taking the logarithm on both sides of the inequality above, dividing by fc and taking 
the limit k — oo using (10, yields 
logn (-21ogM + log5(7n)) < 21ogM + log5(n) . 
log τη 
Conclusion: 
log5(7n) log5(n <2logM(- + - ) (for all η,τη e 
log τη logn logn log τη 
which yields, by the symmetric rôles of η and τη: 
log5(7n) log5(n) 
<21ogM(r-!— +
 r
^ — ) (n, \logn \ogmJ log τη logn 
Thus, the sequence (log5(7n)/ log7n)
m
 is Cauchy, say 
m G (b) 
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l / ^ l i m ^ ^ E t O . o o ) . 
m-» log m 
Letting m — oo in ( \> ) and exponentiating the result exhibits 
M - 2 n i / p < s ( n ) < M 2 n i / p ( n e N ) , 
which concludes the proof of the second step. o 
Remarks 2.21 
Ad theorem 2.17 The proof of lemma 2.20 only uses normalized block bases 
with constant coefficients (i.e. a{n) = a(m) if Pj < n,m < Pj+i), while the proof 
of 2.19 works equally well if we assume that (βη)η is equivalent to any of its nor­
malized block bases with constant coefficients. Conclusion: we can weaken the 
assumption of perfect homogeneity in theorem 2.17 to the assumption that (e
n
)
n 
is equivalent to any of its normalized block bases with constant coefficients. 
2.3 Quasi-normed Riesz spaces 
In the next two sections we will generalize an isomorphic characterization of L'e­
spaces and Co-spaces ([LiTz2, theorem l.b.13, p. 22]). 
For the characterization we will take into account 
1. the metric structure of these spaces, which is that of a quasi-normed space, 
2. the ordering structure, which is that of a Riesz space, and 
3. the close relation between those two structures, which ensues from the way the 
generator of the metric structure, J)[l := || \\p, pays respect to the ordering: 
\x\<\y\ => Jjxll s M U . y e E ) . (Riesz) 
We will end up with characterizing Lp-spaces and M-spaces among the class of 
quasi-normed Riesz spaces. 
Definition 2.22 
A Riesz quasi-norm is a quasi-norm on a Riesz space that is Riesz as above. 
A quasi-normed Riesz space is a Riesz space equipped with a Riesz quasi-norm. 
A quasi-Banach lattice is a quasi-normed Riesz space that is complete with respect 
to the topology generated by its Riesz quasi-norm. 
The characterization we are aiming at, will be an characterization up to a topolog­
ical Riesz isomorphism: 
Definition 2.23 
Two quasi-normed Riesz spaces (E, J) lif ) and (F, Jj lif ) are called topologically Riesz 
isomorphic if there exists a Riesz isomorphism Ω from E onto F that is at the same 
time a homeomorphism: there exists a Κ e (0, oo) such that 
K"1 j |x[l£<.l|Q(x)[l f <Kj|x[U for all χ e E. 
For use further on, we collect some properties of quasi-normed Riesz spaces. 
First of all, since a quasi-normed Riesz space is endowed with the structure of a 
quasi-normed space, the notion of a basic sequence makes sense. The available 
ordering structure allows to distinguish a special type of it. 
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Lemma 2.24 
Lef E be a quasi-normed Riesz space. 
i. Every disjoint sequence is a basic sequence; 
ii. If E is infinite dimensional, it contains an infinite disjoint sequence of non­
zero vectors, and hence an infinite basic sequence. 
<(i) follows from lemma 2.6, the Riesz property and the fact that for disjoint e\,e2,...: 
ΙΣΪ'λ(ί)β
Ι
| = ΣΪΊλ(ί)β,Ι ^ Σ Ϊ Ί λ ί Ο β , Ι - ΐ Σ Ϊ ' λ ω β , Ι (Ν i n , λ») scalars). 
(ii) is lemma 0.42. > 
Topological completeness of a quasi-normed Riesz space adds some interesting 
features: 
Lemma 2.25 
lef (Ε, M ) be a quasi-Banach lattice. Then 
i. Closed Riesz subspace and ideals of E are uniformly complete. In particu­
lar, every principal ideal is Riesz isomorphic to a C(X) for some compact 
Hausdorff space X; 
ii. ifQcE is countable, then there is a principal ideal of E that contains Q. 
In particular, if Μ ι and M 2 are two Riesz quasi-norms on E, then: 
1) li 1 is equivalent to ]| [[2 if and only if for every principal ideal D of E the 
restrictions of M i and M 2 to D are equivalent. 
< (i) Let £0 be a Riesz subspace. We check when the uniform completeness criterion 
0 < u
n
 < 2~nu in EQ => £0-supN Σ ι ' " n exists in £0 . 
(p. 19) is satisfied. Well, such (u
n
)n have JlunH ^ 2"M J|ull, so J||l -Σΐ°Μη exists 
in £ (by 0.99), and is automatically the supremum of Σ.1? u
n
, Ν ε Ν, according to 
lemma 1.4. Further, either closedness or solidness of £0 (Σΐ' "η ^ 2u, all N) imply that 
SUPN Σι ' " n = II11 -lim
w
 Σι ' "η hes in £0. 
(ii) If Q = {qnln, then the ideal generated by e := ΣΓ 2""<?n Jj^ nll contains Q. 
A quasi-normed Riesz space E has two duals: one as quasi-normed space, denoted 
by E', and one as Riesz space, denoted by E~. They are closely related: 
Lemma 2.26 
Let (Ε, M ) be a quasi-normed Riesz space. 
Then the topological dual E' is an ideal of the order dual E~, and M is a Riesz 
norm on E'. Thus, (£', M ' ) is a Banach lattice. 
If E is in addition a quasi-Banach lattice, then E' = E~. 
<Let φ e E', andu e £ + . Then for χ e [-u,u]: |φ(χ) | < ]|φ|1' JJxL < ]|φ|1' Hull, so 
φ[-Μ, u] is order bounded in R, whence φ e £~. 
Further, if ψ e £~ with \ψ\ < | φ | then \ψ(χ)\ < \ψ\(\χ\) < | φ | ( | χ | ) < | | φ | ]]χ[1 
(0.84), so ψ G £' ( £' is an ideal of £~) and 1|ψ[[' ^ ]|ΦΙ1' (M' is a Riesz norm). 
Finally, assume that £ is M-complete. 
If there exists a φ e (£~)+ \ (£') + , then there arexi,X2,... e £ such that Jlxnll s 2"", 
while |φ(Χη)Ι ä 2". The sum u := Σ \Xn\ exists by topological completeness of £, but 
φ(ι*) > φ ( | χ
Μ
| ) = | φ | ( | χ „ | ) > |φ(χ„) | > 2" all η. Contradictions 
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2.4 Characterizations of Lp-spaces and quasi-M-spaces 
Specific for an Lp-space (M-space) is that every disjoint normalized sequence is 
equivalent to the standard basis of £p (CQ), which is a consequence of the p-
additivity. 
In this section and the next one we will study the converse question: is a quasi-
Banach lattice in which disjoint normalized sequences are equivalent (topologically 
Riesz) isomorphic to an Ip-space or an M-space? 
For finite dimensional Riesz spaces the answer is degenerately affirmative. 
Lemma 2.27 
Lef E be a Riesz space of dimension d < oo, and let τ be a vector space topology 
on E. Then (Ε, τ) is topologically Riesz isomorphic to (£p(l,...,d), || | | p) for all 
Ρ e (Ο,«]. 
The proof of the lemma above essentially consists of two observations. 
1. If £ is a finite dimensional Riesz space of dimension d, then there exists a 
Riesz isomorphism φ from (IRd,<) onto (£,<) (0.32). In particular φ is a 
linear isomorphism. 
2. If £ is a finite dimensional topological vector space of dimension d, then any 
linear isomorphism from IRd onto £ is in fact a linear homeomorphism from 
(M.d, || | |2) onto (£,τ) (see e.g. [Ed, 1.9.6, p. 64]). 
In view of the above lemma we will confine ourselves for the rest of this section to 
infinite dimensional quasi-Banach lattices. 
Since disjoint normalized sequences will appear more than frequently in what fol­
lows, we reserve a special name for them. 
Definition 2.28 
Lef (£, M ) be a quasi-normed Riesz space. A (finite or infinite) sequence (u,), in 
£ + is called orthonormal iful Λ U, = 0 for i * j and J|ut[l = 1 for all i. 
A crucial rôle in this section is played by the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.29 
Lef E be an infinite dimensional quasi-Banach lattice such that every two infinite 
orthonormal sequences are equivalent. Then the finite orthonormal sequences are 
uniformly equivalent, i.e. 
there is a constant M e [I, oo) such that 
Μ-'ϋΣΓλων,ι < ΐΣΓλωια ^ΜΐΐΣΓλίον,ι 
for all finite orthonormal sequences (Ui)"
=1 and (v t)"= 1 in £ , 
and all sequences of scalars ( λ ( i ) ) "
= l . 
In particular, all orthonormal infinite sequences are uniformly equivalent. 
We postpone the proof of lemma 2.29 to the end of this section, and first discuss 
its consequences for characterizing Lp -spaces and for, what we will call, quasi-M-
spaces. 
Let £ be an infinite dimensional quasi-Banach lattice such that (rh) of lemma 2.29 
above holds. Take an infinite orthonormal sequence (e,)f in £ (see lemma 2.24). 
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By (iti), (en)n is perfectly homogeneous, and so there are by Zippin's theorem 
(p. 77) a ρ e (0, oo ] and an Mi e (0, oo) such that for all finite sequences of scalare 
(A(i))7 
ΜΓ
1
 | |(λ(ί))?| |
ρ
 < J|Z?A(i)etll <M1 ||(λ(ΐ))Γ||ρ . 
Combining the above inequalities with (rti), results in 
Lemma 2.30 
Lef E be an infinite dimensional quasi-Banach lattice in which the finite orthonor­
mal sequences are uniformly equivalent (i.e. (iti) holds). 
Then there is ap e (0, oo] and a constant Κ e [1, oo) such that 
1 1 
for each disjoint finite sequence (x,)" in E. 
We will now examine the cases ρ < oo and ρ = oo (of the above lemma) separately. 
As we will see there is a drastic difference between those two cases. A first taste of 
this difference is the following: 
if in the setting of above ρ < oo, then E is conditionally σ-laterally complete and 
hence possesses the principal projection property (0.64). 
<Indeed, let (uM)™ be a disjoint sequence in E+ majorized by ν e E+. Using lemma 2.30 
we see that for all Ν < M in Ν : 
JlvIL * ]|ZÄU„|[ ~ | |( l |Mnn^| |p =[ l iv JlWnll"]1^. 
From this we infer successively that [ £ " J|u„ll'']1/P < » and that the series Σ η Μ η is 
JIH -Cauchy. Its quasi-norm limit ΣΓ u
n
 is the supremum of (u„ : η e Ν} (by lemma 
1.4 on page 47). > 
In contrast, observe that the case ρ = oo includes M-spaces which are not (condi­
tionally) σ-laterally complete (such as C[0,1]). 
The case ρ < oo allows a satisfactory characterization. 
Theorem 2.31 (Characterization of infinite dimensional L''-spaces) 
Let ρ G (0, oo ) and let (E, JW ) be an infinite dimensional quasi-Banach lattice such 
that every infinite orthonormal sequence is equivalent to the standard basis of£p. 
Write "Σι Χι = χ disjoint" if Σι x ι = x and (x,), is a disjoint sequence. 
Then 
i. the formula 
JJxli 7 :=inf{ [Σ" J | x . r ] 1 / P : n £ N , Σ " x, = x disjoint} (x e Ε) , 
introduces a Riesz quasi-norm that is equivalent to J| li and that is ρ-subadd­
itive on disjoint vectors i.e. 
Jlx + yllSsJJxIlÇ + M S (x,yeElxAy = 0). 
Moreover, if Jj [1 was ρ-superadditive on disjoint vectors from the start i.e. 
Jlx + y l l ' a ] | χ Γ + Μ Ρ ( Χ , ^ £ £ , Χ Λ ^ = 0 ) , 
then so is Jlliv,' 
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ii. the expression 
Ix lh := sup {[Σ? ilx,lip]1/P : η e Ν, Σ? χ, = χ disjoint] (χ e £) , 
defines a Riesz quasi-norm on E that is equivalent to Jj l[ and ρ-superadditive 
on disjoint elements i.e. 
]]Χ + 3 4 ^ > ] ] Χ [ 1 £ + Μ Λ (x,yeE,xAy = 0). 
Moreover, if J||[ was ρ-subadditive on disjoint vectors from the beginning, 
then sois ]]χ11Δ. 
Conclusion: Both JJHAV and Μ™ define ρ-additive Riesz quasi-norms on E that 
are equivalent to JW . 
In particular, using the generalization of Kakutani's theorem on abstract Lp -spaces 
(theorem 1.2 page 46), there is a measure space {5,Λ,μ) such that E is topologi-
cally Riesz isomorphic to LP(S, Λ,μ). 
Proof 
By lemma 2.30 there is a Κ e [1, oo) such that 
for all disjoint finite sequences (x,)" in E : 1 
K-'jiz^.iuiKjix.inm,, smïx.a. J (*) 
Moreover, since ρ < <» we have by the remark following lemma 2.30 that E has the 
principal projection property. 
(i) From ( * ) and the definition of JJ li ν we obtain 
K-1 Jill < M v < K M , 
for some Κ > 0, so that J| H ν is separating and quasi-subadditive. 
Looking at its definition once more it is clear that J| H ν inherits absolute homogene­
ity from J| U as well as the properties 
Jllx|liv = JlxlU (xeE), (t) 
and 
0 < u < v i n £ => JJuU, < Jlvllv , (φ) 
which establishes that Jlliv is a Riesz quasi-norm equivalent to JJH . 
<For (t) observe that if Σ" u, = |x| disjoint, then £ " χ, = χ disjoint where 
Xj := ( x + Λ M,) - ( x ~ Λ It,) 
satisfies |x,| = u,. To validate (Φ) realize that if Σ\ν
ι
 = ν disjoint then Χ" ν, Λ U = u 
disjoint, and 0 < vl Λ U < vl.> 
Further, if χ and y are disjoint then a disjoint composition of χ and one of y can 
be concatenated to a disjoint decomposition of χ + y and hence 
Jlx + ylLSrsJIxtS + M S . 
Suppose finally that M is ρ-superadditive on disjoint vectors. Take x,y e E with 
χ Λ y = 0. If χ + y = Σ " zl disjoint, then (χ, := ζ, Λ Χ)™ and (y, := ζ, Λ y ) " form 
disjoint decompositions of χ and y respectively and z, = x, + j v 
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Thus, using p-superadditivity in the first inequality we see that 
Σ? Jlz.r = Σ? Jlx. + yiV * ΣΪ1 Jlx.a" + Σΐ1 Jly.l" ^ Jlxll? + M S · 
Hence, Jjx + yllv ^ Jl^liv + 1Ι>Ίίν a n < i thus Mv is p-superadditive on disjoint 
vectors as well. 
(ii) The proof of the properties of J] l[
 Δ is similar to that of (i) above except that the 
property 
0<u<vmE => JJUHA < JIVILA , 
now ensues from the corresponding property of JJ [1 and the principal projection 
property: if Σ"™, = u disjoint then ΣΛ Ρ
η
,(.ν) + (1 - Pu)(ν) = ν disjoint, and 
0 < u, < Pu,(v) for all i. 
The conclusion follows by observing that if JJ li' is a Riesz quasi-norm equivalent 
to JJ U , then (*) holds with (another constant and) JJU replaced by JJ li'· • 
Now we consider the case ρ = oo, which is less transparent. 
Theorem 2.32 (Characterization of infinite dimensional quasi-M-spaces) 
Let (E, Jj li ) be an infinite dimensional quasi-Banach lattice such that every infinite 
orthonormal sequence is equivalent to the standard basis ofco- Write "V" Χι = χ 
disjoint" if'V" Χι = x and (xl)l is a disjoint sequence. 
Then 
JlxIL,.) := inf { V? Jlx.IL : η e Ν, V? x. = x disjoint} e [0, oo) (x e £) , 
defines an equivalent Riesz quasi-norm on E such that 
xAy = 0 => J x + 34(») = JJxli(oo) ν lyl(00) (x.yeE). 
In terms of definition 2.33 below, J|li(») i's an equivalent quasi-M-norm, and E is 
topologically Riesz isomorphic to a quasi-M-space. 
Definition 2.33 
A quasi-M-norm on a Riesz space E is a Riesz quasi-norm M on £ such that 
XAy = 0 => J|x + yl[ = I x v y l i = JJxU ν Jjyli (x,yeE). 
A quasi-M-space is a quasi-Banach lattice whose Riesz quasi-norm is a quasi-M-
norm. 
M-spaces are of course examples of quasi-M-spaces. In the next section we will, 
with partial success, go into the question whether quasi-M-spaces are M-spaces. 
Proof of theorem 2.32 
The proof that JJlif«) is an equivalent Riesz quasi-norm is the same as that used 
for Jlliv of theorem 2.31. That JJll(<») is Riesz then implies immediately that 
JlxvylL^jixiu.jvM,.,, (x,ysE+). 
Furthermore, if x, y e E with χ Λ y = 0, then a disjoint decomposition of χ and 
one of y combine into a disjoint decomposition of χ ν y, so 
JJxli(co) ν Jlyll,,) > J | x v y | l ( < J 0 ) . D 
By combining the previous results, we obtain a joint characterization of I^-spaces 
and quasi-M-spaces: 
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Theorem 2.34 
For an infinite dimensional quasi-Banach lattice E, the following are equivalent: 
(α) E is topologically Riesz isomorphic to an Lp-space or to a quasi-M-space; 
(β) every two infinite orthonormal sequences in E are equivalent; 
(y) the infinite orthonormal sequences in E are uniformly equivalent; 
(δ) there is a constant Κ such that 
Xi,...,x
n
 disjoint, 1 
3Ί yndisjoint, => ]|Σ7χ.ΙΙ ^KJIZiy.l l • 
JI*,H = Jly.ll am, . 
For the proof observe that (a) => (y) => {β) is obvious, while {β) => (δ) is lemma 
2.29 and (δ)=>(α) follows from 2.30, 2.31 and 2.32. 
We conclude this section with the proof of lemma 2.29. 
Proof of lemma 2.29 
Instead of proving lemma 2.29 verbatim, we will prove something equivalent: we 
fix an orthonormal infinite sequence (e
n
)™ in E and show that 
i. there is a constant «E e (0, oo) such that 
η η 
«EJlXÄWe.H < |Χλ(ί)
Μ ι
|1 ; 
1 1 
(the orthonormal sequences in E are uniformly supervalent to (β,ι)Π 
i i . there is a constant βε e (0, oo) such that 
(u t )" orthonormal in Ε , (λ(ί))" sequence of scalars , 
( u j " orthonormal in Ε , 
(λ(ί))" sequence of scalars , > |2>(i)ia <^JlXA(i)g,|l . 
ι ι 
(the orthonormal sequences in E are uniformly subvalent to (e«)™) 
The properties we obtain from i. and ii. above if we replace £ by a Riesz subspace 
D c E, will be referred to by saying that the orthonormal sequences in D are 
uniformly supervalent to (e„)„, and uniformly subvalent to (e„)
n
, respectively. 
By topological completeness, every countable subset can be contained in a prin­
cipal ideal (2.25). Therefore, to establish i. and ii., it suffices to show that, for 
every principal ideal D c E, the orthonormal sequences in D are both uniformly 
supervalent and uniformly subvalent to {e
n
)
n
. 
< Indeed, if e.g. the orthonormal sequences in E would not be uniformly supervalent to 
(ßn)", then there would be finite orthonormal sequences (u, )ie/„ and corresponding 
sequences of scalars λ[η1 = (A[n](i)),
e
/
n
 such that 
By topological completeness, those orthonormal sequences would already he in a prin­
cipal ideal (lemma 2.25 and so the orthonormal sequences in that principal ideal would 
already fail to be uniformly supervalent to (e
n
)".> 
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Thus, from now on we focus our attention on a fixed principal ideal D e E and 
prove i. and ii. with E replaced by D. Using lemma 2.25, we identify D with a C(S) 
for some compact Hausdorff space S. 
To prove that the orthonormal sequences in D are uniformly supervalent to (e„)Î 
we introduce for U c S open: 
Du := {f e D : [\f\ > 0] c U} (so Ds = D) 
and 
H ^ M (uJt orthonormal in Du , 
J ?A( i )u . | l : Aecoo. Ι Σ Γ λ ί Ο β , Ι * ! «([/) :=inf- • e [0,oo) 
Then what we have to show is that α (5) > 0. For that we employ the following 
lemma (whose proof is given on page 91 further on): 
Lemma 2.35 
If U is an open non-empty subset with a(U) = 0, then for every ε > 0 there are 
disjoint open non-empty 17], U2 c U with cx(Ui) < ε and a(Ut) = 0. 
By lemma 2.35 we see that if a(S) = 0, there exist disjoint open non-empty 
Si,S2,... c S such that a(Sk) < k~l. The latter, however, implies that there are 
disjoint finite orthonormal sequences (uj*1)"^ and scalars (λ^Ηί))"^ satisfying 
Jlir'AWtOe.ll· a l . while J|Z?'!A[t](i)tt[tl|[ < fe"1 . 
Concatenate the sequences (tt[kl)"i1, k = 1,2,..., into one orthonormal infinite 
sequence (Uj)j and the scalars (A[fcl(i))™=i, k = 1,2,... into an infinite sequence of 
scalars (λ(.ƒ))_, such that 
However, the equivalence of orthonormal infinite sequences implies that (e
n
)
n
 is 
perfectly homogeneous, in particular there is a M e (0,00) such that 
M-· j i i r ^ ' w a < jiz^ ;:...:^
 1+1AO>,II 
(lemma 2.19 on page 79). Thus (ΐίΛ and (e,), are nor equivalent: contradiction 
(with the assumed equivalence of infinite orthonormal sequences in £). 
Subvalence of the finite orthonormal sequences in D to (e
n
)" is proved along the 
same lines. We set for U c 5 open: 
ß{U) := sup l l v w v II (uJtOrthornormalinDt/, JIÇA(i)u,|l : Α
ε
*ο, |ΣΓΛ<ΐ>β.Ι*1 \ e i 0 ' - ] ' 
where Du is as in the definition of α(10 above, and we want to prove that ß(S) < 00. 
For the latter we now rely on 
Lemma 2.36 
If U is an open non-empty subset with ß(U) = 00, then for every M > 0 there are 
disjoint open non-empty U\, U2 c U with ß(Ui) > M and ßify) = 00. 
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(The proof of 2.36 follows on page 92). 
Now, lemma 2.36 implies that if ß(S) = oo, there exist disjoint open non-empty 
Si, S2,... c S such that β(Sk) > k, from which we deduce as above the existence of 
an infinite orthonormal sequence in D that is not equivalent to (βη)Γ: contradic­
tion. 
Apart from the pending proofs of lemmata 2.35 and 2.36 we have now established 
lemma 2.29. ο 
The ideas of the proofs of lemmata 2.35 and 2.36 are most transparent in the 
special case that Jj li is a norm, and 5 is basically disconnected. This special case 
occurs e.g. if the orthonormal sequences in E are equivalent to the standard basis 
of £p for a ρ e [Ι,οο) for in that case D is σ-lateral complete (see the remark 
preceding theorem 2.31) and hence 5 is basically disconnected (see 0.82). 
To get a feeling of the main line of argument we will treat the special case men­
tioned above first, and generalize thereafter. 
Proof of lemma 2.35 in case JJU =: || II is a norm and S is basically disconnected 
First observe 
(Case JIH =: || || is a norm and 5 is basically disconnected): Ί ,. 
If Ui, U2 are clopen subsets of 5, then a(Ui) Λ aiUz) < 4οί([/1 υ [/2). J ( # , 
<For the proof of (#') let Ui,U2 be clopen in 5. Take a finite orthonormal sequence 
(u,)^/in Du,u^ (where ƒ c N), and a λ e coo such that ΙΙΣΓλίί^ΙΙ ^ 1-
For each i we write ul = u t i + ul2 with w u e D ^ (e.g. u t i = uli/, and u^ = u - u,])-
By subadditivity of || II, we have for each i: ||u,ill ^ 1/2 or llu^ll > 1/2. Thus/ =/iU/2 
with/i:= l i : Hu.iH > 1/2} and h := / Wi c {i: llu^ll > 1/2}. 
Using subadditivity again, either | |ΣΓ λ 1 /ι(ι) ε ιΙΙ ^ i / 2 or | |ΣΓ λΙ/^Οβ,ΙΙ > 1/2. 
Say the first is the case. Then li Φ 0 and with û,i := u, i / ΙΙΜΠΙΙ (i e li) and with 
λι ^λΐ/,/ | |ΣΓ λ1/ι(ί)β, | | we have 0 < ΰ,ι < 2uIi and |λι(ι) | < 2|λ(ι)|, so that 
ΙίΣιε/,λΐίΟυ,ιΙΙ < ||Σχ€/ι2λ(ΐ) -Zuiill <4||Σ,6/λ(ΐ)Μι|| • 
Ergo, 
α(1/ι)Λα(1/2) < α ( α ι ) < IJZief, Ai(i)u,i|| ^ 4 ΙΙΣ.είλίΟκ,ΙΙ . 
In the other case (||ΣΓλ1/2(ι)βι|| ^ 1/2), we reach a similar conclusion using a similar 
argument. 
The claim now follows by taking the infimum over all orthonormal sequences (u,) i e/ in 
Du,uu2 and λ e CQO such that ΙΙΣΓλίί)·^!! ^ l.> 
Using (#') we prove (\>') below, which establishes lemma 2.35. 
(Case JJU. =: || || is a norm and 5 is basically disconnected) 
Let U be a clopen, non-empty subset of S such that a(U) = 0. 
Suppose 0 < ε < 1/3. (b') 
Then there exist non-empty, clopen, disjoint subsets U\, Uz c U such 
that «({Λ ) < 3f and a(U2) = 0. 
<For a proof of (b') take an orthonormal sequence (M,),^/ in Du, and a λ e CQO (say 
λ(ΐ) = 0 for i > n) such that ΙΙΣΓλίΟΐίιΙΙ < ε, and ΙΙΣΓλίΟβ,ϋ > 1. 
For each i we have: ||λ(ί)βιΙΙ = |λ(ι)| = HÄWuJ < | |Σ"λ(ί)Μι| | < ε < 1/3, so by 
subadditivity of the norm: 
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\\Σψ+] λίΟβ,ΙΙ < ΙΙΣΓλίΟβ,ΙΙ + 1/3 (all m) . 
As a result there is a 1 < k < η with 
1/3 < ΙίΣιλίΟβ,ΙΙ s 2/3, 
and using subadditivity again: 
ΙΙΣί+ιλίΟβ,ΙΙ > ΙΙΣΐλίΟβ,ΙΙ - ΙίΣιλίΟβ,ΙΙ > 1-2/3 = 1/3 
Setting 
λι := λ · 1,ι u/ll ΣΪλ(ί)β,| | , λ2 := λ • l { k + l i . ,„,/1| i L i λίί)«,!! 
we have | |ΣΓλι(ί)β, | | = ||ΣΓλ2(ί)β,|| = 1 , while 
ΙΙΣΓλιίΐ^,ΙΙ 5 3 | | Σ " λ ( ί ) ^ | | <3f, and likewise ΙΙΣ" A2(i)ttl|| < 3ε . 
Put 
](0') 
V:= [ l îwr > 0] . and W:=U\V, 
then V, W are clopen, non-empty, disjoint, while both a(V) and a(W) are smaller than 
3f. By (#'), one of a(V) and a(W) has to be 0, which we can take as U2. The remaining 
one satisfies the condition for Ui. >
 α 
Now we look at the 
Proof of lemma 2.36 in case Jj li =: || || is a norm and 5 is basically disconnected 
We start with observing that 
(Case M =: || || is a norm and S is basically disconnected) 
If Uu U2 are clopen subsets of 5, then ß(Ui υ L^) < β (Ui) + ßM) 
<For the proof of (0') let Ui.Uz be clopen subsets of 5. Take a finite orthonormal 
sequence (Ui),e; ϊηϋυ,υϋ^· a n < i λ € coo such that ΙΙΣΓλ(ί)βι|| s 1. For each i, we write 
u, = ui, + U2t with UH e Dt^ and U2, e Dt/2· Let I\ := (i : ui, Φ 0}, l2 := {i : U21 * 0}, 
and set for i e ƒ] and i e I2 respectively: ui, := ui,/ | |MI, | | and Û21 := uzi/ IIU21II · 
Subadditivity then implies 
| | Σ ΐ 6 / λ ( ί ) ^ | | = || X A ( i ) u 1 1 + χ λ(ΐ)Μ2ΐ|| ^ || Σ λ ( ί ) Μ ΐ ι | | + II Σ λ ( ί ) Μ 2 ΐ | | 
te/i lelz le/i 16/2 
< J] Σ AtOtti.ll + II Σ λ(ι)Μ2,|| < ß(Ui) + ß(U2). 
teil ie/2 
where we use in the second inequality that 0 < ||Ufc,|| < 1 (all k and i), and in the last 
inequality that 
The claim now 
ZieikW)ei s ΙΙΣ,είλίΟβ,ΙΙ <l(allfc). 
ollows by taking the supremum over all finite orthonormal sequences 
(u,),
e
/ in Dujuuz, and λ e CQO suchthat | |ΣΓ λ ( ί)ε ι | | < l.> 
From (0') we obtain (3') below, which proves lemma 2.36. 
(Case J| l[ is a norm and S is basically disconnected) 
Let U be a clopen, non-empty subset of 5 such that ß(U) = 00, and 
suppose 1 < M < 00. Ο') 
Then there exist non-empty, clopen, disjoint subsets Ui, U2 c U such 
that/?([ƒ,) > M andß(U2) = °°. 
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<For a proof, take an orthonormal sequence (u I ) i e / in Du, and a λ e coo (say λ(ι) = 0 
for i > n) such that 
ΙΙΣΐλίΟβ,ΙΙ < l a n d HZ" AiOu.H > 2M + 1 . 
Observe that the first inequality implies that ||A(i)u,|| = |λ(ί)| < 1 (all i), so that we 
can lind, as in the proof of ( b') above, a k such that 1 < k < η and 
Μ < | |ΣΪλ(ί)Μι|| < M + 1 , and therefore | |Σ" + ιλ(ί)ι ι , | | > M . 
Further, llliAiDeJI < land | |Σ" + ιλ(ΐ)β, | | < 1, so that with 
V:= [ Σ Ν Ι >0] . a n d W:=U\V, 
both ^(V) and ß(W) are larger than M, while one of them has to be oo (using {0')). 
Choose Ui and 172 accordingly. > • 
For proving the lemmata 2.35 and 2.36 in the general case, we have to argue more 
carefully: Jj li may not be subadditive and S may not be basically disconnected in 
general. 
The first is not essential: by passing to an equivalent quasi-norm if necessary, we 
may (and will) assume that M is r-subadditive for some r e (0,1]. 
The second obstacle, the possible lack of clopen sets, has to be bypassed at two 
points. At one of them we use an approximation argument that we will discuss in 
due course. The other point is the following: given two open (but not necessarily 
clopen) subsets Ui, U2, and a function u with support in Ui υ Uz, we want to 
decompose u = Ui + U2 with each ul having its support in [ƒ;. In the proof of (#') 
and (0') this was simple, because one of (Λ and U2 was clopen. For the general 
case the following turns out to be sufficient: 
Lemma 2.37 
l e t X be a compact Hausdorff space, let U c X open, and let f e C(X)+ with 
[ƒ > 0] c U. 
Suppose thatWi,W2 e C(X)+ are such thatU c [1^ 1 > 0] υ [u^ > 0]. 
Then there arefufo e C ( A : ) + such that 
ƒ = fi+h, 
[fi > 0] c U η [ιυ1 > 0] 
[lfi>0]cUn [Wz > 0] 
< For a proof of this lemma observe that 
/(x)uMx) 
ƒ·(*) := wl(x)+W2(x) 1 X ' (i = l ,2;x ε X), 
0 if χ e X \ U . 
is well-defined, net-continuous at points of U (since U is open), and net-continuous at 
points of X \ U (since | ƒ, | < I ƒ |). > 
In the proofs of lemmata 2.35 and 2.36 for the general case, we will follow the line 
of argument as exposed in the special cases above as much as possible. 
By the same arguments as discussed in the proof of the "only-if ' part of Zippin's 
theorem (p. 77) it suffices to prove lemma 2.29 (and thus 2.35 and 2.36) for an 
equivalent Riesz quasi-norm which we take to be r-subadditive (r e (0,1]) (0.122). 
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Proof of lemma 2.35 in the general case 
Instead of (#' ) we have in the general case 
1er U be an open subset of S and suppose that there are 
wl,W2 e C(5)+ such that U c [1^1 > 0] υ [if2 > 0]. 
Then, with Ul := U η [wl > 0] (i = 1,2): 
a(Ui) Λ am) < 4 1 / r a([/i υ l^) • 
(#) 
(b) 
The proof of (#) is like that for the special case (#' ) above, except for two points. 
First, we use r-subadditivity instead of subadditivity (replace || || by J]llr); sec­
ondly, for the splitting of each u t as ut = u,i + 11,2 with Un having support in Ui 
and ua having its support in U2 we use the lemma 2.37 above. 
Not surprisingly, (#) preludes an analogue of (b)': 
Lef U be an open, non-empty subset of S such that a(U) = 0. 
S u p p o s e 0 < £ < ( l / 3 ) 1 / r . 
Then there exist non-empty, open, disjoint subsets U\,U2 c U such 
thata(Ui) <3ilr€anda(U2) = 0 . 
After replacing subadditivity by r-subadditivity ( || || « Jlllr) the proof of (b) runs 
as the proof of the special case (b') above up to the point where we define V 
and W i.e. we obtain an orthonormal sequence (u,) l 6 / in Du, and λι,λ2 e Coo and 
k,n e Ν such that ] |ΣΓMite . l l = ϋΣΓΜΟβ,ΙΙ = 1, [ ^ 1 > 0] c {1 k}, 
[\\2\ > 0] c {k+ 1 n},and 
ΙΣΓλιίί)«,!! Ο 1 " * , J|I?A2(i)ia <31/rf . 
To obtain two disjoint open subsets Ui, U2 c U as announced, we use an approxi­
mation argument. For δ e (0,1) set 
uf := (u, - δ1)+ (iel). 
Then for every i: 0 < uf < u, (so uf Λ U* = 0 if i * j) and 
itf :=uf/ | u f [ [ - u, uniformly in C(5) if δ I 0 . 
As a result, 
limó)oJ|irAi(i)ufll = JlirAiiOu,! < S1'^ , 
llmi.o J| ΣΓ AziOuf II = JlirAziOu,! < 3llrE , 
for which we have used that 111 is continuous with respect to || II«,: 
1 mr - M r 1 ^ \s - aï * \\s - ens, jiir σ,« e CÌS» . 
Take now a δ e (0,1) such that 
Jir*i(i)û?|[ <31/rf , and |ΣΓλ2(ΐ)ΰ?|1 < S1'^ , 
then 
«([ΣΝ.><5]) = « ( [ Σ Ϊ ^ > 0 ] ) < 3 1 ^ 
and 
« ([ Σ" + ι u, > δ]) = α ([ £ t + , uf > 0]) < Va . 
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Since a(T) < α(Γ) if Τ' D Τ we conclude: 
«(,[Σ"+ιΐ*.<Αηυ,) ^ « ( [ l î u . > δ]) < S 1 '^ , 
and 
a{[lìu,<S]nU ) < a ([ i L i «. > δ]) < Vlre , 
but by (#), one of a(V) and a(W) has to be zero. In the first case, we choose 
t/i := [ Σ"+ι u, > δ] , l/2 := V = [Σϊ + ι u, < δ] η ϋ , 
and in the second case we take 
l/i := [ Σ Ν Ι > δ ] - [/2:=VV= [ l î w . < δ ] η [ / . 
Proof of lemma 2.36 in the general case 
The analogue of (0') we use in the general case is 
Lef U be an open subset of S and suppose that there exist 
WuWz e C(5)+ such that U c [w1 > 0] υ [u^ > 0]. 
Then, with {ƒ,:={ƒ η [w, > 0] (i = 1,2): 
ß(uy < ßWiV + ß(U2)r. 
(0) 
Ο) 
Its proof can be obtained from that of (0') by replacing the subadditivi ty of the 
norm || || by r-subadditivity of the quasi-norm Jj|[ and using for the splitting of 
each u, lemma 2.37. 
Subsequently, from (0) we obtain (3) below. 
lef U be an open, non-empty subset of S such that ß{U) = oo, and 
suppose 1 < M < oo. 
Then there exist non-empty, open, disjoint subsets U\,U2 c S such 
thatßdJi) > M andß(U2) = °°. 
For a proof, observe that there is an orthonormal sequence (u I) i e i in Du, and a 
λ e coo (say λ(ί) = 0 for i > n) such that 
]|ΣΓλ(ι)β,|1 < 1 and J|irA(i)Ml|lr > 2Mr + 1 , 
Using r-subadditivity instead of subadditivity ( || || « JJlir). as in the special case 
O') above we find a 1 < k < η such that 
J| ΣΪ Aiiju.r > AT and J) Σ"+ι A(i)u lf > M1" . 
To find disjoint open Ui, Uz c U as required, we employ an approximation argu­
ment as in the proof of (b), using (0) instead of (#). ο 
Remarks 2.38 
Ad theorem 2.34 We can also formulate theorem 2.34 in more topological 
terms. To this end, we introduce the following. 
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Definition 
Lei E be a locally bounded topological vector space, and let ( x j f be a sequence in 
E. We say that (x,)f is bounded away from 0 and oo if there are a bounded zero-
neighborhood V and α < β in (0, oo) such that {XJIGM C ßV and {x,}ieM e E \ <xV. 
In other words, if ρ is the Minkowski-functional ofV (p. 30), then α < piXt) < β 
forallie Ν. 
The implication of e.g. (a) by (y) in theorem 2.34 (p. 89) then reads: 
Theorem 
Let E be a locally solid, locally bounded Riesz space such that every two disjoint 
sequences that are bounded away from 0 and oo, are equivalent. 
Then E is topologically Riesz isomorphic to an Lp-space or to a quasi-M-space. 
For the proof use the theory developed in 0.122 (p. 39) to equip E with a Riesz 
quasi-norm J| H that generates the topology; the assumption then implies that all 
J) [L -orthonormal sequences are equivalent, and so the occasion arises to apply the­
orem 2.34 (y) =>(«). 
Ad lemma 2.35 We took | |Σ"λ( ΐ )βι | | > 1 (instead of > 1) in (b') to have 
] |Σ" λ^(ί)6ι|1 < 1/3 0 = 1.2) for the approximation argument in (b). 
Ad the use of Zippin's theorem For proving theorem 2.34 we only needed 
a generalization of Zippin's theorem in the context of Riesz quasi-norms. Since 
Riesz quasi-norms are automatically absolutely monotone with respect to a basis, 
proposition 2.14 (p. 75) was not strictly necessary. 
2.5 Quasi-M-spaces versus M-spaces 
In this section we study the question whether a quasi-M-space is an M-space. In 
some special cases we can give a positive answer, but in general we must leave the 
question open: we have not found a proof nor a counterexample. Together with 
well-known characterizations of M-spaces (as Banach lattices), our results do allow 
us to obtain two generalizations of a joint characterization of IP-spaces, ρ e [1, oo) 
and CoW, X discrete, found in [LiTz2, theorem l.b.12, p. 22]: 
Corollary 2.46 A Banach la ttice is topologically Riesz isomorphic toanLp -space for 
some ρ e. [1, oo) or to an M-space if and only if every two orthonormal sequences 
are equivalent. 
Corollary 2.43 If (E, Jj[l ) is a quasi-Banach lattice such that every two orthonor­
mal sequences are equivalent and Jj li is weak-Fatou, then E is topologically Riesz 
isomorphic to an Lp-space for some ρ e (0, oo) or fo an M-space. 
As a special case: A quasi-Banach lattice in which all orthonormal sequences are 
equivalent has an order continuous quasi-norm, if and only if E is topologically 
Riesz isomorphic to an Lp-space, for some ρ e (0, oo) or to a Co(X), for some 
discrete set X. 
To avoid confusion about the meaning of the prefix M in different terms, we begin 
with an explicit listing of the notions concerned. 
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Convention 2.39 
An M-(semi)norm on E is a Riesz (semi-)norm || || with the M-property: if u,v 
are positive, then \\u ν v | | = | |ιι | | ν | |v| |. An M-space is a Banach lattice with an 
M-norm. 
A quasi-M-norm is a Riesz quasi-norm J][[ that is oo-additive: ifu,v are disjoint 
and positive, then J u ν v\[ = J |u l ivJJv | i . A quasi-M-space is a quasi-Banach 
lattice with a quasi-M-norm. 
Our approach to the problem whether a quasi-M-space is topologically Riesz iso­
morphic to an M-space starts with the following observation: 
A quasi-M-space (£, M ) is topologically Riesz isomorphic to an M-space if and 
only if there exists an M-norm \\ \\ on E that is equivalent to M . 
The following lemma singles out a natural candidate for that M-norm: 
Lemma 2.40 
l e t E be an Archimedean Riesz space and let J][[ : E -~ [0, oo) be r-subadditive, 
absolutely homogeneous and Riesz (e.g. an r-subadditive Riesz quasi-norm). 
Then the formula 
η η 
llxllv := inf V JIu.H : η e Ν, u, e E\ V u, = \x\ 
. 1 1 
defines the greatest M-semi-norm below M . 
If D is a principal ideal of E and ' : D — C(X) is a Yoshida representation of D, 
then (the restriction to D of) J| [1 ν is represented as 
Jl/L= ΙΙ/·ΦΙΙ- (/e Ο), 
where 
φ(χ) := mf{ JJeli : e e D+, 0 < ê < 1, ê(x) = 1} . 
Proof 
We first make some elementary observations: 
( 0 j F o r a Z 7 / G £ : M v ^ M • 
(1 ) For all 0 < u, ν e f: J|u ν vliv = JJitliv ν JJvlLv 
Combined with the fact tnatjj |x|llv = JJxlIv, this implies that J)li
v
 is Riesz. 
Indeed, for the inequality < observe that if u = v j · ^ and ν = vfv,, then we can 
write u ν ν = v"+mWk where (Wk)k is the concatenation of (u,)l and (Vj)j. 
The converse inequality follows from the fact that if u ν ν = v"^,, then certainly 
u = v"(u;, Λ u) and ν = y"(tvl Λ V). 
(2) IfD is a (principal) ideal of E and \\ || is a M-semi-norm on D such that 
II || < JIH on D, then || || < Mv onD. 
In particular: Μ ν is greater than every M-semi-norm below JJH . 
Indeed, if D and || || are as in the premiss, then 
J | x | i
v
= i n f { v 7 Jlu.U. : u, eD, vfu, = |x|} 
> inffv? Hu.ll : u , e D, v fu, = |x|} = | |x| | . 
From the above observations we establish the local representation of JUL ν from 
which the remaining claims of lemma 2.40 follow. 
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Let D be a principal ideal of E. We identify D with a norm-dense, 1-containing 
Riesz subspace of C(X) and we omit the symbol ". 
i3 ;ForaZ//eD: | | /</> |L< ] |/ |1, 
Therefore, by (2), for all f e D: || ƒ φ | | . < J| ƒ l
v
 (ƒ e D). 
We prove that 
u(x)4>(x) < Hull (xeX, ueD+), 
which implies (3) since both || | |„ and JUL are Riesz. Let u e D + and χ e X. If 
Μ (χ) = 0, the inequality trivially holds. Otherwise, 
u/u(x) Λ 1 e {e e D : 0 < e < 1, e(x) = 1} , 
and thus φ ( χ ) < J | M / U ( X ) A 1 | 1 < J)u/u(x)ll = JjuH /u(x) by definition. 
(4) FOT all f e D: | | / φ | | » > | / |
ν
· 
Let ti e D + , and let ε,β > 0. Using a compactness argument and the definition of 
φ we can find Xi,..., x
n
 e X,eXl eXn e D
+
 with 
0 < e X l < l , eX l(x,) = l , J|ex,|l < φ ί χ . ) + f (i e {Ι,.,.,η}) . 
such that the sets 
[«(χΟβχ, + β Ι > t t ] ( i e { l n}) 
cover X. Then 
tt < V ^ u U i ) ^ , + ßl) i n D + . 
That, together with the r-subadditivity and absolute homogeneity of J| li yields 
η η 
(JlMlLv)r s ( VJIM(^)e*. + ^1llv)r f (V JM*.)*«, + ßill)r 
< v Ji«(*.)exir + ji^ir = yuixtV K.f+ßr uv 
1 1 
s\\u-(<l> + el)\\l + ßrmr • 
Letting ε I 0 and β 1 0 establishes (4). D 
As a corollary we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a Riesz quasi-norm 
to be (equivalent to) an M-norm. 
Corollary 2.41 
Let (E, J) H ) be a quasi-normed Riesz space. 
If 
JJuvvH = JJull ν Jlvll (u.v eE+) , (M-property) 
then J) li is an M-norm. 
More generally, if 
sup{ J|V?u.ll : w t e £ + , JIu.L < 1 } < ~ 
i.e. 
fhere is a constant Κ e [1, oo) such that 
ιι\/η ii t-wnii ,, , ^ r+x (weakened M-property) 
JIVi Uil ίΚ V"JJUili (Mi,. . . ,u„ eE+) , 
then there is an M-norm on E that is equivalent to J) li. 
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We now exploit the above corollary to find some sufficient conditions on a quasi-
M-space to be topologically Riesz isomorphic to an M-space. 
If M : E — [0, oo) is (equivalent to) a quasi-M-norm, then M has the (weakened) 
M-property for disjoint vectors. Therefore, one strategy to find sufficient condi­
tions for an quasi-M-norm to be equivalent to an M-norm, is to find conditions 
enabling to extend the weakened M-property for disjoint vectors to arbitrary posi­
tive vectors. 
To do that, we want to approximate arbitrary positive vectors relatively uniformly 
by positive disjoint vectors. If E is weak-Freudenthal such an approximation is 
possible. However, if E is not weak-Freudenthal, we can still extend £ to a Riesz 
space f that is (such as its lateral completion), and hope that we can extend the 
M-quasi-norm to F. The latter requires some sort of Fatou-continuity of JJ U , for 
which we introduce the following notion: 
a set U c £ is called half-disjoint if U = Ui υ Uz, where both Ui and U2 are disjoint 
systems in £. 
Lemma 2.42 
Lef £ be a Riesz space and let JIU : £ — [0, 00) be separating, absolutely homoge­
neous and Riesz. 
(i) if JIU bas fbe weakened M-property for disjoint elements, and if E is weak-
Freudenthal, then J| [1 is a Riesz quasi-norm having the weakened M-property 
(and hence M is equivalent to an M-norm on E). 
(ii) If M has the half-disjoint weak-Fatou property i.e. 
there is a C e (0,00) sucb fbat 
U half-disjoint inE+ 
sup U exists in E+ Usupt/U <Csup Hull (*) 
ueU 
then U U can be extended to the conditional lateral completion £* (p. 24) such 
that its extension has the weakened M-property for disjoint elements. By (i) 
the extension of M is fben equivalent to an M-norm on E*. 
In similar vein, we obtain by extension to the Dedekind completion Εδ: 
(Hi) If M is a weaic-fatou quasi-M-norm, then JIU is equivalent to an M-norm. 
Proof 
(i) Let £ be weak-Freudenthal. Then lemma 0.66 is at our disposal: 
lef η e Ν, αι, . . . ,α„ in E+, and ε > 0. Tben fbere exisf disjoint ej 
(I < j < m) in E+ and α
υ
 (1 < ί < η, 1 < j < m) in [0, 00) sucb fbat 
Vj(aij -t)+ej s a , < V.,a
u
e, (1 < ί < η) , 
where 
e:= Σι «ι = Lj=iej = V ^ i ^ . 
(&) 
Suppose now that M : £ - [0,00) is absolutely homogeneous, Riesz (so that in 
particular for Ui,...,ut in £+ : v{ JJuiU s J v* ujll ) and that it has the weakened 
M-property for disjoint vectors i.e. there is a Κ > 0 such that 
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J) VjLi Uj^ < Κ V7=i JlMjll for all u i uN disjoint in £ + . 
Then we have in the situation of (&): 
Jla.ll < JlVjaijejIl < Κ V,«,.; J k J . 
Jla.ll > ]| V/a. , - ε ) * « ^ > Vjia.j - f) + J|ejll ($) 
Taking η = 2, f > 0, and setting α := Λι, fo := α2, «j := «ij and ßj := (Xzj in (&) and 
§, we get a + b < νjictj + ßj)ej which implies 
Jla + fcÎl < ]|ν,(α; + &)β4 - ^ [Vjaj Jlejll+Vjßj K l ] 
< Κ [Jlali + J|bH + 2 ε J|a + b | l ] . 
($) 
Letting ε 1 0 then establishes the quasi-subadditivity. 
Taking η e Ν, and ε > 0 arbitrary in (&) gives: 
V.a, < V.j «ije./ = VjiViCXtjiej , 
which implies 
J|Vr.ia.ll ^ JlVjtV.a.jJejl ^^VjIV,«^! 
= ^V l(V,«uJ)e j |) s Α: ν,ίϋα,ΙΙ +εϋΣ7α4) . 
(S) 
Letting f J 0 then establishes the weakened M-property. 
(ii) Since £ + majorizes (E£)+ we can define for xA e £*: 
1|χλ |1λ := sup{ JIulL : u e £,0 < u < | χ λ | } G [Ο,ΟΟ) . 
Then J||[A : £A — [0, oo) is absolutely homogeneous and Riesz. 
Suppose that there is a C e (0, oo) such that Jjsupi/[i < Csup
u e L , JjuH whenever 
U is a half-disjoint system in £ + having a supremum in £. 
Let u A e (£ A ) + and ν e E with 0 < ν < iiA. 
By choosing a half-disjoint system U in £ + such that supt/ = u A (0.76), we get 
Jlvll < CsupueL, Jju Λ vii ^ C s u p
u e U JJull. As a consequence: 
for all half-disjoint systems U c £ + wiih sup U = uA.· 
sup JJitli < | | u A | | < Csup JJull 
ueU M "- ueU 
(#) 
If MA Un e (£ A ) + are disjoint, we can choose U\ U
n
 half-disjoint in £ + with 
supUl = u
A
 (all i) and Ul ± [/,. Then υ "I/, is half-disjoint with supremum v"uf. 
Together with (#) that implies that Μ λ has the weakened M-property for disjoint 
vectors. π 
Recalling that Co(A'), for a discrete set X, is essentially the only type of M-space 
that has an order-continuous norm (see [LiTz2, lemma l.b.lO, p. 19]), theorem 2.34 
(p. 89), and the lemma above imply 
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CoroUary 2.43 
Lef (E, M ) be a quasi-Banach lattice such that all orthonormal sequences are 
equivalent. 
If JIH has the weak-Fatou property, then E is topologically Riesz isomorphic to an 
Lp-space for some ρ e (0, oo) or to a weak-Fatou M-space. 
In particular, E is topologically Riesz isomorphic to an Lp-space (p e (0, °o) or to a 
Co (X) for some discrete set X, if and only if Jj li i's order-continuous. 
A second approach to find sufficient conditions on a quasi-M-space to be topo­
logically Riesz isomorphic to an M-space, exploits the topological completeness of 
such spaces. By lemma 2.25 ii (p. 84) we have: if (£, JIH ) is an quasi-Banach lattice 
and || || an M-semi-norm on E, then || || and J||i are equivalent if and only if they 
are equivalent on every principal ideal of E. Taking for || || the M-semi-norm Μ ν 
of lemma 2.40 we obtain: 
Theorem 2.44 
Let (£, M ) be a quasi-Banach lattice. Let ]|[iv be the greatest M-semi-norm below 
il li (see lemma 2.40, p. 97). 
Take e e E+, let D be the principal ideal generated by e, and let 
:=inf{re (0 ,^) : \f\ < re} (ƒ e D) , 
be the norm induced by e. 
Suppose thatD is J)li -closed or Riesz isomorphic to a C(X) with X metrizable. 
Then M | D , Mv \D, and \\ \\e are equivalent. 
In particular, by 2.25.ii, if every principal ideal of E is Μ -closed or Riesz isomor­
phic to a C(X) with X metrizable, then J||l and J) ϋ ν are equivalent i.e. (£, Jlli ) is 
topologically Riesz isomorphic to an M-space. 
Proof 
Using Yoshida's theorem we identify D with C(X) and e with 1 e C(X). This way 
we have 
• II _ II i n Τ 
( ƒ € £ » , = II ƒ IL M v = II/Φ I 
where 
φ(χ) := inf{ M : eeC(X),0<e < l,e(x) = 1} (x e X) 
as in lemma 2.40. 
To establish the equivalence of Μ , Mv, and || ||
e
 on D, we prove that 
for some £ > 0 : [ φ > ε] = X , (%) 
for that implies 
f II ƒ IL < II /Φ IL = 1/ Il ν * I ƒ II * Il f IL JUL· (ƒ e D). 
Case thatD is M closed 
By applying the open-mapping theorem to the identity mapping (£, M ) - (£, Il I D , 
we see that there is an ε > 0 such that f II IL s Jlli s J|1L· Il IL · Then φ > ε by 
its definition. 
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Case that X is metrizable 
Suppose (%) does not hold. We will show that there exists a sequence Xi,X2,... in 
X converging to χ e Λ-, and au e C(X) such that u(x2n) = 1, while u(x2n+i) = 0 
for all η . 
Negating (%) means that [ φ < ε ] * 0 for all ε > 0. As a result, the sets [ φ < ε ], 
ε > 0, are not only open, but in addition infinite. 
< Indeed, for each ε > 0 
[ Φ < ε ] = Uo*u€C(X)+[ W -llMll > f"1 I is open. 
Further, if U = {xi xn} is a unite open set in X, then for each i: 
{x,} = UnX\ {x\ x,_i,x l+i xni is open, 
and φίχ,) = Il lu,} ^ > 0. Thus, infu φ > 0 for open finite subsets U.> 
That, together with the sequential compactness of X, allows us to choose Χι,X2,... 
in X such that x, * x3 (i * j), φ(χ,) < 2"' (all i) and x, - χ for some χ e X with 
χ, Φ χ (all i). Using that χ * χ, - χ, and passing to a subsequence if necessary, 
we can inductively find open sets Ui, Uz, •• • and Vi, Vz,... such that for all i: 
χ e V,, x, G U,, V, η Ul = 0 , V, D V 1 +I , and [/,+ι e V,. 
In particular, all Ul are disjoint. Since φ(χ,) < 2~l and M is Riesz, we can find 
u, e C(X)+ suchthat 
0 < u, < 1, u(x,) = 1, Jludi < 2-', and [ u, > 0 ] c (/,, 
i.e. (u t ) , is a disjoint sequence majorized by 1 G C(X). By the topological com­
pleteness, u := Ση u2n exists in E, and since the lattice operations are continuous, 
u is majorized by 1 e C(X) too. Thus, in fact, u e CiA"). For all η we have 
V2n+i := 1 - U2n+i ε C(X)+ with 0 < V2„+i < 1, V2„+i = 1 outside l/2n+i, and 
V2n+i(x2n+i) = 0. Then V2n+i > u > tt2n> which implies that u(x2n) = 1 and 
w(x2n+i ) = 0 for all n. The latter contradicts the continuity of u at x, and thereby 
establishes (%). 
D 
A third way to find sufficient conditions on an quasi-M-space to be topologically 
Riesz isomorphic to an M-space, is to use the dual of the quasi-M-space. However, 
the dual could be trivial, or even if it is separating, we still face the question how 
to translate information about the dual back to the quasi-M-space. Not subtle, but 
effective is requiring local convexity. No new result is obtained this way (in fact 
we only reformulate one of the characterizations of an M-space as a Banach-lattice 
[M-N, Theorem 2.1.12.iv, p. 59]), but the corollary (2.46) is worth mentioning. 
Lemma 2.45 
Lef (£, M ) be a quasi-M-space. 
Suppose that the topology of E is normable i.e. there is a norm || || on E that is 
equivalent to M . 
Then E is topologically Riesz isomorphic to an M-space. 
Proof 
Indeed, by 0.108, we may assume that || || is a Riesz norm, which has - by its 
equivalence with Jj H - the weakened M-property for disjoint elements. In [M-N, 
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theorem 2.1.12(iv)=>(i), p. 61] we see that this implies that for the dual-norm || | |' 
there is a C > 0 such that for all φ ι , . . . , φ
η
 in E'+ disjoint: 
ΙΙΦ1 + ... + Φ η | Γ > Γ ( | | φ 1 | Γ + ... + | | φ η | Γ ) 
i.e. all orthonormal sequences in (£', || If) are equivalent with the standard basis of 
f1, so (£', || If) is topologically isomorphic to an L'-space, and therefore the second 
dual (£", || | |") is topologically Riesz isomorphic to an M-space (0.117). By standard 
Banach space theory E embeds isometrically in its biduai, and that finishes the 
proof. D 
Combining theorem 2.34 and the lemma above yields the following. 
Corollary 2.46 
Lef E be an infinite dimensional Banach lattice. Then E is topologically Riesz iso­
morphic to an Lp-space or an M-space if and only if every two orthonormal se­
quences in E are equivalent. 
For completeness, we must also mention the following consequence of the open 
mapping theorem (cf. lemma 2.44): 
Lemma 2.47 
Any quasi-Banach lattice that has a strong order unit, is topologically Riesz iso­
morphic to an M-space. 
Open problem 2.48 
Roughly speaking, in two cases we have been able to prove that a quasi-M-space 
(£, M ) is topologically Riesz isomorphic to an M-space. Both cases address to the 
local structure of £: if the principal ideals of £ are either "small" (Riesz isomor­
phic to a C(X) with X metrizable) or contain sufficiently many disjoint elements 
(Riesz isomorphic to a C(X) with X zero-dimensional), then (£, J||l ) is topologi­
cally Riesz isomorphic to an M-space. Of course, there exists a C(X) which has 
neither properties such as BC(ß[0, °o)/[0, °°) ). 
Less far away from imagination lies the case of a principal ideal that is Riesz iso-
morphic to BC(IR) = CißM.). In that case, we have that φ (of lemma 2.40) is 
bounded away from zero on each bounded interval I c K. In particular, we see 
that φ(χ) > 0 (χ e R) which implies that JJliv is a norm (cf. 2.44). But the question 
remains whether Μ is equivalent to JJliv on BC(IR). 
Remarks 2.49 
Ad 2.39 In the context of normed Riesz spaces there is no difference between 
the M-property and oo-additivity: an oo-additive Riesz norm is an M-norm (see [Be]). 
Ad 2.40 The approach to define JJuUv could be described as refining "cover­
ings of u" (if ν,Μι = u, the graphs of ul "cover" the graph of u). Another approach 
would be to refine disjoint "partitions" of u. 
Call a finite collection of bands D = {Bi B
n
} a partition of (a Riesz space £) if 
vj'ßj = £ and Bl Λ BJ = 0 in the Boolean algebra of bands (i.e. u"B, is order dense 
in £ and the B, are mutually disjoint). Let (£, JJIi ) be a quasi-normed Riesz space. 
For a partition D = {Βχ,..., B
n
} of £, and χ e £ we define 
JJxlio := sup{ VÎ1 JIUJIJ. : 0 < u, < | x | , u, e Β, all i } . 
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The collection D of partitions of E can be directed by refinement: D' is a refinement 
of D {D' < D) if each Β e D is generated by a subset of D' (i.e. there are Bl B'
m 
in D' such that υΓ B'j is o r d e r dense in B). If D' •< D, JlxUÓ ^ JUUD' and so we set 
Jlxlh := limDeD JIXIID = infoeo JIXHD (x e £) . 
However, this way we do not obtain the greatest M-semi-norm below J) |]_ : if 
£ = C[0,1], J|/|l = l lZ-d"-^-"!!,,,,)!!,- , 
where {41,42.···} is a denumeration of Qn[0,1], then J|/|[± = 0. For if Dn contains 
only bands whose elements have support outside {41,...,4η}. then we see that 
M D , , * 2-» || ƒ H« for all ƒ e E. 
Ad 2.40 (4) The proof given for (4) of theorem 2.40 is an adaption of the way 
one proves that every M-norm || || on C(X) is of the form | |/ | | = || f φ IL where 
φ(χ) := inf{ Hull : 0 < u e C(X), u(x) = 1}. 
Ad 2.42. Strictly speaking Fatou properties are about upwards directed sets. 
In the definition of half-disjoint (weak-)Fatou it is not the half-disjoint system that 
is upwards directed, but its collection of finite partial sums. The apphcation we 
have in mind with 2.42 is clear: M is a quasi-M-norm with a weak-Fatou prop­
erty for upwards directed sets that are induced by half-disjoint systems. However, 
even for this application we should not take the term too literally, because it comes 
down to a weak-Fatou property for upwards directed sets that are induced by dis­
joint systems combined with an M-property for suprema of such systems. 
Two variants of (ii) are: if E is almost σ-Dedekmd complete (or. has the countable 
sup property,) and M is weak σ-Fatou (or: half-disjoint weak-a-Fatou,), then M 
can be extended to the σ-Dedekind completion of E (the conditional σ-lateral com­
pletion respectively^, and the extension has the M-property for disjoint vectors. 
In both cases the condition on E is meant to guarantee that each vector in the 
completion under consideration is a supremum of a countable upwards-directed 
or half-disjoint system respectively (0.78, 0.70). The proofs then run analogously 
to that presented in 2.42 (ii). 
Ad 2.44. The essence of the proof of 2.44 is not to find a convergent sequence, 
but to find two countable subsets that have a common accumulation point. For 
that, weaker conditions than metrizability could be considered. 
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Samenvatting 
Titel: Karakteriseringen van Lp-ruimten met ρ e (O, oo) 
In dit proefschrift worden karakteriseringen van I''-ruimten met ρ e (0, oo) bestu­
deerd. Voor het geval dat ρ e [1, oo) bestaat er de inmiddels klassieke karakterise­
ring van Lp-ruimten binnen de klasse van Banachtralies, bewezen door Kakutani en 
Bohnenblust. Echter, wanneer ρ e (0,1), zijn Lp-ruimten geen Banachruimten. De 
grote manco die daardoor optreedt, is dat de gebruikelijke convexiteitsargumenten 
(bijvoorbeeld het gebruik van de duale) hun geldigheid verliezen. Wat overblijft, is 
gebruik te maken van bestaande theorie m.b.t. quasi-Banachtralies en die, waar 
nodig en mogelijk, uit te breiden. 
Het proefschrift begint met een grondig en uitgebreid overzicht van de relevante 
theorie en reeds verkregen resultaten in het vakgebied. Daarna wordt in hoofd­
stuk 1 de Kakutani-Bohnenblust karakterisering uitgebreid tot het geval ρ e (0, oo). 
In hoofdstuk 2 worden twee karakteriseringen van Tzafriri gegeneraliseerd. Ando's 
karakterisering d.m.v. positieve projecties blijkt echter niet uitgebreid te kunnen 
worden tot het geval dat ρ e (0,1). De reden hiervoor wordt geanalyseerd in sec­
tie 1.4. Een bijproduct van de analyse is een karakterisering van de bandprojecties 
binnen de klasse van contractieve projecties in Lp met ρ e (0,1). 
Tot slot wordt een nieuwe klasse ruimten, zogeheten quasi-M-ruimten, ingevoerd. 
Quasi-M-ruimten zijn een generalisatie van M-ruimten en komen op een natuur­
lijke manier naar voren bij het generaliseren van Tzafriri's karakterisering van Lp-
ruimten en M-ruimten. Enkele voorwaarden waaronder quasi-M-ruimten in feite 
M-ruimten zijn, worden bestudeerd. De vraag of quasi-M-ruimten altijd M-ruimten 
zijn, blijft echter open. 
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